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s,.'•1'c c Some artists and

7 arts patrons

consider 1996 the

/ worst year for the
arts in Canada

since the Second

World War. The
federal government finally made its long-
threatened cuts in CBC operating funds.
The Ontario government, more interested

in reducing deficits and taxes than

funding the arts, cut the Ontario Arts
Council and TVO severely. Ontario's
invisible Minister of Culture did nothing
to forestall her government's action.

Many arts organizations-orchestras,
Sgalleries, opera and dance companies,

theatre groups, publishers, amongst
others-are close to collapse and, after
raising ticket and book prices and

reducing staff, are going hat in hand to
private corporations, foundations and
individuals. There is nothing wrong in
this-arts groups have long sought and

received such assistance. But the
withdrawal of government funding has
weakened their image and self-image,

especially since the people of Canada
have accepted this withdrawal almost
without protest. And the CBC-about
which we had a wonderful evening at the
club in early December-will have to
fulfil its mandate to bind the country
together with inadequate funding. This
means, simply, that it will do things less

well than in the past, whatever one thinks
of how well it did or does its work.

Responsibility for supporting the arts

was, is, and will continue to be fraught
with controversy. With 1997 now upon

* us, we who believe in the importance of
the arts and letters in Canada must look
hard at such pressing issues.

Happy New Year!

Presenting LAMPSWEEK '97
An exciting week of events highlighting each of the club disciplines-from "Ragtime" stars
on Monday, February 24 to club stars on Friday, February 28. Read on! Then turn to page 4
and fill out your order form. Don't forget-there's a big saving of $10 with purchase of the
LAMPSWEEK '97 PASS-a modest $65 covers all events.

Monday, February 24 (Music): Men-a-la-carte.
A marvellous men-u of melodies, from the Broadway musical to operetta. starring
Jill Diane Filion as host and accompanist, and her masculine, musical mates (all
currently appearing in Ragtime). It was a hit in Vancouver and you'll love it too.
Cash bar and hors d'oeuvres, 5:30 p.m. Dinner, 7 p.m. Performance, 8 p.m.
Price $20.

Tuesday, February 25 (Literature): Canadian Publishing-What's Happening,
Trends and Predictions from Jack E. Stoddart.
Jack E. Stoddart, as the chairman and president of General Publishing Co.. Ltd..
owner of Stoddart Publishing, and a majority shareholder in Boston Mills Press.
House of Anansi Press, and Macfarlane, Walter & Ross, is well qualified to address
the question: Can the Canadian publishing industry survive?
Cash bar, 11:30 a.m. Buffet luncheon, 12 noon. Price $15.

Wednesday, February 26 (Architecture): Restoration architect MICHAEL F.
ROBERTS, B. Arch., FRAIC, RIBA.
Michael Roberts will lead us on an impressive "tour" of his award-winning building
restorations: St. James' Cathedral and University College in Toronto; Christ Church
Cathedral, Fredericton, N.B.; and Canada House, London, England.
Cash bar, 11:30 a.m. Buffet luncheon, 12 noon. Price $15.

Thursday, February 27, (Painting): ART AUCTION: Lamps for Art and Art for
Lamps.
Light up your life at our GALA Art Auction-RAFFLES, PRIZES AND
SURPRISES. Win a Franklin Arbuckle painting! Bid on a Lismer! The sky's the
limit. Our own distinguished auctioneer, David Ritchie, will give you "failr
warning," and ... "it's YOURS!"

Cocktail reception, 6 p.m. Silent Auction closes, 7:30 p.m. Live Auction, 8 p.m.
Price (inc. drink and hors d'oeuvres) $10.

Friday, February 28, (Stage): Cabaret Carousel.
Showcasing the irrepressible talents of Arts and Letters Club members, Toronto's
Mr. Music, lain Scott, takes us on a musical romp with Flanders & Swan, Noel
Coward, Gigi, Guys and Dolls, magical moments with David Ben, and much. much
more. Producer Ruth Morawetz says the line-up is sensational, not-to-be-missed.
Cash bar, 5:30 p.m. Buffet supper, 7 p.m. Performance 8 p.m. Price $15.

WARNING: LAMPSWEEK events sell out quickly. Make sure to send in your
order form (page 4) early, before February 17. REMEMBER: Guests are

Ezra Schabas welcome.
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DRAWN from the
Art Committee

ART FOR LAMPS AUCTION

Club painters, photographers, illustrators, printmakers, in fact
ALL club artists are invited to offer a piece of their art work for
the ART AUCTION during LAMPSWEEK '97, on Thursday,

February 27. But you don't have to be an artist to donate!

David Ritchie, our auctioneer, would be delighted to accept
any art that you might like to give. One of the highlights of the

auction will be an Arthur Lismer sketch. What have you got?
Why not bring an old painting, preferably by a club member,

and buy a new one at the auction? We'll also be happy to
accept door prize gifts of special books, wine or anything else

you'd like to offer. A candlelight dinner for two would be nice!
Franklin (Archie) Arbuckle has generously donated one of
his paintings for a raffle. The response from club artists so far

has been resounding.

Proceeds are to go towards new lighting and wall coverings
for the Great Hall. Tickets for this fun evening (available from
Violet Thresher, 924-0001) are $10, which includes a glass of
wine or beer, hors d'oeuvres and the opportunity to bid. Donors
will receive a free ticket. A ticket also entitles the bearer to
obtain a 20% discount at local restaurants, Bangkok Garden,

Barberian's, and Adega, or to win one of a number of exciting
door prizes. How about a night for two at a luxurious B & B in

Picton, or a portable phone?

Flyer/invitations are available at the bar. Please give them to
your art-collecting friends. For more information call John

Sullivan, 492-1930, or Judith Graham, 966-3948.

We are delighted to have Doris McCarthy as our special
speaker at the Members' Juried Art Opening, Monday,

February 3.

The silent auction of Christmas posters resulted in revenue of
$1700. Thanks to all the artists and collectors who participated.

ARTISTS! If you have not picked up your paintings from the
art storage cupboard in the basement by the end of January, be
warned that you might have to buy them back at the Auction!

Call Doug Purdon, 759-3126.

Next Art Committee Meeting, Monday, February 3, at 5:15
p.m., Judith Graham in the chair. I will be painting and
playing in Spain. Whoopee!

Zora Buchanan

Sandra's Sunday
Sandra Henderson's Sunday Painting continues from January
19 until April 13. For information call Sandra, 920-3258
between 5 and 8 p.m.
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Members'

News
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Congratulations to Life Member Cleeve Home who is now an

Officer of the Order of Canada.

Past president Norm McMurrich is recovering from a stroke

in Queen Elizabeth Hospital.

The late Donald Creighton, eminent chronicler of Canadian
history (and father of present member Philip Creighton). is
among several authors featured by Canada Post on its recentlv-

issued 45-cent stamps.

Ron Sorley, that ever-popular pianist with the Elm Street Four.
is recovering after a hip replacement. Perhaps it was all that

musical activity at our New Year's Eve Gala!

From Kay Murray-Weber comes an addition to the saga of
the Wychwood Park artists' colony. To be added to the original
art group should be painter Glad Smith and Life Member
Odric Smith.

Kay Kritzwiser broke her arm (the not-so-funny humerus

bone) last November and is still enjoying(?) twice-weekly
visits to the physiotherapist.

Les and Mildred Tibbles are off to Arizona in search of new

subjects for the month of January.

From Zora Buchanan comes news from Puerto Rico. Geoff
Armstrong had a nasty fall before Christmas and is now on the
mend with help from Chris Adeney, who has gone to give
comfort.

Congratulations to Dr. Jim Wright who was inducted into the
Order of St. John in Ottawa on October 17, by Governor-

General Romeo Leblanc. It is one of three sovereign orders
awarded by the Queen, the other two being the Order of Canada
and the Order of Military Merit. Jim has been a leading
physician and coroner in Bracebridge for 40 years. He has also
served on a number of important committees, the most recent

being Toronto's Committee for the Aging, on which he is the
medical advisor.

Jeanie Hersenhoren recently underwent eye surgery, but will
undoubtedly be back soon to keep a sharp eye on the door at
club events.



JUST A SUGGESTION!

If our leaders could always be trusted

* And our pleasures could never be busted

About all that we'd need

Politicians please heed

Would be weather that's seasonally

adjusted!

Monty Larkin

THANK YOU!!!

Holiday activities at the club were
tremendously successful. To Peter Hart
who produced a memorable Boar's Head
evening; to Jeanie Hersenhoren for our
Holiday Luncheons, and to the
inimitable Gordon Fulton we offer
congratulations and sincere thanks.
These three would be the first to claim
that their committees and performers did
most of the work-so we thank everyone

* involved, including the always

dependable Norman Conquest; Barbara
Seville; Barry Mohr; Norma Leigh;
Christie Pitts; Warren Pease; Edward and
Amelia Street; Hugh Mann; and, of
course, everyone's favourite, John E.
Walker.

Margaret McBurney

The New Year's Eve Committee
presents a big "thank you" to all the club
artists and would-be club artists who
created the wonderful array of little
boxes that contained the party favours,
home-made truffles. They were a big hit
and are all works of art!

Gord Fulton

CLUB
TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES:
DilrV V•IUIDC IID n rAr
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Betty Postill begs all those who have not
picked up their members' directory to
please do so as soon as possible.

Members' Art Openings

Valda Ostreicher is now represented by
the Roberts Gallery. Her artwork can be
seen in the Artists Choice exhibition at
the gallery at 641 Yonge St., which

opens Saturday, January 25, at 10 a.m.
and continues until February 8.

PHOTOGRAPHY

By the time this is printed, the
Photography Show opening will have
come and gone, but the exhibition will
continue until January 31. If you have
work in the show, please remember that
the pick-up date is Saturday, February 1.
The name of the winning photographer
in the Viewers' Choice vote will be in
the next LAMPSletter.

n.b. The next meeting will be on
Wednesday, February 5, instead of
January 29, on the third floor of the club
at noon. The following meeting will be
as scheduled on February 26 at noon. If

you are interested in joining this
committee, please contact Elizabeth

Siegfried at 538-9585.

We are indebted to Jim Parr for
generously donating to the club two
bound volumes of his photographic
portraits of many of our members, taken
during the past three or four years.
Thanks, Jim, they will be a treasure for
future generations. These volumes will
be on display in the lounge for a limited
time. If you have not already provided a
brief resume to accompany your portrait,
please contact Margaret McBurney.

CALLING for SPRING
SHOW PARTICIPANTSGary Stark opens a show of New

Paintings at the Illuminary Art Gallery,
96 Spadina Ave. on Friday, February 14,
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. The show continues
until March 5.

7 p.m.

See you there!

p.s. More scripts and performance

suggestions are still welcome.

call

Monty Larkin 652-9943

or

Betty Trott 422-0372

YOU'RE INVITED!

Don't forget-the club is open every
evening from Monday to Friday until 8

p.m. A snack supper is available for $6.
So--if you're on your way home from

work, or on your way to the theatre, why
not drop in for some quiet conviviality?
You'll have a pleasant time and Jason
will enjoy the company!

The CLUB SCRAPBOOK

Sandy Stewart has taken on the job of
looking after the club scrapbook. Initial

exploration has revealed some problems.
He asks that members use only soft
pencil to make notes on the back of

photographs. Anything else will
eventually leak or bleed through into the
front and destroy the picture.
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Come to the

PLANNING MEETING

Wednesday February 5
LAMPS room

Want to get involved? in any way at all?



LAMPSWEEK '97 TICKET ORDER FORM

Mail, or hand deliver to:
The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto
14 Elm St.
Toronto, ON M5G 1G7

or fax to the club office (416) 597-9544.

To be sure of your reservations, your order form must be received by February 17, 1997.

PLEASE RESERVE THE FOLLOWING SEATS FOR ME:

Total Price of all Tickets/Passes $

Name

( ) Cheque enclosed

( ) Visa ( ) Mastercard

Number

4

Expiry Date

Event and Date Discipline Times Ticket Number Total

Price of Tickets Price

Hors d'Oeuvres,

Mon., Feb 24 Music Dinnp.m. $20
Men-A-La-Carte Dinner, 7 p.m.

Showtime, 8 p.m.

Tues., Feb 25 Literature Buffet, $15
Canadian Publishing noon

Wed., Feb 26 Architecture Buffet, $15
Michael F. Roberts noon

Cocktail Reception,

Thurs., Feb 27 6 p.m.
Ar for LAMPS Auction Painting Silent Auction ends, $10
Art for LAMPS Auction 7:30 p.m.

Live Auction, 8 p.m.

Buffet Supper,
Fri., Feb 28 7 p.m.

Cabaret Carousel Stage Showtime, $15
8 p.m.

LAMPSWEEK PASS TO ALL FUNCTIONS $65
Save $10 and don't miss a thing!
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People of the Club

We've had The Man Who Broke the

Bank of Monte Carlo, then we had The

Man Who Shot Liberty Valence, and now

we have The Man Who Broke the

Mulroney Scandal, starring our own

member, Philip Mathias, a senior writer

* for the Financial Post.

Phil confidently sums up the recent

excited hours of TV and radio time and

the columns of newsprint he stirred up:

"There is no evidence of anything-not

even a reasonable suspicion."

He had a few years of Fleet Street

news-gathering before immigrating to

Canada in 1964 and he soon joined the

Financial Post, first in Montreal and

then in Toronto. It took him 20 years to

discover the quiet refuge on Elm Street

and Ernest Sirluck attracted him to the

executive, where for two years he was

chairman of the busy activities

committee: "A very onerous job; I got
slightly burnt-out in it."

In the midst of his investigative

reporting, Phil found time to marry
Caroline Anderson of New Quay,
Cornwall, and sire two children, a girl,

22, and a boy, 19. Once again he has

turned his attention to the club and what

it needs to grow. "It seems to lack focus

in some way," he believes. "I'm not sure

how."

"There's one thing we know: that it is

a place we enjoy and a collection of

people who enjoy one another. That's

what a club is, I guess. But is it starting

to decay in the sense of the original

concept-in tune with the cultural

consciousness of the 20s and 30s? The

reality of Toronto now, which is our

hinterland, is that there are people here

from all sorts of places and all sorts of

cultures. So in that sense, we haven't

kept pace.

If the club is to survive in what is

becoming a multicultural atmosphere, we

need to open up a little."

Phil would like to be able to

experience different kinds of music at

the club, for example. "We keep
discussing dead Austrians who

composed their music a long time ago

and which we thoroughly enjoy. But

there is another music scene out there

that maybe is worth trying to understand.

not necessarily like."

Our activities, he feels are "not at the

cutting edge of modern thinking." He

would like to see a debate. for example.
on whether the arts should be financed

by government or not. "There's a strong

argument for government not to support
the arts, at least not in the way it has in

the past, in the form of subsidizing

Beethoven and Mozart concerts instead

of supporting young Canadian artists."

He asks, "Is this place to be a refuge

where friends enjoy one another's

company without controversy, or is it to

be a place where we go for spiritual

nourishment'?"

Still playing the devil's advocate. Phil

wonders if the club embraces all the arts:

"Is cooking an art? Management?

Science?" He happens to like cooking
and says, "Actually," he confides.

"cooking is the most complete art.

because no other art can be enjoyed with

the nose."

Fergus Cronin

WEDNESDAY

NIGHT

AT THE

MOVIES

Beginning February 5, the club will present specially-selected
films for your enjoyment on Wednesday evenings in the board

room at 7:15. If you'd like a drink and a snack supper
beforehand, come in a bit early for a chat with other film buffs.
John Twomey will choose and introduce the films for
February. Movies for March will be chosen by Ken Purvis; in
April, Paul McKerry will be in charge. At the end of April
we'll check to see if you would like these movie evenings to

continue. For details see What's On.

LAMPSletter
You may have noticed that this issue is labeled

January/February. The next issue which comes out at the end of
February, will be called the March issue. It is less confusing for
all of us to have the newsletter and the calendar it bears have

the same date.

There is a suggestion that members would enjoy reading
anecdotes about other and past members of the club such as are
regularly told around the round table and in the Great Hall. If
any of you will take the time to jot them down. we will happily
take the trouble to print them.

Deadline: the second Friday of the month, February 14. at

1 p.m.

Please leave items in the LAMPSletter mail box (located

between the kitchen and the Great Hall), or fax to the club.
Items received after the deadline will be reserved for the next
issue.

Editor: Pat Stewart

Copy Editor: Gladys Houck
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NEW NEW NEW! WEDNESDAY AT THE MOVIES

Wednesday February 5

Julia, starring Vanessa Redgrave, Jane Fonda and Jason
Robards in Lillian Hellman's story of anti-fascism in the
1930s. It won three Academy Awards and marked Meryl
Streep's debut.

Wednesday February 12

Ragtime: E.L. Doctorow's mosaic tale of 1906 America.

6

Wednesday February 20

The Manchurian Candidate, a classic psychological
thriller, the film is set in the McCarthy era of political

paranoia; starring Frank Sinatra, Angela Lansbury and
Lawrence Harvey.

Wednesday February 26

The Picture of Dorian Grey: Oscar Wilde's haunting V
tale of the mysterious portrait in the attic and the
hedonistic life of a beautiful seemingly ageless man. It
won the Academy Award for Photography in 1945.

CALL FOR ENTRIES for

The Members' Juried Art Show:

NORTH OF THE 49th PARALLEL

February 3 to February 21

Framed and ready to hang works in all media.

Drawing, Painting, Original Printmaking and Photography, will be accepted.

To qualify for entry works should be of subjects from north of the 49th parallel
which includes northern Ontario, northern Quebec and the western provinces.

Jurors will be Barbara Howard, Oswald Schenk and Jim Birnie.

Special speaker opening night will be Doris McCarthy.

Works can be delivered Saturday, February 1, from 9 to 10 a.m.



MONDAY CLUB NIGHTS
$10.00 for dinner, taxes included.

Monday February 3

ART OPENING: NORTH OF THE

49TH PARALLEL

Guest Speaker: Doris McCarthy, one

of Canada's foremost landscape painters, 1983 Canadian

Artist of the Year and member of the Order of Canada.

Doris will show her paintings and slides of the Arctic

landscape, for which she is well known.

Monday February 10

Cellist Vernon Regehr, winner of the Arts and Letters

Club Scholarship at the RCM, with Jenny Regehr, pianist.

This scholarship was established by club Past President

the late Dick Blue, in 1976. Previous winners have

included Ofra Harnoy, Margaret Schabas (daughter of

Ann and Ezra), Samuel Wong (assistant conductor of

the New York Philharmonic), and the brilliant young

violinist, Andrew Wei. Vernon has played here with.many string groups from the RCM this year. He is

headed for the Yale Music School.

Monday February 17

J.E.H. MacDonald: Designer. Author Robert Stacey

talks about the work of our late club archivist, Hunter

Bishop and about this book which traces MacDonald's

involvement with fine printing, book design and

commercial art during Toronto's golden age of graphic

design, the 1890s to the 1930s.

LITERARY TABLE
$7.50 for lunch, taxes included.

Tuesday February 4

Some Notes on William

Blake's "The Tyger" presented

by Richard Outram, our always

perceptive and eloquent poet.

Tuesday February 11

Death of a Salesman by
Arthur Miller, a timely
discussion by Brian Parker in
view of the current production
at the Royal Alex.

Tuesday February 18

A Discussion of Tom Stoppard's "Arcadia, " "his

richest, most ravishing comedy," recently performed by

the Canadian Stage, led by Ronald Bryden.

MUSIC TABLE
$10.00 buffet lunch, taxes included.

Thursday February 6

String quartet from the Faculty of

Music, U. of T., students of

professor Lorand Fenyves,

violinist, previewing their Mozart

and Schuman program for the

international competition in
Austria in March.

Thursday February 13

St. Michael's Choir School Piano Students, Simon

Eng, Vincent Cheng, and Joshua Tamayo play Bach,

Beethoven, Chopin and Mozart.

Thursday February 20

Music and Poetry: David Zafer conducts the University

of Toronto Chamber Orchestra in Britten's famous

serenade for tenor, horns and strings with Michael

Colvin, tenor, Gabe Radford, horn, and Professor Eric

Domville, commentator.

WRITERS GROUP

February 7

What Gets Your Book Into the Store? Bill Hushion,

president of Hushion House Publishing and Hushion

House Distributing, will talk on book distribution in

Canada and the U.S. Find out how you can ensure that

your book will line bookstore shelves.
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MARCH PREVIEWS Monday, March 3: Cabaret Carousel repeat

Thursday, March 6: Music Table: Music and Poetry

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Sandra's Choir, 4 p.m. Literary Table: Photography Cttee, Music Table: Painter's Open
Sunday Art Cttee, Richard noon, 3rd floor quar Studio,
Painting 5:15 p.m. Outram on Music Cttee, noon, String quartet, 10 a.m.-

Pantng bnighJuried ram LAMPS room 1:15 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
Club night/Juried Blake Activities Cttee,Great Hall Art Opening: Doris Activities Cttee, Writers' Group:

rented McCarthy, 5:15 p.m. Book Distribution
evening speaker Movie, board room, with Bill Hushionevening speaker 7:15 p.m.: Julia

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Great Hall Choir, 4 p.m. Literary Table: Visual Arts Table: Music Table: Painters' Open Great Hall
rented Exec. Cttee, Brian Parker board room, St. Michael's Studio, rentedSandra's 5:15 p.m. on Death of a 12:30 p.m. Choir School 10 a.m.- eveningClub Night: Salesman Moya Gillett: pianists 3:30 p.m.

Sundy Cellist Ve n GPaintings
Sunday Cellisernon GreatHall conservation Great Hall LAMPSIetter
Painting Regehr, pianist rented evening Movie, 7:15 p.m., rented evening deadline,

Jenny Regehr Ragtime 1 p.m.

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Sandra's Choir, 4 p.m. Literary Table: Movie, 7:15: Music Table: Painters' Great Hall
Sunday Club Night: J.E.H. Ronald The Music and Open Studio, rented

Designer and Bryden on Manchurian Poetry 10 a.m. - evening
Hunter Bishop Arcadia Candidate 3:30 p.m.
by Robert Stacey

23 24 25 26 27 28
Sandra's Genealogy Literature: Architecture: Painting: Art Stage:

Michael Roberts,Sunday Group, noon Jack Stoddart 12 noon,buffet Auction, Cabaret
Choir, 4 p.m. 12 noon buffet Photography Cttee, reception, Carousel
Music: Men a la Great Hall noon 6 p.m. buffet supper,
carte dinner rented Movie: The Picture 7 p.m.
7 p.m. of Dorian Grey,

evening 7:15 p.m.

S February 24-28 LAMPSWEEK '97
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President's
Notes

' Visitors to our club

often comment on

what an active place

,•' ( it is, especially
those who belong to

other less active
Toronto clubs.

"How do you do it?" they ask. I reply-

rather smugly, I suspect-"Well, it's thanks

to our activities committee and its

imagination and contacts." It meets monthly

to review, co-ordinate and schedule the
events of the different club committees

which organize the Music, Literary and

Visual Arts Tables, Club Nights, Members'

Dinners, Minds on the Move lunches, art

*openings, Christmas lunches, Boar's Head

Dinner, dramatic events-plays, cabarets

and revues, New Year's Eve Gala and

LAMPSweek. Margaret McBurney

skillfully chairs this high-powered group,
assisted by the formidable Jeannie

Hersenhoren as secretary. The committee's
informative and concise minutes tell the

story. This year there have been wonderful

concerts given by both professional

musicians and advanced university students,

challenging literary talks, great art shows,

stimulating writers' groups, varied Club

Nights, brilliant speakers and entertainers at

Members' Dinners and Minds on the Move,

enthusiastic club singing at Christmas, a

fine play by the theatre group, film

showings and a New Year's party to beat all

New Year's parties.

On a more sober note, treasurer Bill

Buchanan, who guards our finances,

reports that there has been less revenue

from catering and rentals than anticipated.

Members show great support by coming out

to events that appeal most to them. New

members are swelling our ranks too. With

OOur new fiscal year to begin on April 1, now

is a good time to think of friends who might

join the club. And remember that guests are
welcome too.

Ezra Schabas

MEMBERS'

DINNER

Wednesday

March 19

6 p.m. for 7 p.m.

featuring:

CHARLOTTE

MOORE
TONIGHT

One of Canada's top musical theatre talents, Charlotte Moore has appeared

across the country in plays as diverse as Twelfth Night and Brad Fraser's

Unidentified Human Remains, and musicals such as Les Miserables. Recently she

starred in the Crazy for Gerschwin series here in Toronto. Charlotte has worked

with directors Robin Phillips, John Hirsch and Bill Glassco and, for two seasons,

was a leading member of the Shaw Festival Company. Charlotte, a daughter of

our own Mavor Moore, is the fourth generation of her family to be associated

with the Arts and Letters Club. Ruth Morawetz will be at the piano to provide

sparkling musical accompaniment.

ALSO

Presentation of two paintings by Franklin "Archie" Arbuckle. These paintings

originally appeared on covers of Maclean's Magazine. They have been recently

restored, and are now being given to the club-a generous gift from the law firm

McCarthy Tdtrault.

$22.00 Reservations required.
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Letter to the editor

Jan. 23, 1997

Re: People of the Club, Feb. LAMPSletter.

Phil Mathias says that cooking is the most complete art. Tsk,
tsk, eat your words, Phillip. Stop and smell the roses.
GARDENING is the most sensuous, the ultimate art form!

Zora Buchanan

MEMBERSHIP: Who's New?

Linda Schatzker (member) (905) 738-0205

Artist and teacher, Linda has studied at the OCA, York
University where she received an honours degree in fine arts
and at Tel Aviv University's social sciences program. She has
taught Hebrew language classes to children and visual art
programs to children and adults.

Proposer: Moya Gillett.

Mary Byers (professional) (416) 968-7828

Best known to club members as the co-author with Margaret
McBurney of a number of historical books published by the U.
of T. Press. Mary is a collector of early Canadian glass, in
particular Nova Scotian goblets.

Proposer: Margaret McBurney.

Morna G. Wales (member) (416) 504-6790

Morna has performed extensively in community theatre and
looks forward to participating in theatre activities in the club.
(Shades of another Morna Wales!) She also enjoys weaving
and white water canoeing.

Proposer: Patterson Hume.

Steve Walker (member) (416) 691-1515

Steve is a lighting manufacturer and award-winning lighting
designer. His talents will be directed towards the art and stage
activities of the club.

Proposer: Doug Purdon.

John Flood (non-resident) (613) 692-0319

English professor, author and editor, and publisher of
publications in the visual arts, John rejoins the club after a few
years absence.

Proposer: Hugh Anson-Cartwright.

Francean Campbell-Rich (non-resident) (613) 473-4717
Musician Francean is interested in the musical activities in the
club and also in arts films.

Proposer: Ezra Schabas.
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Members'

News

Past President John McKellar was recently appointed by the
Ontario government as a director of the newly-created Ontario
Foundation for the Arts. This is a crown agency so donors to it
will be able to obtain a charitable receipt for up to 100% of
their annual income, while being able to designate another
artistic organization to be the ultimate beneficiary of the gift.

The late Laure Rinse, the first female full professor of French
at the University of Toronto, is the subject of a delightful
article by Professor Cam Tolton in the winter issue of the Vic

Report.

Loi Hathaway has just returned from tromping around the
archaeological sites of Chichen Itza and Uxmal in the Yucatan.
She reports that it was much too hot to paint on location, but
she managed some sketching around Merida, the capital, and
watercolours of the bougainvillaea that abound.

Susan Ioannou's story Final Meeting, published in the Winter
issue of Canadian Author, won the 1997 Okanagan Short
Fiction Award. As well, poems by Susan appeared in the
literary journals Afterthoughts, Tower, and Paperplates (in the
same issue as Articles of Faith by Richard Outram.

In early January, David Skene-Melvin was a guest on CBC
Radio's Morningside. Shelagh Rogers interviewed him about
his latest work, Bloody York, featuring 12 tales of murder,

mayhem and mystery in Toronto. The book has illustrations by
club members Jane Champagne, Tom McNeely and Doug
Purdon, and photographs by Bill McCoy. A cassette recording
of the 16-minute interview is in the club archives.

Greg Gatenby, our EJ. Pratt Honorary Member for
Literature, was in the club recently to browse through our
archives. Among the luminaries whose names he found in an

early guest book were: Wilfrid Laurier, Oct. 16, 1913; D.C.
Scott, Oct. 25, 1913; Philip Gibbs, Mar. 14, 1921; G.K.
Chesterton, Feb. 17, 1921; John Buchan, Oct. 25, 1924; Bliss
Carman, Apr. 29, 1925; Hugh Walpole, Jan. 20, 1927; J.B.
Priestly, May 27, 1931; A.A. Milne, "a very grateful, if silent,

guest" Nov. 30, 1931; Christopher Morley, Jan. 11, 1934;
Yousuf Karsh, Jan. 1944.
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Obituary
Eugenia "Jenny" Webb

Last month club member Jenny Webb

died in palliative care.

Forty-five years ago I met Jenny by

chance in London, England. After

U.B.C. graduation, she had travelled

from her home in B.C. I had travelled

from my home in N.S. We shared a

house in Chelsea and have been friends

and neighbours ever since in Toronto. It

was the best chance meeting of my life,

for Jenny was wise, courageous, kind,

creative, loyal and full of humour. Her

wide circle of friends, here at the club, at

the AGO where she volunteered weekly

for many years, at the Film Society, at

the Toronto Tennis Club, at the Stitchery

Guild and in the Advocate Society with

whom she often travelled, will miss her

warmth and great charm. Her children,

Stuart and Elizabeth are a fine reflection

of her love. Our heartfelt sympathy is

extended to her husband, club member

Peter Webb.

Mary Tuck Corelli

* Photography

At the Evening of Photography,

Elizabeth Siegfried's The Opera Singer

gathered the most Viewers' Choice

ballots. Most of the feedback from the

exhibition has been extremely positive.

However, there has been some negative

criticism heard by some Photography

Committee members. We would like to

invite the club members who have

* criticism or suggestions to attend one of

our committee meetings held at noon on

the last Wednesday of every month.

Perhaps we can all learn something!

Elizabeth Siegfried

Arts and Letters Club Exhibited
The club will be a presence in the

Ontario Legislative Building for the next

few months. Through the Community

Exhibition Program, a display case on

the main floor east wing now tells

visitors about the club. The exhibit

includes: a short description; a sampling

of publications, brochures and

photographs of activities; and a copy of

founder Gus Bridle's book, The Story of

the Club. This will remain on public

view until May 9. Some 250,000 visitors

pass through these halls each year.

Raymond Peringer

Member's Art Show
K.M. Graham (Kate) has a small

exhibition of her early work at the Art

Gallery of Ontario. The exhibition is on

view from January 22 until the end of

May. It will hang at the top of the main

staircase and in the George Gilmour

Gallery to the right. Please note that the

AGO hours and admission policy are

changing in February so check before

you go.

Outdoor Sketching to begin in April

Our 1997 outdoor sketching season will

start with a weekend in Collingwood at

the Best Western Hotel. All those

interested in painting, drawing and

photography, or just plain interested in a

weekend out of town, plan to come.

Please note the dates: Friday, April 11 to

Sunday, April 13. More details later.

Any questions?

Call Jack Carr, 444-6517.

Music

Preview
P--* .

The really great news

is that Humperdinck's

opera, Hansel and Gretel,

will be staged and performed Club

Night, Monday, April 28, 1997, by the

Royal Conservatory of Music. Members

who attended last year's production of

The Magic Flute will be lining up to hear

this one. Book early!

STAGE

Spring Revue Scripts--last call!

There is still time to become a

playwright.

We have good scripts for the Spring

Revue but we need more. This is your

chance to be a star author in this year's

show. Please leave your inspired

creations at the club for Betty Trott or

Monty Larkin.

Queen's University is sponsoring a new

play-writing competition in honour of

the late Herman Voaden, playwright.

Voaden was the first chairman of the

Canadian Arts Council which had its

beginnings at the Arts and Letters Club.

Betty Oliphant, her autobiography well

launched, is now lending her

considerable talents to promoting Fred

and Adele, a musical by Tom Kneebone.

The show-an evening of music, dance

and theatre-will be staged at the Arts

and Letters Club on Friday, April 18, to

raise funds for the Smile Theatre

company, which brings live theatre to

countless senior citizens homes every

year. Vanessa Harwood and Christopher

Kiss of the National Ballet will dance,

and Dinah Christie will present a

recently discovered song by Ira

Gershwin. (Dinah is the daughter of our

late past president Bob Christie).

Lyman Henderson will act as master of

ceremonies, while Ezra Schabas and the

Elm Street Trio will provide music for

dancing. Call Betty for information

about tickets.
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and even more on WYCHWOOD PARK!

A letter from Lela Wilson in San Miguel de Allende to Ezra

Schabas brings another update on club members who are or

have been Wychwood Park residents: "My late husband York

Wilson and I built our home and studio in Wychwood Park

almost 50 years ago, buying a piece of the late club member

Wallace Graham and his painter wife, K. Graham's

garden..... we are certainly Wychwood Parkers."

Poet Polly Fleck, whose book The Chinese Connection was

nominated for the Governor General's poetry award two years

ago, gives us her childhood reminiscences of Wychwood Park

in this poem:

WHAT TORONTO WAS

1

Toronto was mostly Burnside Drive, a car-slow

circle-good for roller skates and kick the can -

a little strip park looking down at Bathurst hill

where big trucks geared down to grind their way up

the brick-laid shoot. In the icy winter there were

sanders, heavy equipment, real man-stuff, noise,

night workings, but not so bad as the war, Dad said.

When a high-heeled woman, nylon-knees showing,

a little hat wired on behind her combed-up pompadour,

came up the hill, we'd yell 'Hi-ya Cookie!'

She'd look. 'Not you Dog Biscuit!' and we'd fall down

laughing till we coughed and choked and had to smack backs

then we'd roll on the grass and wait for another 'dish.'

Not like Mother: she was an Air Raid Warden.

She knew how to open a fire-hydrant and bandage

wounds. Once a 'cookie' woman, oops, old as Mother,

shouted back at us to grow up. But we refused. I was

Eternal Child, a 'good buddy,' never to be a woman.

Well, not like that anyway. And I didn't: the style had

changed by the time I got there. That joke had been scrapped

like the big guns and battleships. But there were worse ones.

2

Toronto was the park 'down-the-hill' at Davenport

and Wychwood jungle with its Tarzan rope where

we would beat our chests, ape-call, swing out over the hill

where we dropped off beside the dead man-Wow!-

We got a policeman who poked him a bit, woke him up

-a rumble grumbly stumble bum. We giggled, poked

each other. The policeman told him to go home. And us too.

3

Toronto was Wychwood Park, the empty Gage mansion

secret panel and hidden stairs from the library. 'Gosh.'

4

We found it because the books were gone-got scared

and sang, 'Standing in the need of prayer' loudly

from the centre of the room to keep back that presence

at the top of the stair from coming down, catching up to us.

Then we sneaked out the secret way we always got in.

4

Toronto was Eaton's Auditorium Christmas children's

play where the poor boy stole the light source from

his fairy-kingdom friends underground. Everybody cheered.

I wanted to beat him up. 'Candy from babies,'

But we do not shout, we put on our coats and go home

'Go home ya bum.' I whisper. No wonder now we fear

outerspace Americans/aliens, stealing our country/planet.

It was all in Toronto long ago.

Polly Fleck

A REAL ORIGINAL
Several years ago, Lilya was able to arrange for me to join two

other artists and exhibit several works, during the summer, at

the delightful government-sponsored gallery in Perc6. One of

these paintings was a full-sheet watercolour of the famous rock

itself. In fact, it was the only painting sold-to the visiting

French Minister of Culture.

About six months later, my agent called. "Good news. I

have sold a serigraph edition based on the Perc6 rock image to

Data General. They will present copies to their top sales people

at the annual convention in Atlantic City."

There was no problem with any of this. I had a good slide of

the painting from which a full-size transparency was made, and

with the help of a technician, worked two hot weeks producing

15 colour separations.

I got another call. "Chris, great news! The president would

like to buy the original!"

"That will be difficult," I answered, "It was bought from an

exhibition in Perc6 and is now in France." There was a pause.

"Chris, how would you like to paint a new original? There is

money in this for both of us." I thought about this. I was

naturally torn (the money). I had never done such a thing

before. The idea was tempting, however, if potentially

somewhat boring. "OK, I'll do it."

In due course the serigraph edition and "original" (which in

fact was better than the first) were packed together in cardboard

and shipped off to Atlantic City.

I got another call. "The good news is they received the

package fine. The bad news is they somehow threw out the

"original" with the packing. All day yesterday there were guys

at the Atlantic City dump trying to find it." There was a pause.

"Chris, how would you like to paint another original?" At this

point I never wanted to look at that rock again under any
circumstances-but on the other-hand-I hesitated for at least

five seconds. "OK, I'll do it."

Chris Adeney



People of the Club
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Portrait by Jim Parr

Unless he or she absconds with the treasury, or the chef, or is
overtaken by some calamity, the current vice-president is
rewarded for good behaviour by being thrust into the club's
highest office for the next two years. And with equal
justification, Margaret McBurney's spouse becomes her
untitled price consort, a responsibility for which Rodwell
Austin is well suited.

"Rod has done a lot of good for the club," says president
Ezra Schabas, who is impressed with Rod's feat of selling out

his industrial paint plant some 20 years ago and retiring to
become volunteer extaordinaire at the age of 48. The YMCA,
the Granite Club, and notably Casey House, where he was

president, benefited from his busy leisure time before he joined

us in 1991.

Rod spent his young years in London, Ont. In public school

he was put in an "advancement class" where he learned

debating, was awarded a prize of one dollar by the IODE for

producing a play, "and developed a skill I have since lost: we

learned to dance the minuet."

After high school he earned a Bachelor of Commerce degree
from the U. of T., then went to the U. of Pittsburgh for a

master's degree in letters: M. Litt. He had a few years writing
advertising copy, first for Gimbel's, then for Eatons,' and with

this writing experience was chosen to write the history of the

Granite Club for its 125th birthday in 2000.

He performed as our membership chairman from '93 to '95,
during which time our numbers increased by 18 a year, but he

feels "We're on a knife-edge right now and if membership
should fall, (it's just under 500) we could be in a deficit

position." He'd like to see more aggressive marketing of the

club, partly by "taking a stand on some of the important arts

policies in the country." Also, we must publicize the fact that

we want as members "people who support the arts as well as

people who practice them."

For many years Rod kept a "commonplace book," a
collection of quotations he liked, and he discovered that Marg
also kept one. So, after many years' acquaintance, when they
were married two years ago they combined the two collections

in a souvenir booklet they called Credemus-let us believe-

and published it for their wedding guests.

The wedding was performed in the Great Hall by a member,
Rev. Malcolm Sinclair. It was the first time two members

were ceremoniously joined in the club--with several

grandchildren as flower girls and ushers, one as young as four.

And Credemus helps Marg and Rod keep their busy feet on the

ground. For example, a quote from Yogi Berra: "If you don't

know where you're going, you may end up somewhere else."

He also likes Mark Twain's comment: "the ancients stole all

our ideas from us," and one from the normally august Wall

Street Journal: "We have 35 million laws on the books to

enforce the 10 commandments."

Fergus Cronin

Chicago's Cliff Dwellers
Last month, Glen Wiche, an affable member of Chicago's Cliff
Dwellers Club (with which we have reciprocal arrangements)
dropped in for lunch. He left for our library a copy of The Cliff
Dwellers: The History of a Chicago Cultural Institution, by
Henry Regnery, and published to celebrate that club's
centennial in 1990. It is a slim attractive volume, with sketches
of its early members-many of whom seem to resemble the
early members of the Arts and Letters Club. And there are other
similarities: in the late 1980s, the Cliff Dwellers renovated a
portion of the club's quarters, "with a review underway of the
remainder, including seemingly endless conversations about the
menu."

Margaret McBurney

Sheila and the CBC

Once again you have thrown us a hook

While forgetting each pledge you forsook

Stable funding, my arse

Your old platform's a farce

O please spare us that bloody Red Book.

Monty Larkin
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CALL FOR ENTRIES

for

MEMBERS' JURIED SHOW

March 3 to March 21

Framed and ready-to-hang

works in all media will be accepted

Drawing, Painting,

Original Printmaking,

Photography

Jurors:

Loi Hathaway

Robert Hume

Arthur Steven

Works may be delivered to the club

Saturday, March 1, 9-10 a.m.

'9

MUSIC TABLES
$10.00 buffet lunch, taxes included.

Thursday March 6

Music and Poetry from the Faculty
of Music. Teri Dunn, soprano;
John Hawkins, piano and
instrumental ensembles;
commentary Eric Domville. Works
by Dallapiccola (four lyric poems
by Antonio Machado), and
Hawkins and Holman (poems by
e.e. cummings).

S

Thursday March 13

Festival of Strings series featuring the Brahms Clarinet

Quintet.

Thursday March 20

Alexa Wing, rising young operatic and concert soprano
sings Schubert with David Smith, accompanist, in
celebration of the composer's 200th birthday.

Thursday March 27

A vocal recital from the studio of Lorna MacDonald,
featuring Alexandra Tait, soprano, Jessical Lloyd,
mezzo-soprano, Ron Dejager, tenor with Laura Friesen
and Mia Bach, piano. Music by Blow, Purcell, Mozart,
Fasolo, Massenet, Strauss, Rodrigo.

WRITERS GROUP

Friday March 7

Let Yourself Go! with Barbara Turner-Vesselago
Barbara will lead the group in a free-fall writing session,
designed to immerse participants in reality, and let it
grow. As Barbara says, "Reality is the starter dough.
Learn how to turn your memories into fiction." Come
and discover your own "essential material" in this
inventive noontime seminar.

LAMPSletter deadline:

the second Friday of the month

March 14, at 1 p.m.

Please leave items in the LAMPSletter mail box (located

between the kitchen and the Great Hall), or fax to the club.

Items received after the deadline will be reserved for the next

issue.

VISUAL ARTS TABLE

Wednesday March 12

Board Room, 12:30 Light lunch $7.50 inc. taxes.
Guest speaker, new member Teresa Vszacki: The Art
Collector's Past, Present, Future-Corporate-Private.

6



MONDAY CLUB NIGHTS
$10.00 for dinner, taxes included.

Monday March 3

Art Opening: Members' Juried Show
Please note that the repeat
performance of Cabaret Carousel
has been cancelled. In its place we
offer an evening of Whisky-Nosing.

Monday March 10

More Encounters With Whales
Barbara Howard reveals, in a talk illustrated with
slides, what happened when she encountered eye-to-eye
the largest creatures ever to live on our planet. Her
Cetacean adventures over a number of years have

ranged through the Bay of

Fundy, the north-eastern
reaches of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, the Atlantic coast, the
Pacific north-west and the Sea
of Cortez in Mexico.

Monday March 17

St. Patrick's Day programme--songs, readings, Irish
cuisine and perhaps a leprechaun or two.

Monday March 24

OPEN STUDIO Exhibition of Fine Art Prints: speaker
Robert Achtemikchuk, Director. OPEN STUDIO is
Canada's premier artist-run, non-profit printmaking
centre, dedicated to excellence in the production and
promotion of original fine art prints. The talk on
printmaking processes will be illustrated with slides.

Monday March 31

Another exciting recital by students in the Opera
Diploma Program at the Faculty of Music from the studio
of Lorna MacDonald: Mary Bella, soprano, with Sandra
Horst, piano; and Michelle Neville, soprano, with Lydia
Adams, piano. Music by Mozart, Britten, Brahms, Bellini
and Strauss.

LITERARY TABLES
$7.50 for lunch, taxes included.

Tuesday March 4

Ernest Sirluck on Writing
Autobiography.

Tuesday March 11

Claudette Williams from the Alumni Theatre, on
Choosing New Canadian Plays.

Tuesday March 18

Book, Time and Place. A discussion of a personally
important book and how it relates to the culture of the
time.

Tuesday March 25

Martin Friedland on Writing Murder Cases.

WEDNESDAY AT THE MOVIES

Wednesday March 5

The Company of Strangers 1990
The National Film Board film,
directed by Cynthia Scott, which
poignantly portrays the
experiences and interactions of
eight women, strangers to each
other, when their bus breaks
down in the Quebec wilderness.

Wednesday March 12

Mr. Hulot's Holiday 1953
Jacques Tati's whimsical portrait of
the incomparable M. Hulot and his
misadventures at a French seaside
resort.

Wednesday March 19

No movie. Members' dinner.

Wednesday March 26

High Hopes 1988
Director Mike Leigh (Secrets and Lies) shows a sardonic
view of Mrs. Thatcher's Britain through three neighbour
couples, aging hippies, nouveau riche and upper-class
twits.

Editor: Pat Stewart

Copy Editor: Gladys Houck
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March 1997
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Genealogy Group,
noon
Choir 4 p.m.
Art Committee,
5:15 p.m.
Club Night/Art
Opening: Whisky-
Nosing and Members'
Juried Show

4
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Ernest

Sirluck

Writing
Autobiography

Music Cttee. noon,
LAMPSroom

Activities Cttee.,
5:15 p.m.
Movie: A
Company of
Strangers,
7:15 p.m.

6
Music and

Poetry

Painters' Open
Studio, 10 a.m.-

3:30 p.m.
Writers' Group:
Barbara Turner-

Vesselago Let
Yourself Go!
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APRIL PREVIEW Thursday, April 3: Richard Bradshaw on Opera.

2
Sandra's
Sunday

Great Hall,
rented

Great Hall

rented,

evening

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Sandra's Choir 4 p.m. Literary Table: Visual Arts Music Table: Painters' Open Great Hall
Sunday Exec. Cttee., Alumnae Table: Teresa RCM Chamber Studio, rented,

Great Hall 5:15 p.m. Theatre Vszacki The Ensemble 10 a.m.- evening
Club Night: Choosing New Art Collector Great Hall 3:30 p.m.

rented, Barbara Howard

evening More Encounters Plays Movie: M. rented, evening LAMPSletter
With Whales Hulot's Holiday deadline

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Sandra's Choir 4 p.m. Literary Table MEMBERS' Music Table: Painters' Great Hall
Sunday Great Hall Discussion: DINNER: Alexa Wing Open Studio, rented,

rented, daytime Book, Time and Charlotte sings Schubert, 10 a.m.- evening

Club night: St. Place Moore Tonight David Smith 3:30 p.m.
Patrick's Day Great Hall and Arbuckle accompanist

rented, evening paintings Great Hall

presentation rented, evening

23 24 25 26 27 28 28
Sandra's Choir 4 p.m. Literary Table: Photography Music Table: Club Closed, Great Hall
Sunday Exec. Cttee., Martin Friedland Cttee., noon Students of Good Friday rented,

Great Hall 5:15 p.m. Writing Murder Movie: High Lorna evening
rented Club Night/Art Cases Hopes MacDonald

afteOrnoon pening: Open Great Hall Great Hall Great Hall
rio rented, evening rented, evening rented, evening

Printmakers

30 31
Club Closed Genealogy

Easter Group, noon

Choir 4 p.m.

Club Night:

Recital,
students of
Lorna
MacDonald
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President's
Notes

'^ " IClub members took

the spotlight on

Thursday and Friday

• ' ' ^ during our

enormously

successful

LAMPSweek '97.

On Thursday every one of the auction's 69

paintings and other works of art were sold.

The proceeds are going to the club as are the

proceeds from the 400 raffle tickets for

Archie Arbuckle's Isle aux morts. We are

indeed grateful to Judith Graham, the

moving force behind the auction, and to club

artists for their generosity. On Friday, pianist

Ruth Morawetz, the founder and producer

of Toronto's Classical Cabaret, teamed up

with Betty Trott to give us a Cabaret

Carousel, the likes of which we have not

seen at the club in a long time. It was a

sophisticated show, imaginatively presented,

with sensitivity, humour, precision and style;

there were 40 participants on- and off-stage.

When the curtain came down the audience

rose to its feet to applaud and cheer.

Several years ago the club debated

continuing the "professional" category in our

membership, and, by a considerable

majority, said yes. Yet, at the auction and

cabaret, I couldn't help noting how well all

of our members did, professional and not.

Yes, we covet professionals. They set the

standards for the club in the arts and letters.

They have the training, discipline and

expertise which characterize professionalism.

And they live up to these expectations. But

sheer native unadulterated talent is,

fortunately, a common property. Amateur

members may lack professional skills, but

given the chance, can often thrill us with

their artistry. This is what LAMPSweek is all

about--club members displaying their talents

to other club members, who, involved or not,

are appreciative, encouraging and

discriminating supporters.

Ezra Schabas

The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

presents

THE ANNUAL SPRING REVUE

FOR ADULTS ONLY

(mature subject matter!)

^^^starrin^

Connie Briant Karia Ramell
Jack Carrt M lconi Sinclair

Warren Clements |Marih Spence
Tanya dADger Vi ginia ITrieloff

JilHe lik Le i Weer .

Monty Larkm Ji. Webs te

Julian Mulock J oln Whibs

.Produced by Michael Spenhe/

Assisted by MoAty Larini"

Artistic Director Betty•Trott

Music Director Era Schabas

S ONLY!

Wednesday,

Cockte

Friday, April 25

is 5:30 p.m. Dihner 6:30 p.m.
Show T'me 7:30 p.m.

Buffet dinner and show $23 per person
Show ticket only $16

Reserve early with Jeannie Hersenhoren 922-8090
Credit card with order please

Reservations will be held at the door
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Members'

News

Zora Buchanan's garden is featured on several pages of
Chatelaine Gardens Spring/Summer Issue. Zora has written the
captions and the article My Canvas-My Garden.

Lela Wilson notes that Carlton University Art Gallery is
mounting a York Wilson Mural Studies Exhibit in May, June
and July, 1997, and publishing her book York Wilson: His Life
and Work. "I hope that Ottawa isn't too far distant to have a
few club members attend."

Jean Edwards reports that Bill Richardson called to say he
would play from her album, Thursday, March 13, on his CBC-
FM show As You Like It. She is hard at work on a new CD.

Many club members were delighted to see David Ben on
Adrienne Clarkson Presents, Thursday, March 13, as The
Conjuror from last summer's show at the Shaw Festival.

John Cozens (aged 92) has had the misfortune to fall and break
his leg. He is mending in Branson Hospital, we hope very
quickly. Reportedly, he is absolutely furious at being stopped in
his busy life.

Rae Fleming is working on a book on Canadian general stores.
He wishes to hear from members who have any stories or
advice. In addition, on March 18, Rae was the external
examiner for a PhD thesis defence at Laval University, Quebec
city. The thesis is a political biography of the Hon. Rodolphe
Lemieux, Postmaster General in the government of Sir Wilfrid
Laurier. Also an article Rae wrote on genealogy and history
appeared in the February edition of Families, the Ontario
Genealogical Society magazine; and his review of David
Monod's study of retailing, Store Wars, appeared in the March
issue of the Literary Review of Canada.

A previous LAMPSletter mentioned the Arts and Letters Club
Scholarship at the Royal Conservatory of Music (won this year
by Vernon Regehr). Donor of this scholarship was the late
member (mistakenly referred to as past president) Richard
C.S. Blue, who joined the club in 1962 and died in 1980.
According to past president John Irwin, Dick Blue was an
investment dealer and a patron of the arts with a particular
interest in music. He occasionally held dinners at the club for
friends and invited young musicians to play for them. He was
an army captain during W.W.II.

News at Five Volts
Interested in receiving weekly events reminders and
LAMPSletter supplements by email? If so, please let Manuel

Almudevar know at (416) 966-4141, or mja@iname.com. If
there is sufficient interest, we'll set it up.
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LAMPSweek '97

LAMPSweek '97 has come and gone but the memory lingers
on! We had a very successful week with approximately 600
members and guests in attendance. Much time and effort by
many wonderful members went into the creation of this year's
events. Congratulations and thank yous on behalf of all
members of the club are due to:

John Lawson, Music Committee, for bringing us the delightful
Men a la Carte.

Bill Belfontaine, Writers' Group, for introducing publisher
Jack Stoddart.

John Wimbs, Architecture, for inviting award-winning
restoration architect Michael Roberts.

Zora Buchanan, Art Committee, who, with John Sullivan,
Judith Graham and David Ritchie, organized the exciting Art
for Lamps Auction and Raffle. Thanks to the generous
contributions of our club artists and the generous support of
members and guests, the evening realized approximately
$20,000! New and improved lighting and wall coverings in the
Great Hall are assured. The big band sound of Geri and the
Atrics contributed tremendously to the happy atmosphere of the
evening.

Betty Trott and Monty Larkin and producer Ruth Morawetz
for Cabaret Carousel, introducing us to some new talent in the
club-a smashing success for all those who participated.

Jeannie Hersenhoren at the front desk for every event. (

Mike Spence who looked after our technical needs all week.

President Ezra and Ann Schabas for untiring support of each
event.

Bob Gerard and his entire staff for looking after us so well.

My sincere thanks and appreciation to you all!

Barbara Alien

MILKWEED

Their stance suggests

the applause of wispy, hovering

amber wings whispering lovingly

to delicately wrought,

languid flower heads.

Though buffeted now

by bitter winds, they stand

assured as those who

always have been here

and always will belong

to this place. These dessicated

milkweed pods contain an eternity

of summer days.

Paul D. McKerry



Drawn from the Art
Committ ee

What a great success the Art for Lamps
Auction and Raffle was. Thanks to all
concerned have been given on behalf of
the club elsewhere in the LAMPSletter

by the president and Barbara Alien, and
so, as Bugs (Easter) Bunny says "That's
all folks!" Except that, those who were
unfortunately absent might like to know
that the winner of the raffle prize of
Archie Arbuckle's painting was Drew
Allen, son of Barbara!

Garden and Floral Paintings will be the
theme for a members' juried show on
May 17. Details in the next
LAMPSletter.

Forewarned is forearmed. Artists! Prime
your canvas and stretch your paper for
the Sherlock Holmes Show of
murderously mysterious works of art to
be exhibited during Lasting Impressions,

a weekend symposium celebrating
* Sherlock Holmes and the Silver

Anniversary of The Bootmakers of
Toronto on June 21.

See you at the Painters' Brunch on April
19. (Details on p.4 )

Zora Buchanan

Members' Art Shows
New Paintings by Gary Stark will be
shown at the Spencer Gallery, 240
Wilson St. E., Ancaster, Ontario,
(905) 648-9362, April 4-May 1, 1997.
Members are invited to the opening,
Friday, April 4, 7-9 p.m.

Vera Worling opens a show of recent
watercolour paintings at the Gormley
McKay Art Centre at 197 Main St. in
Unionville, Friday, May 2, 1997. The
show continues until Sunday, May 11.
Gallery hours, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., to
8 p.m., Fridays, closed Monday and
Tuesday.

Pat Fairhead will have a show of New

Work at the Harbour Gallery, 1697
Lakeshore Rd. West, Clarkson Village,

Mississauga, (905) 822-5495, May
15-May 31. Members are welcome at
the opening, Thursday, May 15, 6-9 p.m.

Pat also will have new work in a
three-woman show in Chicago, at the
Lydon Fine Art Gallery, June 6-July 16.

The Ontario Society of Artists is
celebrating its 125th anniversary by
sending a Travelling Juried Exhibition to
five Ontario cities, opening on March 21
at Gallery Stratford. Of more than 400
works submitted, 50 were chosen and are
reproduced in the catalogue just issued
by the O.S.A. Six club artists are
included: Eleanor Besen, Neville

Clarke, James McDougal, O.K.
Schenk, Arthur Steven, and Osvald
Timmas. Kay Kritzwiser wrote the
foreword.

Busy fellow O.K. (Os) Schenk reports
the following activities:

* he exhibited two paintings in a recent
exhibition by the Canadian Society of
Marine Artists, of which he is a
member. The show was the first to be
held in the new art gallery of the
Maritime Museum of British Columbia
in Victoria.

* participation in a group show arranged
by Commissart, Inc. in Oakville before
Christmas.

* three paintings in the North of the 49th

Parallel exhibition at the club and was
a member of the jury for that show.

* he is included in the current club
members' juried show.

* he was a member of the jury for the
above mentioned Ontario Society of
Artists show and has a painting in it.

* he is currently showing Arctic and East
Coast paintings in a four-artist group
show hanging in the Arts and Events
Gallery of First Canadian Place. Under
the aegis of the O.S.A., this exhibition
continues until April 4.

* he has a painting in the Canadian
Society of Painters in Watercolour
show at the Aird Gallery, opening
April 5.

* one of his marine watercolours was
chosen to be included in the Royal
Canadian Academy's Book of Days, to
be published in May.

Photography

The March 26 meeting is being held at
the Stephen Bulger Gallery, 700 Queen
St. West, at 11 a.m. instead of at the
club. Stephen will give us a tour and
show us some original prints. This is

open to anyone from the club who is
interested, not only Photography
Committee members.

Our April 30 meeting will be at the
club at noon. For our May 28 meeting,
which will be the last before the summer,
we will meet at the Jane Corkin Gallery.
If you are interested in joining the
Photography Committee, please call

Elizabeth Siegfried, 538-9585.

HISTORIANS AND OUTDOOR
SKETCHERS
will like this one on May 101
Historians, painters and all other
members, please note: a major event for
club painters, non-painters and their
friends and guests on May 10, at Don
Ketcheson's new home in Cobourg.
Painters paint in the morning, followed

by a pot-luck lunch for all (bring food or

wine), and a Tour of Historic Cobourg
arranged by Don and the Cobourg
Historical Society for the afternoon. For
further information, call Jack Carr,
444-6517.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Make a note in your calendar that this

year's AGM will be held on Wednesday,
May 21, at 5:30 p.m. The bar will open
at 4:30. The meeting will be followed by
a $20 buffet supper (make reservations
now for this sellout event). A special
feature will be the presentation of the
club's first Arts Award to a prominent
Torontonian in the arts and letters.

Ezra Schabas
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YOUR opinion is requested:

. "" -"--" A CLUB MOTTO????
(All painters and other interested persons)

Differing opinions are nothing new at the Arts and Letters

Club-so what do YOU think of the following idea?:
/ ISome time ago, Raymond Peringer suggested that we

resurrect the club's long-forgotten motto Otium Cum

Dignitate-"leisure with dignity." According to the December
1910 issue of THE LAMPS, this "has been an unwritten motto

.with the club ever since it began. Behind dignified
Bohemianism there is a spirit, born of an ultimate idea, which
none of us need define..."

Some members think the motto should be incorporated in
the LAMPSletter. To date, opinions have varied from disbelief
and utter rejection of the idea ("it must be a joke") to unfettered

$5:00 enthusiasm ("terrific idea-let's honour tradition"). So--let's
see what our members think.

What's YOUR opinion? Sharpen your quills or boot up the
SATURDAY APRIL 19-12 NOON computer and write a letter to the editor of the LAMPSletter.

Or, if writer's cramp has taken over, phone Betty Postill

Art Studio third floor instead. She will keep track of replies to this unofficial survey,
and we'll let you know the results in the next issue of the

Lorna Kelly, House Committee chair, will be on LAMPSletter.

hand to give you a sneak preview of how the Margaret McBurney
Great Hall will look with our new wall coverings
and lights. [Unwritten, undefined and long-forgotten may it remain! ed's

opinion]
Doug Purdon, Art Exhibition chair, will talk about
the juried art shows.

Come and meet your art committee and fellow
artists, exchange ideas and take this opportunity x / ,
to give us your suggestions for shows, openings, -'7
etc.,

RESERVE WITH MOLLY

Oral History
For the past year or so, a small committee has been working on
preliminary plans to set up a collection of oral histories-taped
interviews with some of our life members, past-presidents and
others-people who have made significant contributions to the
life of the Arts and Letters Club. The steering committee
consisted of Jack Sword, June Ross, and Margaret
McBurney. Now Malcolm McGrath has kindly agreed to take
over as chair. In short order (and with helpful suggestions from // I
Jim Parr) Malcolm has lined up more than 20 members who " x  

J

have agreed to share their reminiscences, and recall some of the /
highlights of their club life. A dozen or so people have offered /
to conduct the interviews. Already safely in our archives are
taped interviews with Franklin "Archie" Arbuckle (by Sandy /
Stewart); Roly Pincoe (by Pat Hume); and Jack Yocom (by /
Elmer Phillips). These tapes will be invaluable to researchers i

when the club's history is written in time to celebrate our ,
centennial in 2008. Members who wish to be interviewed •I Ib
should call Malcolm after April 1. A^ "TU L&JVB
4
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People of the Club

Portrait by Jim Parr

As we approach what has been
euphemistically called "the far end of the
continuum," long-time members of the
club are expected to quietly reduce their
activities and await their fate with

courage, perhaps some justifiable pride

and a sprinkling of what has been called

pampered vanity. But life-member Dr.

Kenneth E. Pratt, who attains the great

age of 90 this month, has not heard of it.
He is actually becoming more rather than
less active. In a typical week he attends

the Monday Club Night and the Tuesday
Literary Table-where he once read a

paper on one of his favourite authors,
Dostoyevsky. He will also seriously
consider the Wednesday movie, or the

monthly members' dinner, in addition to
his weekly session making music with

his violin to Jim Parr's piano.

"Ninety is not a remarkable age," says
Ken. "The years slip by. I only hope that

one passes out with the ease with which

one passes into this world"-a comment

one could expect to hear from a general

practitioner who has slapped hundreds of

baby bottoms as he smiled with the

satisfaction of new birth. ("I did a lot of

obstetrics as well as minor surgeries.")
However, softening the sting of what

might be considered male lack of

sympathy, Ken comments that "the most

significant thing in my life was marrying
my wife 63 years ago-at least that's
what she says." They are seen a lot

together; at the recent Whisky Nosing,
Audrey won the raffle of the Black Label
bottle.

At one time there were three Dr.

Pratts at the club, none of them related:

besides Ken, there was a brain surgeon,
Dr. David Pratt, and the poet, Ned

(EJ.) Pratt, who had a PhD.

Ken grew up in Medicine Hat, started
a medical degree at the University of
Alberta but had to finish it at the U. of T.
where he met his wife, who paints as a

hobby. And the couple have spent the
last 37 years in their hill-hugging home
on Roxborough Drive. They have a son,
Terry, who is a professor of literature at
the University of Prince Edward Island,
but sadly lost a daughter to asthma at the

age of 30.

Ken has many fond memories of his

early days at the club, of Napier Moore

producing the Spring Revues which were
"not a cabaret type of thing then but
rather a skit-type show." One of them
that took place soon after Ken joined in
1948 consisted of several musician
members staging Haydn's Toy
Symphony. On that occasion, in addition
to a small conventional orchestra in
which Ken played the viola, various
eminent members of the Conservatory,
including Healey Willan, Sir Ernest
MacMillan, and Ettore Mazzolini,
amused themselves and a large audience

by playing the parts on whistles and toy
drums, as written by the composer.

"We had so many musician members
at that time, they usually filled one of the
refectory tables at lunch."

You've heard of life members who
become "Boar's Head Members" and are
seen just once a year. Ken Pratt is not
one of these.

Fergus Cronin

Good News!
No Increase

in Annual Fees!
Recently approved by the Executive
Committee, this is the fifth consecutive

year of no fee increase! Notices of the
fees are being mailed to members with
the reminder that fees due April 1, 1997,
can be paid in full by cheque or credit
card. If preferred, fees can be paid in 3 or
12 instalments by making arrangements
through the office.

Bill Buchanan
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CALL FOR ENTRIES for

PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS

from the Club Studio

April 21-May 16

Paintings and drawings from the Wednesday, Friday and Sunday
working studios at the club. For this exhibition works will be
accepted unframed but must be mounted or matted to allow pins
to be used without damaging the art work.

Work submitted must have been completed within the past year.

Jurors:

Jess Steven, Les Tibbles, Tom Chatfield

Works can be delivered to the club Saturday, April 19, 9-10 a.m.

MUSIC TABLES
$10.00 buffet lunch, taxes included

Thursday April 3

Richard Bradshaw, Music
Director of the Canadian Opera
Company speaks to us (with
musical examples) about:
Conducting, is it a Mystery?

Thursday April 10

Another ever-popular Royal Conservatory of Music
chamber ensemble, playing the Bartok String Quartet.

Thursday April 17

The Canadian Music Competitions return to the club with
future stars Simon Ng, piano, Ann Okaqaito, violin,
mezzo-soprano Cynthia Won and others.

Thursday April 24

Robin Ridsdale, mezzo-soprano, Christine Moore, flute,
Heather Wilton, piano, and Liza Jenken, clarinet, students
from the Faculty of Music, York University, will perform
Pergolesi, Sains-Saens, Reineke and Johann Strauss.
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Monday April 7

The Royal Conservatory of
Music Academy Orchestra,
Rennie Regehr conductor,
performs Mozart's Piano
Concerto in E-flat Major with
Kirsten Olafson at the piano,
and Appalachian Spnring by
Aaron Copland.

Monday April 14

Yip's Chinese Childrens' Choir. This famous and unusual
choir has performed at Massey Hall, Roy Thomson Hall,
the Ford Centre and has toured to Thailand, Hong Kong,
Taiwan and China. Since this is Schubert's 200th
anniversary, the choir will perform songs by Schubert
and in the second half, a Chinese folk song cycle in
costume! The conductor, Dr. Gabriel Leung, trained in
Hong Kong under Wai-Hong Yip, the originator of the
Yip method of study, and since 1993 has had a major
career in Canada as a pianist, conductor and author. He
is also co-president and music director of the Canadian
Music Competitions (Toronto). (

Monday April 21

NO CLUB NIGHT

(Spring Show Rehearsal)

Monday April 28

Hansel and Gretel has had to be cancelled due to
scheduling difficulties. Instead, the Royal Conservatory
of Music, Opera Division, will present a concert program.

OUTDOOR SKETCHING APRIL 11-13
Spring painting weekend: Friday, April 11 to Sunday,
April 13 at Best Western Hotel, Collingwood. Close to the
Bruce Trail and the Blue Mountains. Inexpensive
weekend with entertainment. Happy Hour 5:30 p.m.
This may be our last weekend there, so come and enjoy
rather than have a lifetime of regret. One does not have
to sketch or paint to enjoy this weekend. Reservation
forms and maps at the bar. Reserve with Molly. Call Jack
Carr, 444-6517, for more information.

Editor:

Copy Editor:

Pat Stewart

Gladys Houck

MONDAY CLUB NIGHTS
$10.00 for dinner, taxes included



LITERARY TABLES
$7.50 for lunch, taxes included
Board room noon

Tuesday April 1

Phyllis Grosskurth

A Biographer's Relationship to
the Subject

Internationally acclaimed
biographer Professor
Grosskurth will include
reference to her newly-
published biography of Byron.

Tuesday April 8

Morley Torgov

How to Avoid Them and Live to a Ripe Old Age

Mr. Torgov is a two-time winner of the Leacock Award
for humour, for A Good Place to Come From and for The
Outside Chance ofMaximilian Glick.

Tuesday April 15

William Blissett. The Constellation of the 1890's

Professor Blissett describes the literary scene of 100
years ago.

Tuesday April 22

Ellen Frei

Mavis Gallant

This is a round table where members will join in
reviewing the author's short stories. Please reread some
of them and join the discussion.

Tuesday April 29

Katherine Morrison

John Updike

Some observations from the perspective of a long-time
follower of Updike's works.

WRITERS' GROUP
LAMPSroom noon

Friday April 4

• Writers' Rights: Do You Know Yours?

Lawyer Marilyn Samuels will bring the Writers' Group
up to date on the new copyright laws, publishing law,
and what constitutes a good book contract.

WEDNESDAY AT THE MOVIES
Board room 7:15 p.m.

with Paul McKerry

Wednesday April 2

The Agony and the Ecstasy 1965

Named one of the year's best
films by the National Board of
Review, this film is based on
Irving Stone's best-selling novel
about the life of Michelangelo.
Rex Harrison and Charlton
Heston.

Wednesday April 9

The Egyptian 1954

An all-star epic set in the reign of the pharaoh who tried
to introduce the worship of one God and destroyed
himself in the process. Jean Simmons, Victor Mature,
Gene Tierney and Peter Ustinov.

Wednesday April 16

Anne of the Thousand Days 1969

Nominated for nine Academy Awards, the film portrays
the tempestuous relationship of Henry VIII and Ann
Boleyn from its beginning to its tragic end. Richard
Burton, Genevieve Bujold, Anthony Quayle, John
Colicos.

Wednesday April 23

Restoration 1995

Celebrate St. George's Day with this one. A young
physician embarks on a journey of self-discovery in
Restoration England. Winner of two Academy Awards.
Robert Downey Jr., Sam Neill, Meg Ryan, Hugh Grant,
Polly Walker.

Wednesday April 30

Anastasia 1956

Daughter of the last czar or an imposter? Ingrid
Bergman won an Academy Award for her title role. Also
starring: Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes, Felix Aylmer and
Martita Hunt.

VISUAL ARTS TABLE
Board room noon

Wedneday April 9

Guest speaker: Peeter Sepp The Gallery World

Video: #1 Portrait-interview Painters Series
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NO CLUB
NIGHT:

Spring Show
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Literary Table:
Round table
on Mavis
Gallant

23
Movie:

Restoration

7:15p.m.

SPRING
REVUE

27 28 29 30
Great Hall Genealogy Literary Table: Photography
rented, group, noon Kay Morrison Group, noon
evening Choir, 4 p.m. John Updike Movie:

Exec Cttee., Great Hall Anastasia,
5:15 p.m. rented, 7:15 p.m.
ClubNight: evening Great Hall
RCM Opera evening
Div. Concert rented, evening

24
Music Table:
York U.

Faculty of M.
trio.

SPRING
REVUE

25
Painters'

Open Studio,
10 a.m.-

3:30 p.m.

SPRING
REVUE

Reserve with Molly Reserve with Molly Reserve with Molly Reserve with Molly Reserve with Molly*

LAMPSIetter Deadline: Friday, April 11, 1:00 p.m. for items for the May issue and calendar.
Please place items in the LAMPSletter mailbox between the Great Hall and the kitchen or fax to the club.

Please note: Freda Fyles will edit the May issue.
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Sandra's Choir, 4 p.m. Literary Table: Visual Arts Music Table: Painters' Open

Art Cttee., Morley Torgov Table Board RCM Studio,Sunday 5:15 p.m.
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President's

Notes

This is the first year

in which I have been

involved in the

• ^^ ^ annual Spring Revue,
y  and I have been

mightily impressed

with the thought and

preparation that has gone into it. First there

were meetings of the Theatre Committee to

discuss scripts and other material received

from members, and their suitability. Then,

artistic director Betty Trott and producer

Mike Spence, assisted by Monty Larkin,

had to cast the show, plan rehearsals,

determine the kinds of costumes and props

* and number of stage crew needed, and,

finally, plan the program, front of house

management, the choir, the orchestra, and

other details. By the time you read this the

1997 Revue may be history, but I wanted to

share my enthusiasm for this great club event

with you and hope that it will continue in the

years to come.

There have been several new

appointments to Club positions for 1997-98:

Peter Webb, Literary Table coordinator;

Ann Robson, LAMPSletter Editor; Sandy

Stewart, Scrapbook; Margaret Spence,

Library; Heather Strucken, Members'

Dinners; Betsy Siegfried, Photography

Committee chair. Other appointments will be

announced in June. I thank the following,

who are retiring from their posts: John

Pepall (Membership Committee--John

remains as Club counsel), Margaret

McBurney (Activities), Ken Purvis

(Literary Table), Pat Stewart

(LAMPSletter), Barbara Alien

(LAMPSweek), Ann Schabas (Library), and

Russell Morrison (Members' Dinners).

The Club's first Arts Award will be

* presented at the September 17 Members'

Dinner instead of at the Annual General

Meeting dinner on May 21.

Notice of Annual General Meeting
The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto
Wednesday May 21, 1997

Please take notice that the Annual General Meeting of the Club will be held

on Wednesday May 21, 1997, in the Great Hall, at 5:30 p.m.

The bar will open at 4:30 p.m.

Members may attend the meeting only, or reserve for dinner, which follows at
7 p.m. Please be sure to reserve with Molly if you are staying for dinner.

The business of the meeting will include:

Recognitions, Club fanfare, Singing of Constitution

Adoption of the Minutes of the meeting held May 22, 1996

Reports from the President and Treasurer

Other reports

Appointment of Auditors

Election of Officers and Executive Committee

Any other business which may properly come before the meeting

Dated this 1st day of April, 1997

Elizabeth Kilbourn, Secretary

** On a lighter note: Ruth Morawetz will present a reprise of Cabaret

Carousel following dinner.

The Nominating Committee is pleased to announce that the following

members will be continuing on the Executive Committee for 1997-1998:

Officers:

President Ezra Schabas

Vice-President Margaret McBur

Vice-President, House Lorna Kelly

Secretary Elizabeth Kilbou

Treasurer William Buchana

Counsel John Pepall

Members-at-Large serving a second year:

George Edmonds Elizabeth Postill

Zoe Girling Ann Robson

David Skene-Melvin

ney

rn

in

The following names will be presented for approval at the annual meeting:
Members-at-Large (two-year term):

David Ben

Judith Graham

Julian Mulock

Barbara Oliver

John Pepin

John Sullivan

John Wimbs

continued on page 2Ezra Schabas
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continued from page 1

Committee tenure

In response to your inquiries, the following excerpt is from the
club's policy manual:

"The time a Member can serve on any Committee or in any
appointed position is limited to three years (Exceptions can be
approved by the Executive Committee). After a one-year
absence the member can be invited to rejoin the Committee.
Executive Officers are exempt from this limit. (Strategic Pig.
proposal, ratified at Annual Mtg. May 28 1993)."

Members' News
Bev Hagan is one of three Canadian artists
to be represented in Splash4, by North Light /
Books. Bev has a large watercolour and an
article included in the publication.

The increase in the formation of Arts Councils in the province,
under the auspices of Community Arts Ontario, is noted by
Shelbume resident Jack Downing. In his own community the
Council, which presents $1000 bursaries each year to art
students, held its fourth annual cabaret and costume ball recently,
featuring Salome Bey. Mary Percival produced an 8x15 feet
background mural of a New Orleans scene which is available to
any club drama groups. It is painted in acrylic, on cloth.

Jack, with the help of a robe from Monty Larkin, won first
prize for costume, as a druid priest.

Our dedicated archivists, Ginny and Dick Storr, were running
out of space in the club's cramped archives room. To the rescue
came John Matthew, who kindly donated a new four-drawer
filing cabinet to the club. This means that the club's sheet
music can now be moved to the third floor, close at hand for
choir practice-and the Storrs can breathe easily for a while.

Thanks to the Storrs' initiative, an archaeologist from the Royal
Ontario Museum recently visited the club to look over the
narwhal* tusk that is tucked somewhat inconspicuously next to
the bookcase in the lounge. The tusk, found in the Arctic in
1913 by Sir Frederick Banting and A.Y. Jackson, was
donated to the club several years ago by Sir Frederick's widow.
Now the tusk has received a protective coating that will help to
preserve it for years to come.
(*Narwhal: n. Arctic white whale, the male of which has a long
tusk.)

Malcolm Sinclair, our resident cleric/actor/Elvis impersonator,
jokester and singer of Scottish ballads, will next month receive
an honorary doctorate from Victoria College, University of
Toronto. Malcolm, when he's not gracing our stage with his
presence, spends the rest of his time as senior minister at
Metropolitan United Church. Congratulations, Malcolm.

Another of the club's favourite performers is Dr. Gail
Robinson who, in very real life is professor of psychiatry and
of obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Toronto and a
noted expert in women's mental health. Gail was recently
mentioned in the U of T magazine's Women at Work article as
one of the alumnae who have devoted their lives to women's
2

issues. The article celebrates the 25th anniversary of the
university's women's studies program.

Another two A&L members tie the knot: Jan Davis and John
(Jack) Muir were married on March 22. We wish them many ,
years of happiness.

Our thanks to Judith Graham, who has made a fine beginning
in encapsulating photographs and a brief biography of the men
whose busts sit in lonely splendour atop the shelves in our
library. These pages, with photographs by Alan Carrie and the
late Ron Vickers, include biographies written by Howard
Gerring and culled from back copies of the newsletter, and each
lists the name of the sculptor. Why not visit the library and meet
seven of our early members-they include Emanuel Hahn,
Chuck Matthews, York Wilson, Hector Charlesworth, Jesse
Middleton, Frederick Challener, Floyd Chalmers.

It is gratifying to his many friends and admirers at the club to ser
that Healey Willan is being recognized, albeit posthumously, for
his wonderful music, especially at St. Mary Magdalene's
Church. A CD of his work is a bestseller in Canada.

Club authors please note:
As a courtesy to our members, the club keeps for sale a few
copies of recent books written by members. These books are
kept in the manager's office. The club, however, is not in the
book-selling business and does not keep an inventory of these
volumes. It is therefore the responsibility of the author to do so.
When a book is sold a cheque will be sent to the author, less a
small percentage for the club. Authors whose books were
published more than two years ago are asked to pick them up
from Bob Gerrard's office. Anyone wishing to purchase one of
these older books may call the author directly.

90th ANNIVERSARY PAINTING COMPETITION

April 13-May 3, 1998 ** UPDATE **

We have received a donation of $1000 from the Sun
Life Insurance Company and pledges of $2000 from
four members of the club towards this competition.
Time is running out for donations as we must
finalise our budget by early June. Doug Purdon, chairman of
this event, hopes that more members will assist financially.
Remember major donors can select the name for their award.
Why not be part of this major event of our 90th year?
Contact Doug (759-3126) for information.

On the cover of the April/May issue of The Beaver is a
reproduction of Artist's Home and Orchard 1927, by J.E.H.
MacDonald.

April 9 marked the 80th anniversary of the Battle of Vimy
Ridge. The gigantic monument built at the site and dedicated in
1936 was the work of sculptor Walter Allward (1876-1955).
To honour Allward, and our many members who fought in
World War I (they included A.Y. Jackson and Fred Varley),
the club will mount a multi-disciplinary show from October
14-24. Chairing the planning committee is John Twomey,
assisted by Don Pounsett, Peter Hart, Bruce Savage and
Margaret McBurney.



Mexico Salutes Leonard and
Reva Brooks

Former club member, painter Leonard. Brooks, and his photographer wife Reva,

have just been honoured by Mexico in 50

Years in Mexico, 1947-1997. Early this

year, reports Lela Wilson, they were

given simultaneous exhibitions in the

Mexican Salon of Bellas Artes, San

Miguel, a show usually reserved for

Mexican artists.

Leonard, an ardent violinist, is also

credited with initiating the study of

music in San Miguel. He began by

giving lessons to young street boys,

letting them use his precious violin. He

was soon begging musical instruments

from friends and was eventually offered

a classroom by the newly-opened branch

of the Bellas Artes in the town. The

institute provided a classroom for

teaching, as well as musical instruments

and paid instructors. Today, some of

those pupils are accomplished musicians

and members of orchestras.
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Motto...

O Raymond Peringer started something

when he raised the suggestion that we

rehabilitate the club motto: otium cum

dignitate-"leisure with dignity."

Following up his original note, Raymond

writes:

"The Roman statesman Marcus

Tullius Cicero tells us: when we shed our

workaday cares, we have otium. That is,

we become blessed with leisure, ease,

and time for anything. Its counterpart,

negotium, negates leisure. Cicero speaks

to us today. ...Cicero's words became

our club motto in 1910. In selecting it,

members may well have been reacting to

Rudyard Kipling's opinion of Toronto as

being 'consumingly commercial.' Then,

as now, the motto challenges us to

distinguish ourselves from rampant

commercialism and consumerism

beyond the pale of the arts. The motto

deserves permanent recognition on the

front page of LAMPSletter."

No opposition from Kati Rekai. She

loves Latin proverbs; she says they are. short and expressive and Kati wishes they

were taught more often in our high

schools. She thoroughly approves of

otium cum dignitate, but would add

talentum, ingeniosus-"talent, ingenuity."

Herbert Whittaker Plays Games

As the millennium approaches, we can

be forgiven if we become a little self-

conscious. Herbert Whittaker thinks

so. The veteran theatre critic, etc., has

already devised a game which he puts to

his like-minded friends. He asks, "What

plays do you think will stand as 20th

century classics?" And he gets a

surprising variety of answers, with

people hotly defending their favourites.

On Monday, May 5, he has been

asked to bring some of those friends to

the club to argue the matter before

members. It's an extension of his popular
"I'd Like you to Meet My Friends"

evenings. But he wants to involve more

club members this time so, if you hold

some firm opinions on the subject, come

prepared with a list to pass up to the

stage. But be warned that, for the

purposes of debate, the choices for both

guests and members are limited to five.

Herbert says that anybody interested in

world theatre should surely be able to

come up with five plays that should

represent our century on the stages of the

future.

As his guests, Herbert has already
invited Professors Ronald Bryden and

Alexander Leggatt of the University of

Toronto, both theatre experts.

Outdoor Painting and History Tour
On May 10, at Phyl and Don Ketcheson's near Cobourg. Paint in the morning, bring

food and wine for a potluck lunch, and then a tour of historic Cobourg in the afternoon.

Non-painters welcome, as always. If you plan to come, but are not on the painters'

telephone list, please call Jack Carr at 444-6517, so that we can give Phyl and Don an

approximate idea of total attendance. Maps at the club.

The next outdoor sketching event will be at Ron Bolt's house near Port Hope, on

June 21. More information in the next LAMPSletter.
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Call for entries for

MEMBERS' PAINTING SHOW
"Flowers and Gardens"
May 20-June 13, 1997

To celebrate the arrival of spring, this members'
show will have as its theme paintings of flowers and gardens. Jurors will
be Zora Buchanan, Pat Fairhead and George Sanders.

Works to be delivered to the club on Saturday, May 17 from 9-10 a.m.

And that's not all... The opening of "Flowers and Gardens" will be
accompanied by A Spanish Evening. Ole!

We are fortunate to have students from the School of the Paula Moreno
Spanish Dance Company in a swirl of colour, to the tune of staccato
footwork, castafiuelas and guitar. The School will present classical,
flamenco, regional and other forms of Spanish dance, as well as Spanish
ballet of the late 18th century.

A Buffet with Spanish cuisine and wines will be available.

Bar opens at 5:30p.m.-Buffet at 6:30 p.m.



Drawn from the Art
Committee

We were as pleased to have the

outstanding exhibition of prints from the

Open Studio as they were delighted to

have been invited to show them on the

walls of our club. Twenty-six of them

came to the Monday Club Night

opening. They reserved well in advance

and so it was somewhat embarrassing

when we ran out of food. Andre came to

the rescue and fried up some fish. It was

not the fault of the club staff or

management, it was because of the

members who consistently appear for

Club Night with no reservation,

assuming that there is an unlimited

supply of cooked food. Please reserve.
All it takes is a quick call to Molly or, if

it's 2 a.m., speak to the answering

machine--it will be pleased to hear your
voice!

If you haven't been to a Visual Arts

Table you are missing a most

entertaining and informative lunchtime.

Peeter Sepp was the most recent speaker,
talking about how the gallery system

works in Ontario and creating a lively

exchange of ideas around the board room

table. Artists and non-artists participate

in these information discussions. The
next speaker is painter Ray Mead. An

eclectic artist and original member of

Painters Eleven. Definitely worth a visit.

Details can be found elsewhere in

LAMPSletter.

Zora Buchanan

Members' Art Shows
There will be a retrospective exhibition

of the sculpture of Frances Gage at the

Art Gallery of Northumberland, in

Cobourg, opening May 15 and

continuing to June 21.

The gallery is in Victoria Hall, an

historic building refurbished by Howard

Chapman.

Club members were well represented in

the recent Diploma Collection of the

Canadian Society of Painters in Water

Colour exhibition at the Art Gallery of

Peel, in Brampton. They included Ray

Cattell, Neville Clarke, Lois Dierlam,

Pat Fairhead, Philippa Faulkner,
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Hazel Harvey, Tom McNeely, Gordon

Peters, Gery Puley, Bill Sherman,

Jean Nasmith, Rudolf Stussi and Les

Tibbles.

Ruth Tulving is currently Artist in

Residence at the University of
California, Davis, where she was

commissioned to do a mural for the

Center for Neuroscience.

Ruth recently flew to Europe to open
her solo exhibition at the Museum of

Adamson Eric, in Tallinn. In April there

was an exhibition of her embossings at

the Estonian Embassy, in Washington

D.C., after which she travelled to Narva,

Estonia, where she had been invited for a
three-lecture series at the Russian

College. The objective of the series is to

introduce western art forms to the

Russian public. The themes of her

lectures are Abstract Expressionism and

COBRA Group, Contemporary American

Art, and Original Print after 1950.

Heather Strucken won first prize in the

abstract category of the Art of Halton

painting contest with her watercolour

painting Cockophony.

A watercolour painting by Gary Stark is

showing in the Blue Mountain

Foundation for the Arts annual Art and

Crafts show, in Collingwood from

April 5 to May 31.

Some of Gary's New Paintings

continue at the Spencer Gallery, in

Ancaster, until the end of April.

Lela Wilson's exhibition of York

Wilson's Mural Studies opens at

Carleton University Art Gallery, Ottawa,

on April 29, remaining there until July

31, when it is hoped it will tour the

country before settling in a permanent
home.

If you didn't see enough of Zora

Buchanan's garden in the Chatelaine

Gardens Magazine, you can pick up a

copy of the White Rose 40th

Anniversary catalogue at their Garden

Center, which features more photographs

and an interesting article by Stan Curry

titled "Details are Everything." Zora will

give you a guided tour of her city garden

in June, following the Visual Arts Table

lunch.

And Zora's Spring Show continues at

Rosedale United Church until April 29.

Gallery hours Monday-Friday

9a.m.-5p.m. (tel. 924-0725).

Photography

The Photography Committee had a great
meeting at the Stephen Bulger Gallery
in March. The Committee is very

appreciative of Stephen's time, expertise

and gracious hospitality. The April 30
meeting will take place at The Silver
Shack processing lab, 27 Davies Avenue

(Queen Street East and the Don Valley-
telephone 778-0620), at 11 a.m.

The group's last meeting before the

summer is May 28 at the Jane Corkin

Gallery, 179 John Street, at 11 a.m. All

interested members of the club are

invited to attend these meetings; call
Elizabeth Siegfried (538-9585) for

questions or information.

Elizabeth reports that May marks them

first annual Toronto Photography
Festival. Contact '97 will open at the

Lonsdale Gallery on May 1 and continue

all month with exhibitions, slide

projections, lectures and artists' talks in
various locations around Toronto. For

information about events and venues,

pick up a Contact '97 guide at the

Stephen Bulger Gallery or most other

galleries in the city.
Elizabeth Siegfried will be

participating in a group exhibition that is

part of Contact '97. Located at the Events
Gallery in First Canadian Place, the

opening is May 8, from 5-8 p.m., and

everyone is welcome. The exhibition
continues to May 31. The Pentad group
show at the Visitors' Centre in Algonquin

Park, in which Elizabeth has her platinum

prints, continues until May 29.

A Day in Niagara-on-the-Lake

Jane Drynan has organized a day at the

Shaw Festival on Tuesday July 29.
Planned are a 12 noon matinee to see *
David Ben as The Conjuror, II follow

by a 2 p.m. showing of Mrs. Warren's

Profession. Please call Jane at 961-7768

if you are interested in joining the group.

~



People of the Club
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Portrait by Jim Parr

Lois Hathaway has a big reputation as a
water colourist and a painter of flowers.

* But when she presides over her Club
exhibition this fall, she will also impress
one as a world traveller with canvases
from Mexico, France, Italy and,
especially, China, where she has visited
twice and has photographs of herself
sketching on the Great Wall and
Tienanmen Square. 'That was before the
crackdown on the dissidents. I was a
bleached blonde then." On her second
visit to China in 1987 she had a one-
woman show and spent four months
teaching at a college in Chongquin. Does
she remember much Chinese? "Just 'Ni-
how' and raise your glass."

Loi (Loh-ee) studied under various
well-known Club members: Frank
Carmichael, Emanuel Hahn, George
Pepper, Fred Finley and Jim Birnie.
She turned to graphic design for some
years, worked at Rapid Grip & Batten,
was a partner in Hathaway Associates,
and taught at various times: at the
Ontario College of Art for 12 years, the
Royal Ontario Museum, Pickering
College, the Gardiner Porcelain. Museum, the University of Toronto
School of Continuing Studies. Not bad
for a piano-man's daughter, for her
father, Carl Draper, was the second-last
piano manufacturer in Canada-before

Japanese competition and television
ruined the market for the Canadian

product.
Meanwhile Loi managed to raise

three sons and two daughters, all of them
distinguished in various pursuits: two in

graphic design, one a physicist, and two
in music, which came quite naturally, for
her mother played the piano to
accompany silent movies in the little
Ontario town of Clinton.

Loi's biggest break came in the

Eighties. She had been painting large
watercolours--female nudes, portraits--
but the market was drying up in favor of
small paintings. Then someone
introduced her to "Toronto's best
restaurant," Fenton's, now gone. "It was

very expensive and full of gorgeous
flower arrangements. Their budget for
flowers, shipped from all over the world,
was $65,000 a year. So I got permission
to go in every morning to paint flowers
before the customers came in. The
owners bought a lot of paintings to put in
the restaurant, and people would see
them. And that's how I got a lot of
sales." Even the bartender filled his
house with her paintings. She also
painted flowers for the menus, and later
designed menus for the National Arts
Centre in Ottawa. Somehow she found
time to open an antique shop in
Newmarket, to be the first woman
warden at St. Paul's Church and a trustee

of Wycliffe College.
Loi decided that teaching is almost a

necessity for Canadian painters. "It's like
a lot of concert pianists, who find they
have to teach; some writers too. All the
arts have people who go into it for the
love of it, and they wouldn't do anything
else, but you don't expect to make a
killing."

During her "down" periods Loi has
found the Club "very nurturing and
supportive" and she reciprocates by
being helpful. She was co-host of a
highly successful Open House a few
years ago and at present is on the
membership committee. But once her
involvement got her into trouble. She
joined the cast of the Spring Show and at
one point had to skate across the stage.
But she tripped on a string of lights and
broke her wrist. "And that was the end of

my stage career."

Fergus Cronin

"mainly after reading about the Group of
Seven meeting there."

Proposer: Lorna Kelly
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MEMBERSHIP:

Who's New?
Thomas M. Dowell (member)
(416) 932-2796
An engineer/writer, Thomas studied at
the universities of Glasgow

(engineering) and Toronto (religious
studies) and has written extensively on
engineering and the philosophy of
religion. He hopes to participate in
music, literature and writing activities at
the club.

Proposer: John Pepall

George E. Thompson (professional)
(416) 487-5049

George is a technical illustrator and was
a director of technical publications for

many years. He was also assistant chief

designer at the Royal Ontario Museum
and chief designer of the City Museum
in New York.

He had a long working relationship
with Marshall McLuhan and continues
his association with the McLuhan Centre
for Culture and Technology. George is
interested in most club activities.

Proposer: Les Tibbles

Eric Victor Black (member)
(905) 889-9838

A recent graduate of OCA in painting
and drawing, Eric earlier graduated in
building environmental systems. Before
coming to this country, he was at sea for

14 years (including four years' war
service), then operated a typesetting
business in London. Eric is interested in

printmaking and life sculpture and looks
forward to enjoying the company of
"kindred souls" at the club.

Proposer: Sandra Henderson

Joan Holben (professional)
(416) 921-8671
Joan is an artist with experience in
educational consulting and teaching. She
has taught weaving, spinning and dyeing
as well as painting, drawing and
multimedia courses. Joan ran a studio

gallery and has acted as a consultant to
school and college groups. She says she
has always wanted to join the club,



COMMITTEES
Activities Committee
Club Nights
In our ongoing efforts to make Monday -' Ressere/
Club Nights as pleasant and relaxed as

possible (they are cheap and we want

to keep them cheerful), we urge

members to reserve with Molly-if o -
possible, a day or two beforehand. This

will allow Kim-in-the-kitchen to have

enough food on hand. And, if you'd 
e

leave your credit card number with Molly when you reserve,
line-ups at the door will become a thing of the past.

After this year's Annual

General Meeting on

Wednesday May 21 at /,

5:30 p.m., Ruth r / I

Morawetz will stage a ----

special treat, a reprise I

(shortened version) of her

LAMPSweek hit, Cabaret i \

Carousel. Ruth is repeating fe-erve o

her successful February ca ottag, e ,;

production in response to

members' disappointment that the original show was for one night
only. So book early for dinner and get the show for free.

Ruth will be at the piano and numbers will include excerpts
from the Flanders and Swan Tribute, including Tanya

d'Anger's superb Misalliance, Lorna Kelly's delightful Why I
Won't Dance, John Rammell's hilarious The Gnu, and Jean
Edwards' memorable rendition of The Final Farewell.

See you at the Cabaret Carousel Reprise!

Music Committee
The Music Committee is looking for new members. Become an
impresario! No experience needed; just a love of music. Speak to
John Lawson, or any member of the committee: Barbara Allen,
John Caldwell, John Hore, Elizabeth Kilbourn, Joan

Mitchell, Graeme Page, Dorene Seltzer, David Skene-Melvin,

Patty Tompkins or Patricia Wardrop.

Previews of coming music events
At the Music Table on June 6, Susan Goldberg, author, speaks
about her book Steinway: From Glory to Controversy.
At Club Night, June 16, the Royal Conservatory of Music will
present a condensed version of Rodgers and Hammerstein's
Carousel, including familiar songs such as If I Loved You, June
is Busting Out All Over, Billy's Soliloquy, and You'll Never
Walk Alone. This will be a semi-staged performance with Donna
Sherman directing and performing.

Art Committee
Art Committee meetings are always held on the first Monday in
the month except when there is a holiday. The meeting is then
scheduled for the Tuesday. No meeting in August when the club
is closed. Meetings are in the boardroom.

Dates
(1997): June 2, July 7, Sept. 2 (Tuesday), Oct. 6, Nov. 3, Dec. 1.
(1998): Jan. 5, Feb. 2, Mar. 2, April 6, May 4.
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Vignettes
It may be the (rumoured) arrival of spring that has inspired our
members to break into reminiscences. Lois Darroch recalls a
reading at York University 20 years ago in What Price Fame?

"He was baggy and craggy, one gigantic wrinkle of clothes
and face. He stood at the lectern, under the spotlight on the

podium, a few slender books and a few crumpled sheets of

paper in disarray before him. His knees were half bent, his

body leaned forward at the waist, bulging over his belt, one
hand supporting him as he stood. He blew breath in and out
through puffy lips, as unconscious of the people before him as
if he were sunning in his own garden. If he were so old, so

worn, why was he there in the spotlight and not in his garden?
He began to read in a deep and mellow voice, three poems

and then a rest, three poems and then a rest, till he declared that
his reading was over. It was all he could do for the evening.
There would be no question and answer period as publicized.

He gathered his books together, ready to shuffle off in the soft
leather slippers he was wearing. One voice came from the
audience in spite of the prohibition. 'How does it feel to be
called the greatest poet in the world?'

W.H. Auden looked up. Out of the midst of the crinkled face
his voice came sweet and low. 'It really doesn't matter to me at
all. I just keep on writing.'"

John Hore calls his piece Hampton Court; it could also be
titled John Hore's Schooldays.

He says that as a schoolboy he took three-mile runs through
the grounds of Hampton Court Palace and the adjoining Home
Park, where deer run freely. Adjoining the Palace is Bushy W
Park, where Eisenhower's headquarters were secretly located in
1944. Hampton Court boasts the famous maze, as well as a
tennis court favoured by Henry VIII and some of the most
valuable paintings and tapestries in the Royal collection. John

especially recommends a visit to the Chapel Royal, "an
incredible architectural sight." You might even see the ghostly
lady with her head tucked underneath her arm.

John recalls that Hampton Court was given to Henry by
Cardinal Wolsey and that he used it as his court. Queen
Elizabeth I and James I also held court there and it was there
that the King James version of the Bible was approved by the
Privy Council. Cromwell also used Hampton Court; the last

royal inhabitant was George II.

And the last word goes to, who else? Monty Larkin

WHAT DO THEY CALL IT?

I have satirized some for audacity

Cited others for outright mendacity

Common sense revolution

May well be a solution

But I don't understand that Megaicity!

Guest editor: Freda Fyles



LITERARY TABLES
$7.50 for lunch, taxes included
Board room noon

Tuesday May 6

Peter Oliphant shares his
enthusiasm for the sonnet, a
form which the poet uses in a
unique way.

Tuesday May 13

Keith Oatley, writer and psychologist, author of The Case
of Emily V, will discuss psychology in literature.

Tuesday May 20

Warren Clements, of The Globe & Mail, takes an
interesting look at the Origins of Language.

Tuesday May 27

Dr. Virginia Cooper will speak on the fascinating
history of Cinderella and how it contributes to the
process of thinking.

VISUAL ARTS TABLE
* Board room 12:30 p.m. Light lunch $7:50, taxes included

Wednesday May 14

Guest speaker Ray Mead, an original members of
Painters Eleven. Subject: The Painting Has Its Own
Reality.

MUSIC TABLES
A

$10.00 buffet lunch, taxes included

S Thursday May 1
More Canadian Music

Competition stars. Alex Kim,
cello, Jennie Jung, piano,
Andrew Aarons, piano, Paul
Kim, violin, Susan Archibald,

piano and Ilya Poletaev, piano, play Casado, Mozart,
Bach, Chopin and Sarasate.

Thursday May 8

Barbara Fris, soprano, and Leonard Whiting, tenor, with
Brahm Goldhammer, piano, present a program ranging
from Duparc, Lehar and Victor Herbert to Puccini.
Barbara Fris was a Pavarotti finalist in 1989 and Leonard
Whiting is a well-known organist, conductor and soloist.

. Thursday May 15

Saemi Chung, soprano and Suzanne Kilgour, mezzo
soprano sing the Flower Duet from Delibes' Lakm6 plus
other songs by Faur6, Debussy, Schubert, R. Strauss,
Head, Elgar, Quilter, Donizetti and Rossini.

Thursday May 22

Stephen Rails and Bruce Ubukata of the Aldeburgh
Connection Concert Society return after last year's
triumph with more piano duets.

Thursday May 29

Giles Bryant, music director of St. James Cathedral,
returns after last year's Gregorian chant love-in with
members of the choir of St. Mary Magdalene, Healey
Willan's church, to demonstrate why their recent CD of
his music has sold 10,000 copies.

MONDAY CLUB
NIGHTS

$10.00 for dinner, taxes included

Monday April 28

Please note that Hansel and Gretel has been cancelled due to
scheduling difficulties and that the Royal Conservatory of Music,
Opera Division, will present a concert program instead.

Monday May 5
Herbert Whittaker moderates a panel discussion: Best
Plays of the Century.

Monday May 12

The Association of Women Composers present a
program of contemporary compositions by Lusiana
Lukman, Diane McIntosh, Karen Rymal, Jana Skarecky,
Helen Medwedeff Greenberg and Lorraine Muter
Humber. Performers: piano--Jennie Jung, Diane
McIntosh, Karen Rymal, Elizabeth Archer, Ruth
Morawetz; Maria Gacesa, clarinet; Katharine Rapoport,
viola; Wendy Humber-Bornstein, oboe; Barry Craig,
clarinet; Predrag Stojkovic, bassoon; and Albert Green,
tenor; Valerie Siren, soprano.

Monday May 19

Club closed for Victoria Day

Tuesday May 20

Art Opening: Juried exhibition of members' painting
show "Flowers and Gardens" as well as "A Spanish
Evening" with dancers from the Paula Moreno Spanish
Dance Company and buffet dinner with Spanish cuisine
and wine.

Monday May 26

Denise Williams, coloratura soprano, who has wowed
the Club on several occasions, will present a mixed
program, substituting for Penelope Cookson. A not-to-
be-missed bravura performance!

WEDNESDAY AT THE MOVIES
There will be no movies in May as the program is being
reviewed.
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Canadian Music

Competition
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Great Hall

rented, evening

2z
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LAMPSletter deadline: the second Friday of the month: May 9 at 1:00 p.m.
Please leave items in the IAMPSletter mail box (located between the kitchen and the Great Hall) or fax to the club.
Items received after the deadline will be reserved for the next issue.
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Great Hall
rented,
evening

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sandra's Choir, 4 p.m. Literary Table: Great Hall Music Table: Painters' Open Outdoor
Sunday Club Night: Peter Oliphant rented, Barbara Fris, Studio, Sketching,
Great Hall Herbert discusses soprano; Brahm 10 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Cobourg-lunch

nt Whittaker's Best sonnets evening Goldhammer, LAMPSletter and tour
rented, all day Plays of the Great Hall piano deadline, 1 p.m. Great Hall

Century rented, evening Great Hall Great Hall rented, evening

rented, evening rented, evening "ted,evening

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Sandra's Choir, 4 p.m. Literary Table: Visual Arts Music Table: Painters' Open
Sunday Exec. Cttee., Keith Oatley: Table: Suzanne Kilgour, Studio,5:15 p.m. Psychologyand Boardroom mezzo soprano, 10 a.m.-
Great Hall Club Night: Literature Boardroom Saemi Chang,

rented, p.m. Association of 12:30 p.m., soprano 3:30 p.m.
Women Composers Artist Ray Great Hall rented,
perform their own

works Mead evening

18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Sandra's CLUB CLOSED Literary Table: ANNUAL Music Table: Painters' Open Great Hall
Sunday FOR Warren Clements GENERAL Stephen Rails Studio, 10 rented,

VICTORIA DAY Language MEETING AND and Bruce a.m.- evening
Club Night/ MEMBERS' Ubukata, four- 3:30 p.m. evening

Art Open ing DINNER: hand piano Great Hall
Show and Spanish 5:30p.m. Great Hal rented, eveningdancers Cabaret Carousel rented, evening

25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Sandra's Choir, 4 p.m. Literary Table: Photography Music Table: Painters' Great Hall
Sunday Club Night/ Virginia Committee Giles Bryant Open Studio, rented,
Great Hall Music Table: Cooper-- meeting: Jane discusses Healey 10 a.m.- evening. Denise Willan; also St.
rented, p.m. Denims Cinderella Corkin Gallery, Mary Magdalene 3:30 p.m.williams, 11 a.m.

coloratura Great Hall a.m. Choristers Great Hall
soprano rented, Great Hall Great Hall rented, rented,

evening rented, evening evening evening
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President's
Notes

We are going to

try an experiment

f , • at the club in

June. On

Tuesdays, June 3,

10, 17, and 24,

we shall have a special "Happy Hour" in

the bar from 5:00 until 7:30 p.m., when

complimentary sandwiches will be served

to members and their guests. Although

we are open until 8:00 p.m. Mondays to
Fridays, attendance has been slight unless

there is a club event in the evening. In

*effect, we want to encourage more

members to use the club either on their

way home, or when staying downtown to

attend a concert, play or opening. A drink

and a snack is often all one wants. Our

bar-lounge is a great place for socializing,

a place to meet old and new members.

Some of us feel that we don't do enough

of it, that we don't practice sufficiently

one of the finest of arts, the art of

conversation. Have the many club events

discouraged this? I don't think so. But

good talk has long been one of our

hallmarks and this "Happy Hour" might

be one way to help it continue. Mark it in

your diary-Tuesdays in June, 5:00 to

7:30. If it is a success-I know June is a

bad month to launch something new-

we'll do it on a regular basis next year.

I'm pleased to announce the following

changes in committee chairs: John

Wimbs follows Margaret McBurney

(activities); Barbara Oliver follows

*John Pepall (membership); John

Rammell and Tanya d'Anger succeed

Monty Larkin and Betty Trott (theatre).

Ezra Schabas

GARDEN PARTY
Wednesday June 18

Drinks under the elms at 6 p.m.

Buffet on the patio begins at 7 p.m.

Price: $22

Please book with Molly BEFORE Friday June 13!

The Members' Dinner in June will be our annual
picnic/garden party, this year at the home of Music Chairman
John Lawson, at 28 Elgin Ave. In expectation of good
weather, bring a folding chair and the usual floppy hat. Good
weather or not, include a thirst, an appetite, and a desire for
congenial companions and you will not be disappointed.

-
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On Thursday, June 12, the

Toronto Historical Board will

present a lecture on Lawren

Harris in its series, Northern

Encounters. For Harris, the north

was both "Pathway and Barrier"

says Peter Larisey, S.J., PhD,

author of Light for a Cold Land:

Lawren Harris' Work and Life.

The lecture starts at 12 noon at

205 Yonge Street. $4.00.

IL

Our upcoming chairman of Activities, John Wimbs, will

indeed be active for the next few months. He has been

appointed by the government of Ontario to the megacity

transition team. It will oversee the logistics of merging the

seven Metro-area municipal governments into one city of 2.3

million residents.

Artist/sailor and club member, Os Schenk, was recently

honoured by the Royal Canadian Yacht Club for his extensive

services for many years as an active member of the Heritage

Committee.

He is the first recipient of the Donald J. Ferguson award "for

a distinguished contribution to the history and heritage of the

Royal Canadian Yacht Club." The award was established in

1996 to commemorate the memory of an outstanding sailor

who had made, by his service and personal qualities, a

remarkable influence on the club.

The award consists of a painting of the club launch

Hiawatha, which in 1995 celebrated 100 years of active duty,

still for the purpose for which she was designed. The winners

names are recorded on an accompanying plaque. In 1996,

Commodore Robert Medland had the painting designated to be

this award. By happy coincidence, the large watercolour is the

work of the first recipient, Os Schenk!

Photography

Last month the Photography -

Committee met at the Silver

Shack black and white

processing lab, where the

owner, Bob Carnie, conducted

a complete tour of his facilities

and provided a catered lunch for

the group. Thanks to Bob and to

Brian Summers for the

arrangements. The May 28 meeting,

the last before summer, will take

place at the Jane Corkin Gallery,

179 John St. at 11 a.m. If there are any questions please call

Elizabeth Siegfried.
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And so we say a fond farewell to members retiring from the Art

Committee. Mary Corelli, Judith Graham, Jessica Steven

and John Sullivan have served their two years on the

committee and I thank each one most sincerely for their

contribution and support.

Grace Secord has kindly donated an easel used by her late

husband, club member John Secord. We'll put a brass plaque

on the easel and it will be used by club artists in the studio. Of

course, there is no guarantee that Jack' s talent will transfer to

the user! Perhaps other members have famous artists' easels

that they wish to donate?

There' s no mystery that the last art show before we close the

Great Hall for the installation of the new lighting and walls is

the SHERLOCK HOLMES and MYSTERY SHOW (see page 5

and What's On in June).

Next Art Committee meeting, Monday, June 2, at 5:15 p.m.

Letters to the editor:
Motto ???? or Not ????

I will be forced to make a very undignified gesture if the club's

long-forgotten motto is given new life. "Dignified

Bohemianism" has to be a classic oxymoron. How can a "...

gypsy; a person of loose or irregular habits; an artist or person

of letters, or indeed anyone who breaks free of

conventionalities...", how can this person possibly set the world

afire while remaining dignified.

No wonder visitors to Toronto at the turn of the century

found this to be a dull city. Maybe, in 1910, they still hadn't

recovered from Oscar Wilde's visit.

The writer in the LAMPS article at the time suggested there

was no need to define the spirit which was then being born,

behind the back of dignified Bohemianism, out of the womb of

an ultimate idea. I would suggest there was a real need for

explanation but the task proved impossibly difficult. It remains

so today.

John Rammell

[count of phone calls to Betty Postill on this subject so far: one

for, one against. Keep those opinions coming!]

Apologies
In the material I provided for the May issue on the Diploma ,

Collection Exhibition at the Art Gallery of Peel, I unfortunateW

missed one of the club participants, Eleanor Besen. Sorry,

Eleanor.

Les Tibbles

Zora Buchanan



People of the Club

Financially, the club is healthy, "but we're not robust-I think
'fragile' is the proper term." That's the word from Bill
Buchanan, our treasurer, and since he's a Fellow of the

* Institute of Chartered Accountants, there's no word more
reliable. According to Bill, we've been paying off our mortgage
and our debentures in great style, meanwhile keeping our
annual fees flat, and when we're all paid up, we should be able
to actually reduce our fees and so become more attractive to
younger membership prospects.

Bill and his artist wife Zora hail from Glasgow. He came to
Canada in 1954 to check it out for Zora, "the girl next door"
and his betrothed, but when he found himself a good job in
Vancouver, 6,000 miles from home, "We decided to be
Scottish about it," and they were married out west. But they've
been back to Glasgow several times and will be there again in
August when Zora, for the second time, will have a show in the
Edinburgh Festival of the Arts.

For four years Bill worked in the Vancouver office of Peat
Marwick Mitchell & Co. (now KPMG), then was moved to
their offices in London, Ont., then Winnipeg, finally as partner-
in-charge of the firm's audit practice in Toronto. In 1985 he

joined the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants as
senior vice-president, retiring two years ago.

Within the profession, he was a volunteer member and chair
of several committees of the Canadian, Ontario and Manitoba
Institutes of Chartered Accountants. In the broader community
he served the Salvation Army in three cities and was board
chair of the Army's Scarborough Grace Hospital. He has been a

perennial leader in the United Way, the Balmoral Hall School
for Girls, the Centre Stage Company and the Manitoba Theatre
Centre. For these and other ventures, last year he received the
award of outstanding merit from the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Ontario as well as the distinguished service
award from the I.C.A. of Alberta. One of the Buchanan's four
married daughters, Sheila Atkinson, supported Bill's interest in
theatre by becoming manager of Theatre New Brunswick in
Fredericton.

Bill is pleased to oversee the club finances ("It's pretty easy
for someone like me to handle this sort of thing,") and he has

just organized a small task force on members' demographics
that will attempt to do something about reasons why members
resign-but without another member survey. "We've had two
of them in recent years, so we'll just dust off some of the
recommendations and consider implementing them," says Bill.

He is very fond of the friendly atmosphere that pervades the
club, but he would like to have it "more open to the public on
occasion, like having a show and inviting the public to visit."
He is pleased that next year, as part of observance of our 90th
anniversary, there will be an art competition in which all
Ontario artists will be invited to take part, and for the first time
in club history there will be cash prizes.

Meanwhile, Bill considers that the renting of club facilities
to non-members is providing valuable revenue "without a too

significant intrusion, and bequests and donations help make the
difference between black ink and red ink."

Fergus Cronin

MEMBERS' ART SHOWS:

PEOPLE AND PLACES, an exhibition of paintings by
Murray Stewart and William Sherman will open May 17 at
the Rail's End Gallery and will run until June 21. If you plan to
be "up Haliburton way," the artists invite you to drop in.

Zora Buchanan has again been invited to exhibit her paintings
in Edinburgh during the Festival. Show opens August 14 and
continues until August 30. Bill and Zora are renting a cottage in
Dunbar, 40 minutes drive from Edinburgh. There are two
modest bedrooms and they would welcome any club members
who might be in Scotland at that time. Call and book in
advance!

Music

Music Committee

Chairman John Lawson

invites you to join the

Music Committee and add

a new dimension to your
life! Become an

impresario! No charge for
this fantastic experience!

Speak to John Lawson or

any member of the

committee.
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Arts and Letters Picks

Plays of the Century

The Arts and Letters Club went on

record, on May 5, 1997, with a list of the

plays of this century, which we were

convinced would become the classics of

the next. Knowing that the real decision

lies with theatre-goers at least 50 years

from now, we nevertheless made some

educated guesses.

A near-capacity showing of club

members easily expanded the list of five

arrived at by a panel consisting of

Professor Ronald Bryden, members

Brenda Davies and Alexander Leggatt,

with myself as the rather bossy

chairman. By the end of the evening we

had ten plays nominated for immortality,

ranging from Chekov to Stoppard!

Seeking plays "of highest standard

and lasting merit" (Webster's), the panel

whisked through various qualifications

and categories to arrive at four we

believed undeniable, before turning the
search over to the members. We had

arrived at Chekhov's The Three Sisters,

Tennessee Williams A Streetcar Named

Desire, Shaw's Heartbreak House and

Tom Stoppard's Arcadia.

Now Richard Outram sprang into

action, marshalling successive tables for

additional nominations. There were so

many of these and they were so strong

that as chairman I had to concede the list

must include ten plays. The club's voice

promptly added Brecht's Mother

Courage, Samuel Beckett's Waiting for

Godot, Thornton Wilder's Our Town,

Eugene O'Neill's Long Day's Journey

Into Night and Shaw's Saint Joan.

In all fairness, most of these had been

4

squeezed out of our original five list. As

had such runners-up as Chekhov's other

20th Century masterwork, The Cherry

Orchard (your chairman's choice);

Miller's The Crucible and, if proven

durability was a condition, Barbara

Howard's suggestion of Agatha

Christie's The Mousetrap. Indeed, we

have to concede that the 21st Century

playgoers may favour Noel Coward's

Private Lives, or any Alan Ayckbourn or

Neil Simon comedies over our more

serious contenders. But we stand by our

members' choices, with a deep bow to

Professor Bryden for his expertise. And

another to Michael Spence who wrestled

with the grave problems of

amplification. The club is in short supply
of stands and microphones to handle

such audience participation and he did

wonders. If the chairman did not, I

apologize for any lack of projection.

Margaret McBurney did an admirable

job of thanking the participants.

Herbert Whittaker

OVER AND ABOVE
(This is a new heading for material to

inform the membership about activities

in which club members are involved and

that take place at the club, but are not

club activities.)

David Skene-Melvin, a long-time

Bootmaker, has sent the following:

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

The Bootmakers of Toronto, Canada's

national Sherlockian and Conan Doyle

Society, has rented the club from

Thursday, June 26, through Sunday, June

29, for the Lasting Impressions

conference in celebration of its 25th

anniversary. The conference has been

deliberately structured so as not to

interfere with traditional club

functions such as Friday lunch. The

conference is being halted at 11:30 a.m.

on the Friday and will resume at 2 p.m.
So come on out to lunch as usual and

meet and mingle with all the

Sherlockians, some of whom are coming

from Japan, Australia, Great Britain and

Denmark, as well as from across Canada
and the U.S.

As well, Arts and Letters Club

members are welcome to attend the

concert of Music Enjoyed by Sherlock

Holmes and Dr. Watson, featuring

Benjamin Bowman, violin; Susan 4
Archibald, piano; and Vilma Vitosl,

mezzo-soprano, whom we have heard at

Poetry and Music Tables; to be presented

the evening of Thursday, June 26, at 8:00

p.m. Pub supper for $10 will be available

beforehand, but be sure to book with

Molly.

On Monday Club Night, June 23, club

members will be treated to the opening

of the special Sherlock Holmes and

Mystery Show of mysterious and

Sherlockian art by club artists, arranged

by Doug Purdon and Zora Buchanan.

The Bootmakers of Toronto is extremely

grateful to the Arts and Letters Club for

this support.

David Skene-Melvin

Theatre buffs may be interested in this
one:

For those wishing to support members

Virginia Trieloff (producer) and Eloisa

(Levi) Weber (actor) in the

Theatreworks production of William

Mastrosimone's compelling play,

Extremities, being staged at the Arts and

Letters Club, May 29 through June 8,

please call the Solar Stage Box Office at

368-8031 to book your tickets.

Special to club members: tickets for

the Wednesday, May 28 preview may be

purchased for $8. Thanks for your

support.

Virginia Trieloff

World War I memorabilia

anyone?
As mentioned in the last issue of the

LAMPSletter, the club is planning a ten-

day multidisciplinary show in October to

honour sculptor Walter Allward and

many other club members who made

significant contributions to the war effort

in World War I-and to the peace
celebrations afterwards. We'd be

interested in hearing from anyone who g
has memorabilia or any visual material W
that we might borrow for use in the

show. If you do, please contact John

Twomey.



Bill Sherman in Paris
ELEMENTARY MY DEAR ARTISTS

A call for entries for

The SHERLOCK HOLMES AND

MYSTERY SHOW i

t4 W¶ur' V4 y0.1, Ar ¶aS ,4NW

On the weekend of June 26-29, the Bootmakers of

Toronto will host an international conference on Sherlock

Holmes at the club. The artists of the club are invited to

join into the spirit of the event by entering either

paintings or posters of a Sherlockian or mystery theme.

The works will be sold by silent auction. Each artist will

* select their own opening bid. The normal club

commission of 20% will be charged on sales with the

artist receiving 80% of the selling price.

Jurors:

Mary Corelli, Sandra Henderson, Bill Sherman H S

Works should be delivered to the club

Saturday, June 21, from 9 a.m.-10 a.m.

For information phone Doug Purdon (416) 759-3126 . s,.. .

Summer Watering Holes for Club Members

Once again, Arts and Letters Club members are welcome to

dine at The University Club of Toronto, 380 University Ave.
and at the Royal Canadian Military Institute, 426 University
Ave. while our club is closed, from July 26 until re-opening ,a fO s-
September 2, 1997.

Lunchtime Parking A
We are pleased to announce that the club has made

arrangements with the Minto Parking Garage (the one we use
in the evening) for parking privileges at lunchtime. You may
park from 11:45 a.m. until 2:15 p.m. for a modest fee of $6.
Don't forget to have your parking stub stamped at the bar.

5



A DAY AT THE SHAW FESTIVAL
Tuesday JULY 29
Some club members are booked for the Niagara-on-the-Lake
theatre to see: The Conjuror Part 2, by David Ben and Patrick
Watson, in the Royal George Theatre at 12 noon and Mrs.
Warren's Profession, by Bernard Shaw in the Festival Theatre
at 2 p.m.

Call Margaret McBurney if you are interested in joining
them.

July Activities

COMMITTEE CHAIRS PLEASE NOTE:

The Great Hall will be unavailable for events from Wednesday,
July 2-Friday, July 11, while new lighting is installed.

Monday Club Nights will continue, EXCEPT on July 7.

Tuesday Literary Table will meet informally in the
LAMPSroom.

Thursday Music Tables will continue, EXCEPT on July 10.

Friday, July 25: Special Closing-for-the-Summer-All-You Can-
Eat Buffet Lunch $10.

New Editor for the LAMPSletter
A warm welcome is extended to Ann Robson who will be the
new editor of the LAMPSletter beginning with the September
issue. The deadline for that issue will be 1 p.m. Friday, July 25.
For those contributors who can use it, and she would be
delighted if you did, Ann's E-Mail address is
arobson@inforamp.net

Thank You!
I would like to thank all those who have assisted me in many
ways during the last two years while I have been editor,
especially Barbara Oliver and Freda Fyles whose superb
editorial skills made it possible for me to escape occasionally.
Next, thanks go to Jane Champagne and Gladys Houck, copy
editors extraordinaire. And much gratitude goes to all those
contributors, writers, poets, and artists without whom there
would be no LAMPSletter. Among these, Fergus Cronin,
Tom McNeely, Ray Cattell, Pat Harvie, Monty Larkin, and
Margaret McBurney deserve special mention. Finally, I want
to express my appreciation for all the wonderful meals my
husband, Sandy Stewart, produced so that the LAMPSletter
might appear on time!

Pat Stewart, editor

6 At Joyce Cozens Bentham in Port Hope.

MUSIC TABLES

$10.00 buffet lunch, taxes included

Thursday June 5

Susan Goldenberg, author, speaks
about her book, Steinway: From
Glory to Controversy. Learn all
about Steinways and the Steinway
family.

Thursday June 12

Violist, Elizabeth Reid, principal violist of the Royal
Conservatory Orchestra; Helen Russell, clarinet and
Elina Sovgir, piano, present a programme of works by
Enesco, Rebecca Clarke and Mozart.

Thursday June 19

Jazz! Come hear this fantastic group from Humber
College, known for its jazz programme.

Thursday June 26

No performance at noon! Instead come to Sherlock
Holmes' evening performance. See David Skene-
Melvin's notice on page 5.

WRITERS' GROUP

$10.00

Friday June 6

Feminist publishing in Canada. Lois Pike of the Second
Story Press will speak on the mandate and success of
feminist publishing houses in Canada.

OUTDOOR SKETCHING

Call Jack carr, 444-6517 for any
further information.

Saturday, June 21

On the longest day of the year we will be painting and
sketching and having lunch at Ron Bolt's Oakfield,
north of Port Hope. Bring wine, food and friends for a
pot-luck lunch. Maps at the club bar.

Saturday, July 12

At Cathy Ament Hyland's, north-west of Metro.

Saturday, August 16



LITERARY TABLES

$7.50 for lunch, taxes included
board room noon

Tuesday June 3

Are Words and Music
Irreconcilable? Dr. Eric
Domville, Professor Emeritus of
English, discusses tension
between the two and whether
an equilibrium can result in an
enrichment of both arts.

Tuesday June 10

Invasion of Privacy in Biography, examined by Marilyn
Powell, writer and producer for CBC Ideas programme
and regular contributor to CBC programmes on literature.

Tuesday June 17

Our favourite reader, Harold Flammger, presenting a
short story by his favourite contemporary English
author, Jane Gardam.

Tuesday June 24

The Literary Table's annual Fete Champatre in the
garden of Marla McMurray, Massey Cottage, 23
Midburn Ave., noon to mid-afternoon. Bring something
consumable, solid or liquid, and if driving, a garden
chair or two. Parking is convenient, but also, this is not
far from the Victoria Park subway station (Bloor line), or
a Dawes Rd. bus stop.

MONDAY CLUB

NIGHTS

$10.00 for dinner, taxes included

For more details, see Club Night Binder
in the lounge

Monday June 2

Memories and Confessions; a delicate balance between
Gin, Pinter and the Lion. Playreadings with Beth
Firstbrook and John Rammell.

Members who would like to stay after the show to watch
election results (more theatrics) are welcome to do so.
We'll be bringing you up-to-the-minute returns via CBC
on our large screen TV--so stick around, have a drink,
and discuss the future of the country as the returns
come in from St. John's to Victoria after 8:30 Toronto
time.

Performance by the Metropolitan Police Association Male
Chorus, the only one left in Ontario. It was created 31
years ago. Members come from all branches of the
service and from all ranks, from Staff Superintendent to
P.C. They travel across the province and perform two to
four shows a month. They have been on television in
Hawaii, Aruba and the U.S. and have made two
recordings. Get to Know Your Police Force is their theme
song. At Maple Leaf Gardens they sang with Rita
McNeil. Director, Harry McCarthy, Accompanist, Peter
Sugden.

Monday June 23

ART OPENING: The Sherlock Holmes and Mystery Show,

in conjunction with the Silver Anniversary Symposium
of the Bootmakers of Toronto being held at the Arts and
Letters Club. Murder, mystery, villains, etc. is the theme
of this exhibition by club artists. An entertaining skit
entitled Drama on Elm-the Palette Knife Mystery will
also be presented. Dress code: your favourite
Sherlockian disguise. Come and enjoy the fun! Who
knows what you might find on the buffet table!

Monday June 30

Inveterate traveller, Wally Joyce, past-president of the
Toronto Camera Club, presents a slide show on Irian
Jaya, the world's highest island, which remained
unexplored until the 1950s.

VISUAL ARTS TABLE
third floor studio 12:30 p.m.
light lunch $7:50, taxes included
reserve with Molly

Wednesday June 11

Zora Buchanan will lead you, paintings in hand, up her
garden path. "Painting and gardening are art forms that
intertwine like the tendrils of a siver lace vine." Join the
group for a light lunch in the studio and view the CBC
video, Zora's Enchanted Garden. End the afternoon with
a visit to Zora's garden at 57 Sherwood Ave., weather
permitting.
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Monday June 16

I

The Royal Conservatory of Music presents a condensed
version of Rodgers and Hammerstein's charming
musical Carousel. Familiar songs include IflLoved You,

June Is Busting Out All Over, Billy's Soliloquy and You'll

Never Walk Alone. A semi-staged/semi-concert
performance with Donna Sherman directing and
performing.

Monday June 9
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JULY DATES TO REMEMBER:

Outdoor Sketching: July 12 and August 16

Special All-you-can-eat-buffet lunch: Friday, July 25, $10 4
Deadline for SEPTEMBER LAMPSLETTER: Friday, July 25, 1 p.m.
Committee Chairs please note that information for the September What's On section and the September calendar is
needed at this time. New editor Ann Robson will be responsible for the September issue.

CLUB IS CLOSED FROM JULY 28-SEPTEMBER 1 INCLUSIVE
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SPresident's

I Notes

j~' - September at the

(, Club promises to

'' i be interesting and

eventful. At
Members' Night,

\/ednesday, 17 September, we shall honour
our first Arts Award recipient, Mary
Lou Fallis. If you don't know Ms
Fallis' work (she has sung at the Club
several times in the past few years)
there is more about her elsewhere in
Lampsletter. There were several
outstanding nominations for the award,
which made it a difficult decision for
the distinguished jury- Pat Fairhead,
Jim Parr, Ernest Sirluck, Lyman
Henderson and John McKellar

(chair). Mary Lou Fallis will receive a
medallion designed by Anne Lazare
Mirvish, a certificate prepared by John
Sullivan, and a cash award from the
well-known Toronto legal firm, Weir &
Foulds, thanks to one of its senior
partners, Club past-president John
McKellar. Chef Kim promises an
outstanding meal. Make reservations
early. Hope to see you there.

Visit our Great Hall and feast your
eyes on the new exhibit lighting and wall
covering installed in June under Mike

Spence's watchful eye. The Lampsweek
art auction of works donated by our club
painters and sculptors and the raffle of
Archie Arbuckle's "Isle aux morts"
made it happen. Not to be forgotten are
the members and visitors who reached so
generously and discriminatingly into their

V It is not too soon to note an
important November event, the
commemoration of the 80th anniversary
of the Battle of Vimy Ridge.

MARY LOU FALLIS

FIRST ARTS AND LETTERS

AWARD WINNER

Singer, comedienne Mary Lou Fallis will receive The Arts

and Letters Club's first Arts Award. Club President Ezra Schabas

will present the award to Miss Fallis at the first Members' Dinner

of the season on Wednesday, 17 September.

"Mary Lou has coupled a career as an opera singer with that

of a musical comedienne," said Club music committee chairman

John Lawson. "This is a rare combination of talent. I think

anyone who brings as much laughter to the world as Mary Lou does

deserves special recognition."

She is probably best known as creator of five one-woman

shows. One of these, Primadonna, based on her own life as a

singer, won her an ACTRA award. Mary Lou brought her Mrs.

Bach Show to New York's Radio City Music Hall. In the United

Kingdom she has performed at London's Covent Garden, the

Wexford Opera Festival and twice at Edinburgh's International

Festival. She recently enjoyed a sold-out run of her latest show,

Primadonna 's First Farewell Tour. She made her operatic debut at

15 years of age as the Second Spirit in a CBC-TV production of

Mozart's The Magic Flute.

Miss Fallis has enhanced the Toronto art scene through her

work with the Toronto Arts Council and through Trinity United

Church.

The Arts and Letters Award requires the recipient to have

made a significant contribution to the arts, to be well known in the

community and to be actively involved in one of the arts'

disciplines as a participant or volunteer. The recipient will receive

a cash prize, a Club medallion designed by sculptor Anne Lazare-

Mirvish and a certificate.

At the dinner, we are delighted to welcome also, a second

very special guest, everyone's favourite raconteur Jim Morris, to

entertain us with his humorous readings. Jim has written for and

acted in radio, television and film, as well as contributing to

magazines.
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WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS

Mary E. Black, proposed by Lyman
Henderson, interested in music, opera, theatre,
dance, can be reached at (416) 966-8713.
James Buckerfield, proposed by Jim Parr,
interested in the visual arts, can be reached in
Switzerland at (022) 758-1673.
pesmond J. Conacher. proposed by Brian
Parker, interested in literature, drama, music,
can be reached at (416) 487-0777.
Marian Fowler, proposed by Ruth Morawetz,
interested in literature and art, can be reached
at (416) 324-9645.
Kenneth Bovd Hagerman, proposed by
Lyman Henderson, interest-ed in theatre, dance
and song, can be reached at (416) 920-3616.
Rupert Mohl Schieder proposed by William
Rogers, interested in music, literature, drama,
film, can be reached at (416) 921-5281.
R.Scott James, proposed by Elizabeth
Kilbourn, interested in talk, art, music, theatre,
literature, can be reached at (416) 593-6293.
Alexander Leggatt, proposed by Brian Parker,
interested in theatre, film, literature, can be
reached at (416) 755-2325.

Eleanor Moorhouse, proposed by Margaret
Haist, interested in arts & crafts, music
architecture, porcelain, can be reached at (416)
922-5745.

Natalie Shvmko, proposed by William

Wingfield, interested in art in and out of art
galleries, can be reached at (416) 654-5975.
Janine Suboch, proposed by John McKellar,
interested in painting, pottery, design, poetry,
can be reached at (416) 201-0827.
Judith M. Tait proposed by Pat Wardrop,
interested in theatre, music, ballet, cooking,
gardens, can be reached at (416) 921-7565.
Olga M. Dev-Rervmnapr Thnmncnn

proposed by Kati Rekai, interested in all arts,
travel, can be reached at (416) 239-4961.

J. Douglas Wrigglesworth, proposed by
Ann Rothery, interested in Conan Doyle
and his world, can be reached at (905)
836-1858

And To Returning Members: Barbara Effer,
John Irwin, Patricia Irwin, William Vance.

'TIS A FINE THING TO HAVE YOU ALL WITH US.

You need your Club
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And

YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!

The Theatre Committee has been asked to organise a programme of poetry, play readings and songs,
which recalls the war years of World War One. This event will open the WW1 and Vimy Ridge
memorial week, which will run from 10 to 20 November. All members who are interested in reading, or
who would like to be involved, or to make suggestions, are invited to attend a read-through and creative

meeting on THURSDAY, 4 SEPTEMBER at 7pm. A follow-up session to settle the programme and

the performers will be held on 11 September at 7pm. For further information please call Betty Trott

(416-422-0372) or Peter Hart (416-466-9808).

And on a lighter note

YOUR CLUB ALSO NEEDS YOU for the 1998 Spring Show. Needed are both scripts and ideas for

scripts The theme is "THE GAY NINETIES". You don't have to stick slavishly to the obvious

(hardly needs saying to A&L folk, ed.). Spread your net wide and haul in some big ones, which

are excitingly different or only lurkingly germane to the chosen mainstream. Contacts are:

Tanya d'Anger (416-960-7257; fax:416-515-7568) and John Rammell (906-731-7257;
fax 905-731-0928)

Relevant Mystery
Can anybody shed any light on the

present whereabouts of a mural relating
to the wartime efforts of the RCAF,

designed in 1943 bt Nancy Burden arl•

placed in the Great Hall of Union Sta I,
that year? If so, please inform Jack Carr

(416-444-6517)
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Michael Spence passes on his 3002" reason
for belonging to the Club: "While in Dublin, my
family and I enjoyed the hopitality of the United
Arts Club in the heart of the City. They occupy
a Georgian four story building at 3 Upper
Fitzwilliam Street. They have five bedrooms,
newly decorated, and there are plenty of
restaurants in the immediate area. We were
warmly entertained in their Pub, which stays
open until 1.00 a.m.! (Your editor wants to
know who was minding the shop while the
Spence Family were pubbing away until the wee
hours.) On Bloomsday (June 16) we were
treated to a fascinating performance of
Finnegan 's Wake by the Strand Players, plus
readings from Joyce in the Pub. A most
enjoyable experience. Molly has details if you
want to take advantage of our reciprocal
association." (Molly has other reciprocal
arrangements in a little book. A few years back
Jack and I had a memorable evening at the
National Liberal Club in London thanks to
Molly's letters of introduction.Ed.)

Congratulations:

This June at the University of Toronto
convocation, Past President and Life Member
Jack Yocom joined the Chancellor's Circle in
recognition of the 65th anniversary of his
graduation from University College. He received
a medal presented by the Chancellor Rose
Wolfe.

And to John and Norah Irwin who celebrated
their 40th wedding anniversary on 27 June..
John was president of us all, as some of you all
will remember, twenty-five years ago.

What has everybody else been doing, you may well ask?

Remember a delightful evening last winter with
David Ben and Patrick Watson talkingabout
the show they had written in which they
recreated an Edwardian magic show. The fruits
of their labours were presented at the Shaw
Festival in July. If you missed them, there is

always another year. And maybe a show at the
Arts and Letters? Sorry to say but you will also
by now have missed Ron Bolt's show at the
Russell Gallery in Peterborough during July.

But you can still catch Mary Wagler's "Flower
Garden Series at the Movenpick

0

Restaurant, 165 York St. Her exhibit will
continue through October.

And Lois Dierlam's exhibition of recent
paintings, along with Kjell Orrling, at First
Canadian Place, The Network Gallery, runs until
the end of September

The good news:

More thanks:

First drawn from the Art Committee:

Congratulations and thanks to William Sherman
who created the unique 1996/7 Executive List.
Presented at the Annual Meeting in May, it now
has its rightful place on the wall in the lunge
along with the other lists.

The artists who hang the exhibitions in the Great
Hall are thrilled and delighted with the new
velcro-covered walls in the Great Hall. No nails,
no hammers; a simple hook. Bliss. The dark

green wall colour with the halogen lighting is a
total change and is exciting. Thank you to

everyone, especially to Lorna Kelly and most

especially to Mike Spence, who gave up a good
part of his summer (but not all of it; see above.

Ed.) to see that the job was well done.

I want to thank past chairmen who attended our
meetings and gave sage advice with a bit of
humour thrown in. Our meetings would be less
colourful without them. Shorter, maybe? I will
be in Scotland (afore ye) until September. Next
Art Committee meeting, 2 September, 2.15 p.m.
Zora Buchanan

And declaimed from the Stage:

Our new co-chairs of the theatre committee,
Tanya d'Anger and John Rammell, would like
to play a spotlight on their predecessors, Betty
Trott and Monty Larkin, whose leadership and
hard work for the past three years has helped to
keep the theatrical scene alive and well on the
Elm Street stage.

It's still a bargain!
MINTO PLACE PARKING

Club members will be charged

only $6.00 for parking from 11.45
a.m. until 2.15 p.m. The evening
rate after 5.00 p.m. remains at 54.00.



Artistry in the Bowels of the Club

And some people have been, with a quite
different kind of artistry, cleaning out the
basement shelves devoted to properties and
other theatrical stuff. Freda Fyles who
participated in the great clean-up, reports their
leader was, who else?, our indispenceable [sic]

Michael Spence. Violet Thresher dealt with

the cans of paint; Bill Matheson, innocently
wandering by, ended up lugging heavy boxes
from inconvenient spots to less inconvenient
ones; and Freda kept her proprietorial eye on
what was moved to where. There was a
warning attached to this communique: "Woe
betide anyone who even dreams of messing up
this immensely improved storage area ."

What Members Will Be Doing

After acting as a judge in Collingwood's first
choral festival sponsored by the Blue Mountain
Foundation for the Arts, Jean Edwards will
present a variety night of song and entertainment
with Ruth Morawetz on Saturday, 27th
September. at 8.00 p.m. in the Grace Tipling
concert hall in Shelburne Ontario; Barbara
Collier and Joan Hall will also be on stage.

Gordon Fulton will appear as the defence
lawyer in the classic drama Inherit the Wind

based on the Scopes monkey trial. It opens 26
September and plays every Thursday, Friday and
Saturday until 18 October. For tickets call the
Village Players' box office (416-767-7702); for
brochures go to your favourite A&L.

Friday Painting will start again on 12t

September. The Sunday Painting will start
again on Sunday (that makes sense) 21"
September. Payment is in advance and you can
sign up anytime from 25" August by phoning
Sandra at (416) 920-3258 or (416) 961-5536.
She will take your money and your questions.

Outdoor Sketching-For those who like to paint
or draw or photograph or just enjoy being in the
country-side, please note these dates and places:

16 August (bit late, ed.) - Joyce Cozens
Bentham, Port Hope.

13 September - Pats Hume, near Bolton
3-5 October - Muskoka River Inn,

Bracebridge
1 November - Mary and Ian McGillivray,

nr. Mansfield.
Maps will be at the Club. For more

information call Jack Carr, (416-444-
6517).

And what have Members been
Doodling?

They've been marginalized!!

And now for the bad news:
It has been four years since meal prices at the Club
have gone up; inflation, though not like it usta
was, still plagues us. It's a case of the old saw,
"Shut up or put up". Since the Club does not
intend to shut up, here are the new prices for

comestibles, starting this month. The prices in

brackets are the current prices, established 17

May 1993; suggested new prices are in the centre
column (If you subtract the centre column from

the right-hand column, you get the Gummint's

share.)

Me? I'm just the messenger. Try the egg
sandwich. Ed

Lunch a la carte items:

$250 (+Tax)
$4.25
$4.60
$6.00
$8.00
$2.65
$3.00
$2.25
$1.00
$8.00
$12.00

($1.57)

($4.43)
($5.04)
($5.22)
($5.22)
($1.70)
($2.09)

($1.70)

(.65)
$6.25)

($8.70)
($8.70)
($8.70)

$19.13)

$2.17

$3.70

$4.00

$5.22

$6.96

$2.30

$2.60

$1.95

.87

$6.96

$10.43

$9.57
$9.57

$20.87

.$11.00
$11.00

$24.00

Today's soup

Egg Salad Sandwich

Other Sandwiches

Hot Entree/Salad Plate (Lunch)

Hot Entree (Evening)

Apple Pie

Apple Pie with cheese/ice cream
Ice Cream

Coffee/Tea/Milk

Literary Table (
Club Night (Same price for 3 yrs.)

Friday Lunch (Same price for 2 1/2yrs.)

Thursday Lunch (Same price for 2yrs.)

Members' Dinner (
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With a PhD from Harvard, Bill had a choice of either working in art galleries or teaching. He did both; starting in 1951,
he worked at the National Gallery in Ottawa, then in the Toronto gallery, then to Vancouver and back to Ottawa, where he
became acquainted with Jackson, Harris and Varley, all of the Group of Seven, along with Arthur Lismer, whom he met as a child
when Lismer taught painting to children at the AGO.

In 1967 he started the art department at Western in London and taught there until 1987. Retirement allowed him to
spend a lot of time at Chartres with the work of the unknown genius simply called The Headmaster. The work of this man, whom
Bill believes was a Greek, is epitomized by a figure of Christ. The sculpture is about 20 feet high, on top of a doorway, but
although you look up to his face, you have the illusion of looking down on his lap because of the perspective, based on a new
system. If Bill's conclusions are accepted, it will mean "we'll have to re-evaluate how the Gothic style was developed and change
the textbooks."

Bill has been a member of the Club since 1958, nominated by Martin Baldwin and Charlie Band, but his experience of the
Club began at the age of eleven: his father, Prof Ernest A. Dale brought him to perform in a mediaeval nativity play, for which
the music was composed by Healey Willan. Bill also enjoyed being associated with Willan who was organist at St. Mary
Magdalene's Church when Bill sang "plainsong" in the Chancel Choir. He still paints, sometimes with the Club's Outdoor
Sketching Group, and writes for art magazines. He does his own photography, collects old paintings, plays the violin and, last
year, organized a show and wrote the cataloguefor the abstract work of Philip Aziz in London. Though he's retired, he says, "I
refuse to lie down."

Fergus Cronin

Sadly and with Sympathy

DR. JOHN WILSON SCOTT
John Scott died suddenly in his garden at

Bond Head on Monday 9 June, 1997. He had spent the
previous week-end attending the University of Toronto re-
union festivities, receiving a medallion as a sixty-year
graduate.

John contributed greatly to all the
organizations with which he was connected. I first knew
John at the Academy of Medicine, where he served a term
as President. He edited the Academy's Bulletin from 1949
to 1962. He served on the executive of the Club (and
proposed me for Club membership); when the Club was

0

closed for renovations several years ago, he arranged with
the Academy of Medicine for the use of their facilities.

John was a Past President of the York
Pioneer and Historical Society, a former Chairman of the
Toronto Historical Board, and a member of the Advisory
Board for Black Creek Pioneer Village. In his work he was
in charge of the EEG laboratory at the Toronto General
Hospital and Professor of Physiology at the University of
Toronto.

John always had a twinkle in his eye and
interesting stories to tell of his wartime years in the Navy,
from which he retired as Surgeon Lieutenant Commander.
He was active at St. Andrews United Church and bagpipes
were played at his funeral there. Our sympathy goes to his
wife Grace and his children and grandchildren. He will be
greatly missed

: As an art historian, William Scott A. Dale could not have picked a
more difficult subject: trying to learn more about the master sculptor in
charge of designing the twelfth-century figures surrounding the Chartres
Cathedral in France. For more than ten years he has been trying to decode
the system of perspective, on projection, by which this unknown sculptor
created a three-dimensional space, in relief. In other words, giving three
dimensions to a relatively flat sculpture. The answer is considered so
important, Bill was asked to deliver a paper on the subject at a Mediaeval
Congress held in Leeds, England, in July. He explains: "It takes research
to understand thedynamics of how artists operated in that period. The
evidence is all visual. In some later periods there's a lot more
documentation; if you want to study the work of Leonardo da Vince, or
Raphael, there are letters-correspondence with patrons, fellow artists and
so on-and their own writings. But, for this period, all we've got to go on is
what we can see."



A Motion of Thanks Involving Our Staff Always Gets High Priority

To the Arts and Letters Club President

Management, Members and Staff

From David and Ann Skene Melvin

We would like to thank everyone involved in our
recent Lasting Impressions Symposium for the
marvellous job you did of hosting 200 delegates
from around the world and showing off our
Club's unique and wonderful features and
facilities. Ezra, for his tremendous support, and
for his expertise, especially regarding the
magnificent concert; the Art Committee for
staging such a splenid show of works by
members, most of which sold atvery good
prices; Zora and Doug for the opening night
program and many logistical details. (Zora was
the hit of the conference with her recollections
of Christopher Morley); Mike Spence and the
House Committee, especially for the provision
of Holmes fans to Holmes' fans and the Staff
who did such a splendid job, for their endless
patience with ouridiosyncratic reqirements.

We have had feedback via e-mail from many
attendees, who raved about the wonderful food,
service, and audiovisual support. Kim is

particularly to be congratulated on handling this
capacity crowd's needs so well; all the
comments on the food were positive. In fact,
the only negative comment on the whole affair
was that we might have carried Victorian
authenticity too far by not having air-
conditioning. We have garnered four

applications for membership from the exposure
to the Club's ambience, and much interest in it
as a venue for functions.

Thanks again for showing us off to such
advantage.

And from Holmes to Homes

Margaret McBurney and Mary Byers capped a

wonderful vacation in Newfoundland in June by

launching their latest collaboration-True

Newfoundlanders: Early Homes and Families of

Newfoundland and Labrador-the second in their

four-volume social history of the Atlantic provinces

and sixth in their series of social histories ; the first
Atlantic volume was Atlantic Hearth, based on Nova

Scotia, launched at the Club in 1995.

The Globe and Mail noted: "Architecture as
history is the thrust of this handsome book,
which marries a prose and visual history of the
Rock. A text full of character and anecdote, and
many bleakly lovely photographs, often allowing

us to see the houses in environmental context,
make this a fine evocation of a place like no
other."

Many Club members were on hand at the official
launch, including Rod Austin, Ruth Morawetz,
Ann and Reg Wallace, Dean and Lois Becker,
Jim Hubbard, Diana Wessels, Hugh Westren and
JoAnn Duffy.. The Queen was busy elsewhere.

Appropriately, they all retired (not the Queen) to
the McBurney-Austin holiday residence
afterwards, with its perfect view over the
harbour We can all look forward to the Toronto
launch-carefully chosen word-of True
Nenfoundlanders at the Club this fall.

COMING IN SEPTEMBER

(TO A SHOWCASE NEAR YOU!)

Watch for a display of

BROADSHEETS
from

The Gauntlet Press

Designed and Presented by

Barbara Howard & Richard Outram
Changed Fortnightly

S
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CLUB NIGHTS
Tuesday, 2 September: The Philadelphia Story. MGM's classic sophisticated comedy stars
Katherine Hepburn, Cary Grant and James Stewart. Stewart won an Oscar for his supporting role.
Monday, 8 September, will see us celebrating with an Exhibition of Works from Newfoundland

P by Club artists. Don your sou' westers (or nearest equivalent) and sample some fun the
downeaster way (or our nearest equivalent).

Monday. 15 September., inveterate traveller, Wally Joyce, past-president of the Toronto Camera
Club, will present a slide show on Irian Jaya, the world's highest island, which remained
unexplored until the 1950's.

Monday, 22 September: BEER! PRETZELS! Oh, POETRY!
This Club Night will feature Poetry Reading by some of the Club's own Masters of Metaphor.
Hear what these Disciples of Dynamic Diction have been doing! And if you like mixed
metaphors, there will be beer and pretzels to mix them with. Any questions, comments,
suggestions, call Manuel Almudevar at 416-966-4141. If you want to read, invite yourself but tell
Manuel Almudevar before you accept.

Monday, 29 September, the Ontario Society of Artists open their exhibition. Please see below for
more fascinating details

Literary Tables
On 9 th September, Professor Desmond Conacher will speak on Sophocles' Oedipus Rex.
On 16 September another of our members Professor Brian Parker will talk about Coriolanus
and "the interpretation of time".

On 23 September. Ms. Diana Bryden will read from her recent poetry.
On 30 September, All Members, can raise their voices to comment "briefly" (ed. quoting) on any
"one" (ed. quoting George Edmonds again) book read during the summer.

Music Tables:
Thursday, 4 September, Sarabanda Piano Trio, Karen Graves, violin, Ann Rankin, cello, Jiayin Liu,

* piano with guest artist Jeewon Kim, violist. This exciting trio opens our music season with
Beethoven and Brahms.
Thursday. 11 September, we present Nicholas Rathe, classical pianist, a virtuoso equally at home in the
medical and musical professions. He will play for us the Beethoven Sonatas No. 27 in E minor and
No. 31 in A flat major, and three Chopin Etudes.
Thursday, 18 September, the June Trio, Jennie, piano, Ellen, violin and Julie, cello. This
extraordinary trio of sisters will play a varied programme of chamber music, including the
Mendelssohn C Minor Trio.
Thursday, 25 September, Gavnor Jones of the Faculty of Music will provide a commentary as he
presents an eclectic programme of solo performances, both vocal and instrumental, by students in the
Faculty's Masters Programme.

Autumn Vemissage $3000 IN PRIZES Call for Entries
a members-juried exhibition on For Arts and Letters Club for

Sunday 14 September 90 th Anniversary Art Competition Newfoundland
1.0 p.m. to 4.00 p.m. in a special Open Juried Competition to 500t"

Framed and ready to hang works celebrate its 9 0t anniversary. The Club invites Anniversary Show
in all media will be accepted at the artists from all over Ontario to submit up to slides 2-12 September
Club on 13 Sept., 9.00-10.00 a.m. for selection. Successful entries will be hung in the
Works in all media accepted but Great Hall from 18 April to 2 May, 1998. Paintings and photographs
must have hardware for hanging Jurors will be Dr. Maxwell Anderson, Megan of Newfoundland Club

Members and guests will be Bice and John Newman. Entry fee is $25.00. atists; works in all media
warmly welcomed at the opening Entry forms, beautiflly designed by Andrew accepted but must have
on 14 September at 1.00. Cash o forhw beavilal y teC hardware for hanging and
bar; free goodies. The exhibition Sookrah, will be available at the Club on 2 be delivered to the Club
hangs to 26 Sep September or from Lois Dierlam. Please pass Saturday, 30 August, 9.00-

forms to other Ontarian artists and art groups. 10.00 a.m.

I can just squeeze m with apologies

Exhibition of Paintings from the trip to O.S.A. Lake

29 September to 10 October
A joint venture of the Ontario Society of Artists and the Arts and Letters Club, the exhibition will be of paintings based on a
sketching trip to O.S.A. Lake this summer. Make a point of being at the Club for the opening on 29th September

7
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Dear Readers,

You will undoubtedly have noticed that the Lampsletter has a
different ("new" would hardly be appropriate) editor, thus ending Pat
Stewart's most successful stewardship. It also has a different money-
saving format. Your editor is attempting home printing and publishing
and stuffing.. I know there are many glitches and it is not a thing of
beauty; I particularly regret the omissions. I was completely
overwhelmed by what I was supposed to winkle into seven pages. I and
my spirits would appreciate your holding your criticisms for two or
three months, if not forever, while we embark with the Lampsletter onto
the untried swamp of MicroSoft. Bemused tolerance is the order of the
day.

I would very much appreciate from all of you original (could there
be any other kind?) contributions so that the Letter shows the Club and
its members internally rather than externally. If you could send your
genius on disk or E-Mail (arobson@inforamp.net), your editor would be
eternally grateful, to the extent of returning the disk.

Ed.

P.S. The deadline for the next issue is 12 September.

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5 6
Labour Day on Literary Table Music Table Writers Group
which we don't Club Night 7.00 Theatre

Phiap, s.... Meeting

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Literary Table Music Table Friday Painting Outdoor
. Desmond ......................... Nicholas Rathe.. Begins Sketching

Club Night Conacher 7.00 Theatre
Art Opening _ _ Meeting

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Autumn
Vernissage Literary Table Music Table
1.00-4.00 Club Night Brian Parker Members' Dinner Jung Trio

Wally Joyce Mary Lou Fallis

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Literary Table Music Table

ClubNight Diana Bryden Gaynor Jones
3eer, Pretzels &

Poetry

28 29 30
Literary Table

Club Night Tout le Monde
Art Opening
OSA
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I ! President's

! • ,• Notes

'i This is a brief personal

^ - v  • account of some of the
" ~ events that led up

S to the Club's November
-•/U rb Vimy Ridge programmes.

| *I visited Picardy in

Northern France one grey
day in June 1996, along with

Ann Schabas, Margaret McBurney and Rod
Austin. Ann wanted to visit for the first time the
grave of her uncle, Lieutenant Duncan Fairley of
the British Army, who was killed on the first day
of the Battle of the Somme, July 1, 1916. Rod
wanted to see some of the places where his

* father, Private William Harstone Austin, had
fought in the Canadian Army, particularly the
town of Cambrai. William had kept a revealing
diary that identified towns, sites, and events in
this bloodiest of wars. As we drove through the
flat countryside, Rod kept us informed by
reading extracts from the diary. We went to
several memorials and cemeteries--ones for
England, Canada, and Newfoundland. And then
came Vimy Ridge, where the Canadian army had
distinguished itself in 1917. Its wonderful
memorial was being repaired in order that it look
its best for the 80th anniversary of the Battle of
Vimy Ridge the following year, 1997. Our
government not only looks after the memorial,
but maintains a staff of bi-lingual university
students who take visitors on tours of the
battlefield, and the trenches and tunnels. It was a
day filled with emotion. By nightfall Margaret
was throwing out ideas bout the Club's
commemorating the anniversary. Since then, in
preparation, she, John Twomey, and Don
Pounsett have researched the Club's

* participation in the Great War. It was substantial
indeed, and you will hear more about it in
November

r

The Music Club Announces

A New Virtuoso Series

Music Table, Thursday, 30 October

Club member Jean Edwards, soprano and Brahm

Goldhamer, pianist. Highlights from their new CD "Do
You Remember?"-a night of nostalgia with Scottish,
Irish and parlour songs Jeannie grew up with. Jean Hall
will make a guest appearance

Club Night, Monday, 3 November

Well known Soprano Lorna MacDonald, head of the
Voice Department, Faculty of Music, performs works by
and with Walter Buczynski, pianist, Canadian composer
extraordinaire. Loma last sang at the Club in December
to a packed house, so book early!

Members and Guests Dinner, Wednesday, 14 January
Courtesy Club member Ruth Morawetz, Rosemary
Landry, soprano and Ruth herself present a special
Poulenc programme. Rosemary Landry is one of
Canada's best known singers and is a Poulenc specialist.
This will be an illustrated lecture of Poulenc's life and
music.

Club Night, Monday, 2 February

Rennie Regehr, violist and Jennie Regehr, piano, in a
joint programme. Rennie Regehr, formerly principal
violist of the Winnipeg Symphony and the Manitoba
Chamber orchestra, is the Dean of the Glenn Gould
Professional School, Royal Conservatory of Music.
Jennie Regehr is an active solo recitalist and lieder
accompanist, on piano and harpsichord. (And yes, they're
married.)

Book Early with Molly. Avoid Disappointment.



News of Youse

We welcome new members: Marta

Dusmet (416-482-5660) an avid reader with

preference for historical and social works but

will read anything; and Michael J. Sidnell

(613-544-0015) specialist in theatre and

poetry. Yeats in particular.

Painter Anne Meredith Barry was

awarded an Honourary Degree in May by

Memorial University. Her citation said she

found Newfoundland a place of "amazing

beauty, coupled with amazing danger."

Tom Bjarnason has recently had an

exciting new work installed in the Air

Traffic Controllers' Building (NavCanada),

77 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa.

Zora and Bill Buchanan returned in

September from their old stomping grounds

in Edinburgh and a highly successful show

of Zora's apintings at the English Speaking

Union.

Tanya d'Anger appeared this summer in

the Tarragon Theatre's production of The

Cabot Voyages-a "new comedy which

challenges what it means to be Canadian."

Jean Edwards' brand new compact disc,

"Do You Remember?" is now available.

Come to the Music Table on 30 October and

hear Jean sing selections in her "strong,

confident, clear voice" (Adrian Shuman of

the C.B.C.)

The stunning Macpherson Street home of

architect Tye Farrow was recently featured

in the Globe and Mail's series "Rooms That

Work", by Janice Lindsay

Long-time Club member Leon Katz

celebrated his 91st birthday on 24 August.

Many friends filled his home and sang

Happy Birthday in English, French and

Italian. A truly remarkable collection of art,

mostly Canadian, many by Club members,

spreads throughout every room in the house.

Carefully gathered over the years, each work

testifies to Leon's eye for beauty. Each has

a story which he tells with characteristic

enthusiasm. Happy Birthday, Leon!

Duggan Melhuish has been the moving

force behind, and one of the editors of, the

recently published,. Wind, Water Rock and

Sky, "a unique Canadian book, a poignant,

fascinating, often funny account of the

people who were drawn to Cognashene in

Georgian Bay, the cottages and homes they

built, the memories they created"

Very loud plaudits to Betty Oliphant and

Nicholas Goldschmidt, recipients of the

Governor-General's 1997 Performing Arts

Awards, to be presented at Government

House in Ottawa on 7 November. There will

be a gala celebration at the National Arts

Centre the following evening..

Vice-President's Note:

In a world rife with risk and uncertainty, there is one thing which members of The Arts and Letters

Club can always depend. We can rest assured that there will never, ever, be a shortage of opinions

firmly, rarely rancorously, expressed-on any given subject. To encourage you to lower your

blood pressure, the Club has installed a suggestion box, so that your ideas or criticisms [not, of

course, of the Lampsletter-Ed.] can be heard. So next time you have a bone to pick, or a timely

suggestion, get it off your chest and onto paper, and leave it in the box above the mail slots by

the kitchen door.
0



* People of the Club

Members who attended the Cabaret Carousel
at the Club last Spring witnessed a new, efficient
level of entertainment--though the faces on the
stage exposed it as a cozy Club affair. The
evening also signalled the Club debut of Ruth
Morawetz, a new member who has had 16 years
as founder and director of a Toronto phenomenon,

O Classical Cabaret, through which she presented
some 250 performers. With that as background,
auditioning Club members was almost routine.

"There are a lot of amateurs out there who are
just dying to be on the stage," says Ruth, "and
there are some very good performers in the Club."
She considers it "a real joy to draw out talent from
members and see what fun they have in being
presented in a professional way ."

One of these was our vice-president (house)
Lorna Kelly who spends her days in the design
department of Ryerson, "But no one heard her sing
or saw her dance, and she did a number from
Flanders and Swan, which brought the house
down." Another success, among several, involved

Jack Carr, Peter Hart and John Rammell

performing the three guys in "Guys & Dolls."
Ruth, an accomplished pianist with a natural

talent for improvisation, played for the National
Ballet and the Shaw festival auditions in past
years. Using that skill, she was able to create and
produce her own concert series which she recently
relinquished. She was "just about fed up with
administration" when, on a hiking trip in New
Hampshire last year, Ezra Schabas convinced her
she should join the Club. "His timing was
perfect."

During her Classical Cabaret years she also
commissioned thirteen new works and this, she
says, "was a great pleasure for me." The last of
these was a programme called "Shakespeare in
Word and Song", which she hopes to present
again. She has been asked to take part in an
Armistice programme at the Club, also a
Christmas children's programme, and Rosemarie
Landry, one of Canada's best sopranos, has agreed
to appear with her at the Club next year
(Members' and Guests' Dinner, 14 January). The
list goes on.

What she finds most interesting is the variety
of interests among members. "I have heard
several lectures by bright writers and I thought,
this is stimulating, this is great! And so I always
invite people in that field who might be interested
and two of them have joined the Club."

Ruth has two grown children, Richard, an
economist witha Dutch bank, and Claudia, who is
in computer graphics in Toronto. And having
largely retired from commercial life, Ruth has this
view of her new lifestyle: "When you're not so
focussed on career development, you can just sit
back and enjoy people."

Fergus Cronin

Nota Bene:

Singers: The Choir will be meeting on Mondays at 4.00 p.m. in the Studio

Outdoor Sketchers: The October Painting Weekend has been moved to OCTOBER 24-
26 (from 3-5 October), but remains at the Muskoka Riverside Inn, Bracebridge. Our final sketching event
for the year, at Mary and Ian McGillivray's, will be November 8 (not 1 November) as previously
planned. As always Reserve with Molly: the forms and maps are at the bar. May I remind you that these
events are open to all-no need to paint-so come and enjoy a relaxing fall weekend. Volunteers to
provide a slide show or other form of evening entertainment please contact Jack Carr (444-6517).
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ELEVATOR*

So smooth is my silent progress it seems to be stasis.

A single punctilious light warns me that I am falling.

There exists, it appears, an infinite number of me

in this dim-lit, decorous, multiple-mirrored box:

we reach in a slight and slightly ascending curve

on either interim hand in this hutch of reflections,

my self and this given obsequious host so extended,

to the limit of human vision. Love, this is not life.

I smile, thus embarrassed, am mocked in an instant declension

of selfhood, become the terrible numberless verb

with no second person, no singular other to whom

I may turn, beside myself in delight or in heartbreak.

And this is not death. We have faith in closeted death,

a faith garnered at length from the semblance of things

seen in this world of which we are all celebrants. Hell

('... the inability to love.') is prefigured however:

in this imaged durance, this seamless abeyance attended

by serried selves waiting for doors perhaps to open.

Richard Outram

[*Read, in an earlier version to the Literary Table, 1993.]

Literary Tables for October

7 October Michael Sidnell will speak on "Poetry and Performance"

Joseph Skvorecky will read from his recently published short story collection

Headed for the Blues.

Charles Meadow talks on "Ink into Bytes: Electronics and the Future of

Books".

David Hoeniger and Gerard Brender a Brandis are the speakers. Together

they have produced A Gathering of Shakespeare 's Flowers; David providing the

text, he tells me, for Gerard's beautiful drawings.

14 October

21 October

28 October

4
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A Reminder in Time Saves Whine

S(Sorry, I'll have to run a contest for better titles. Ed.)

At lunch on Friday, 3 October, the writers of the Club invite you to hear "The Why's and

Wherefore's of Book Design and Production" with Karen Petherick of Petherick & Associates.

Petherick is exclusive book designer (both inside and outside the covers) and creative director for

a number of independent publishers, and also specialises in high quality promotion pieces and

newsletters. A cover story you'll enjoy

And on Thursday evening, 6 November there will be a special dinner meeting to welcome Dr.

Charles Avery, a specialist on European Sculpture and former Deputy Keeper of Sculpture at the

Victoria and Albert Museum, London

It is never too soon to fill in Friday, 12 December, in your day book (night book? date book?

diary? But my diary is what I forget to write up/in every night) with big letters, spelling out

BOAR'S HEAD DINNER. Make a note of it now and keep an eye on the Lampsletter for the

date on which reservations will be taken. Last year's resounding success means the dinner will

continue with traditional ceremony, and service; the price will not exceed $55.00. The committee

welcomes all memories and suggestions, particularly concerning unusual readings or other forms

of entertaimnent, please contact Peter Hart before 17 October Club mail or by ringing 416-466-

980&8

The Music Committee announces two series

Faculty of Music, University of Toronto Glenn Gould Professional School, Royal

Music and Poetry Series. Conservatory of Music

Chamber Music Festival

Thursday, 9 October,In Michelangelo's Mirror: From Trios to Octets, we've got them all, on the

Settings by Hugo Wolf and Dmitri following dates:

Shostakovich. Sterling Beckwith, bass; John

Hawkins, piano. Commentator, Konrad Thursday, 16 October--Music Table

Eisenbichler. Thursday, 13 November-Music Table

Thursday, 27 November-Music Table

Thursday 29 January, Britten, Sechs Holderlin-

Fragmente and a new work by Hawkins, Monday, 8 December-Club Night

Sonette an Orpheus (Rike). Michael Colvin,

tenor; John Hawkins, piano. Commentator, Thursday, 22 January-Music Table

Eric Domville. Thursday, 19 February-Music Table

Thursday, 12 March-Music Table

Thursday, 26 March, Alban Berg Sieben Fruhe

Lieder. Mary Bella, soprano with John Monday, 30 March--Club Night

Hawkins, piano.
Thursday, 2 April-Music Table

•ta



The Station Gallery in
is pleased to present a
Visiting Artist Progran

Newfoundland artist A

Meredith Barry to ce
the Canada Council's L
anniversary. Anne wil

present during the weel
28 September for slide

presentations, exhibits

work, workshops and

demonstrations.

What Our Art Working Members Are Doing

Also at the McMichael Gallery
Whitby Lois Dierlam, Doug Purdon
special :5-7 and Les Tibbles will be
ime with ' E exhibiting their work at the
Lnne 

- annual fall art show which
lebrate opens at 7.00p.m. on 17

OtI1 • October and runs until 5.00p.m.
I be i S / , on 19 October.
k of21-

of her

Paul Gauthier and RoseMarie have just
completed a wilderness voyage through the
Yukon and Alaska by raft down the
Tatshenshini River to the Pacific, invited by
Nahanni River Adventures to do
photographic research. On his return Paul
will be authoring a booklet on his father
Joachim, a retrospective exhibition of
whose paintings will be held at Libby's of
Toronto Gallery in late October. Also
honouring Joachim's hundredth anniversary,
Paul is the featured lecturer on 26 October
at the McMichael Canadian Collection,
where his booklet will be available.

6

Loi Hathaway's one woman

show will open at the Club on
Monday 20 October running

until 7 November. The exhibit will feature
watercolours from all aspects of her

professional life including work deone
recently on her travels, and paintings from
the Gardiner Museum of Ceramic Art, the
ROM, the Bata Museum and florals from
everywhere.

Clare Titcombe invites you to an ehibition
of his watercolours to be held at the Kent
Farndale Gallery, Port Perry Library, from
Saturday, 27 September (Open House 1.00-

4.00p.m.) to 16 October. His theme is "I
Paint Whatever Fascinates Me" and includes
work from their many trips in Europe and
Asia as well as here and in the United States.

Drawn from the Art Committee:

Many thanks to Moya Gillett, Linda

Byrne, and John Joy for entertaining us at
the Newfoundland Art Exhibit opening,
arranged by Barbara Alien and catered to
by Kim with an excellent "Jigs Dinner".

You are invited to paint or draw in the
Studio on Thursday, 2 October, from
10.00a.m. to 3.00p.m. There will be NO
CHARGE for the model. Questions? Call
William Sherman.

Painter's Workshop, On Saturday. 25
October, 10a.m.-12p.m. Doug Purdon,
Technical Manager (Canada), will introduce
what's new in artists' materials from Winsor
and Newton. The bar will then, at a modest
cost, provide drinks and lunch. Registration
fee is $5.00; please reserve with Molly.

Entry forms for the 9 0 th Anniversary Art
Competitions are now available in the Club.
Please help in their distribution. Questions?
Purdon has answers.

Gift From Lela Wilson and Maxwell Henderson makes
possible the creation by the Canada Council of an annual award,
worth up to $10,000.00, to enable museums and galleries to acquire
original works by contemporary Canadian artists and sculptors. The
York Wilson Endowment is the result of a gift of $250,000.00 from
Lela Wilson, the artist's widow, and, a former Auditor-General of
Canada, to honour the contribution of Canadian painter York Wilson
in the field of visual art. (Only institutions may apply for awards.)

0



WHAT'S ON IN OCTOBER

S
CLUB NIGHTS

6 October Rita Davies, Executive Director

of Toronto Arts Council will speak on "The

Challenges and Opportunities for the Arts

and Culture in the New Toronto".

13 October Club closed for Thanksgiving.

You'll have to cook your own dinner.

14 October Club open and Kim cooking

dinner for "The Explorer Series". Part III

features John Lawson on Madagascar.

20 October The Club celebrates the opening

of Loi Hathaway's Art Exhibition.

27 October Herbert Whittaker's guest,

whom "he'd like you to meet" will be Kate

Taylor. Taylor is his successor as theatre

critic of the Globe and Mail and also a much

admired friend. They and we look forward

to some lively exchanges on modem

criticism and cheerful reminiscences of days

past.

MEMBERS' DINNER

More like one big evening, really on

15 October. We start with new members'

cocktails; on to dinner when our speaker

will be Michael Ayoub; and then Cabaret

Tonight. Michael Ayoub is vice-chair of

the Ontario Film Review Board and has

produced, directed and acted in over 200

productions in theatre, film and television in

Canada. He will talk on "The Art of

Giving", how art can inspire awareness and

thus help develop creative methods to raise

funds. Tanya D'Anger, Gord Fulton and

Ruth Morawetz are the stars of the Cabaret.

PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP

Enjoyed by all, the meetings are held on the

last Wednesday of the month. Elizabeth

Siegfried (416-538-9585) is the fount of

wisdom for this group.

7
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THE LITERARY TABLE

was given box seats on Page Four

MUSIC TABLE

2 October The Jazz Student Showcase of

the Faculty of Music. Students of Phil

Nimmons and Paul Read strut their stuff.

9 October The first of the "Music and

Poetry" series, In Michelangelo 's Mirror.

16 October The first in the Royal

Conservatory of Music Chamber Music

series.

23 October Helen Russell, clarinet,

Elizabeth Reid, viola, and Susan

Archibald, piano, present Brahms' clarinet

Sonata, Yehuda's Sonata "The Romantic" &

Bruch's Pieces for clarinet, viola & piano.

30 October Jean Edwards starts off the

new Virtuoso Series.

VISUAL ARTS TABLE

8 October Loi Hathaway will talk on "Art

Travel", followed by a video on " Abstract

Painting from 1940-1960. The group meets

in the Studio at 12.30. (If anybody has a

suggestion for a speaker and/or topic

connected with Vimy Ridge or WWI for

next month, please contact Gary Stark 535-

6357.)

GENEALOGY GROUP

The groups meetings have been very

successful helping active and not-so-active

researchers through the sharing of

experiences and techniques and, in one case,

a common ancestor. They on the last

Monday of the month. Pat MacCulloch

(416-923-3460) would be delighted to tell

you more.
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The deadline for the next issue is 14 October because your editor, who forgot to
identify herself last month, is up to Go-Home Bay for Thanksgiving. Many thanks for
your forbearance. Once again many thanks to Betty Postill for help in managing the
labelling and stuffing.

Your sincere editor,

Ann Robson

Fax 921 7573

Email arobson@inforamp.net 0

OCTOBER 1997
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S ^ President's

". • Notes

• The Club has had a busy

autumn. Our committees
have got their activities into

Sfull swing. Our Lampsletter
calendar is ample proof.

_ There have also been several

proposals made by members and committees.

We have even had a special meeting which

resolved leasing a basement room for the office

of the St. George's Society, the group that built

14 Elm Street over a century ago. Making

* decisions is often difficult. Our members,

individually and collectively, have strong ideas

and are not always in agreement. They want

information; they want time to reason things

out. We all love the Club and want to be sure

that whatever is done is for the good of the Club.

That our members are what they are is, in fact,

the strength of the Club. Occasionally we have

to remind ourselves that we must not let our

convictions lead to negative feelings towards

other members whose convictions may differ,

and that we are friends who at all times should

treat each other with warmth and civility. We

have a very democratic institution with a

carefully thought out committee structure that

guarantees its members equal treatment and a

voice in how we enjoy the Club.

Speaking of enjoyment, we want to

remind you again about the Tuesday Happy
Hours, 5.00-7.30, in the lounge, where

sandwiches and other nibbles are complimentary.

I wish Kim Hunt, our departed chef,

every success, and welcome Derek Benitz, our

new and experienced chef. He formerly owned

* 'Fusion, Tapes and Bistro, a Montreal restaurant.

Ezra Schabas

I

The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

presents

for 12 days from 10-21 November

FOR WHAT?
Remembering a Forgotten War

The title is taken from Frederick Varley's

moving painting, For What?, now hanging in the

Canadian War Museum. There will be a theatre evening,

In Their Words, written and staged by Club actors;

distinguished guest speakers; literary discussions; daily

screenings of documentaries and WWI movies; and

displays throughout the Club of paintings, posters, and

memorabilia, some borrowed from the Royal Canadian

Military Institute.

At the outbreak of WWI, our Club was only six

years old, with a membership of about 200. Of these, 53

served in the armed forces, two of whom died on active

service. Among the others were Lieut.-Col. Agar

Adamson, D.S.O., a senior officer at Vimy (his office can

still be seen in the tunnels there); Col. George C.

Nasmith, K.C.M.G., inventor of a gas mask used in the

war; Lieut.-Col. Vincent Massey; Lieut. Beverley

Baxter; Major Douglas Hallam, D.F.C.; Lieut.-Col.

Walter Moorhouse, D.S.O., Croix de Guerre; and

artists Major A.Y. Jackson and Lieut. Lawren Harris.

Another thirteen members (including Major Frederick

Varley) became war artists. A senior member, Sir

Edmund Walker, collaborated with Lord Beaverbrook to

establish the Canadian War Memorials Fund.

And yet how many of us to-day could name names

and locate places?

Please check the Club notice boards for days and

times and those with a knack for puzzles might look at the

chart on page two. AND PLEASE, if you are coming,

TELL MOLLY, in order to avoid little wars.

I
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I thought a chart might help; I now have second thoughts. Ed..

And to something much closer to hand in a bass ackwards kind of way:

"THE GAY NINETIES"

Bring to mind many ideas? Good! Now write them down.

The Theatre Committee is again looking for scripts, skits and songs,

for the

1998 SPRING SHOW.
Send your rough ideas or finished projects to: Karina Rammell at the Club or at 960-5625.

Please, submissions no later than 17 November 1997

/
I

0

• .m

Documentaries: Movies: Speakers:

10 Nov (3.30 p.m.) The Battle of Vimy Ridge

(Dinner.) Club Members, In Their Words

11 Nov (Lunch.) Rob Prince, Canadian Newspapers

(3.30p.m.) All Quiet on the Western Front

12 Nov (Lunch) Canvas of Conflict

(3.30p.m.) Dawn Patrol

13 Nov (3.30p.m.) Fields of Sacrifice

14 Nov (3.30p.m.) Paths of Glory

15 Nov (3.30 p.m.) The Battle of Vimy Ridge

16 Nov (3.30 p.m.) Dawn Patrol

17 Nov (3.30 p.m.) And We Could Dance

(Dinner) The Battle of Vimy Ridge

18 Nov (Lunch) Sandra Gwyn, Tapestry of War

(3.00p.m.) Aces

19 Nov (3.30p.m.) All Quiet on the Western Front

(Dinner) Terry Copp, An Historian's Approach

20 Nov (3.30p.m.) The Great War and the Shaping of the 2 0 th Century (Part 1)

I



People of the Club

One thing about medical people: they all seem to

nurture a hobby, and when they retire from medicine,

their hobby becomes their avocation. Like Dr. Wilder

Penfield and his writing. Like our own Ken Pratt and

his violin, and Dr. Arthur Turner and his painting.

Arthur, who has been a member of the Club for

about nine years, retired from his 40-year occupation as

an internist last November. Now, in spite of already

Sbeing able to turn out a very creditable landscape in oil

O or watercolour (he's been painting since at least

university" where he remembers sessions at Hart House

supervised by Carl Schaefer and Aba Bayefsky) you'll

find him most Fridays up on the third floor of the Club

painting in the life class run by Sandra Henderson.

Living in Peterborough, where he was born and

spent his professional life, Arthur does not get down to

the Club as often as he'd like. But when he does he

finds that "Everyone is very friendly, and people keep

coming up an introducing themselves, which is

pleasant." But he makes it to dinners, and the annual

spring musical, and hopes to visit more often.

He's been active, up there in the Kawarthas. He's

a past president of the very busy Ontario Division of the

Canadian Cancer Society, as well as past president of

his local medical association, and he's on the board of

the Art Gallery of Peterborough. But he has managed

to take in some of Jack Carr's sketching jaunts.

So he has not been idle (a condition that retired

people fear like a visit from the devil), spending

considerable time in his garden, in season, and

collecting books. His 70-year-old house (where he and

his wife, Margaret Jane, raised two boys: John, now a

lawyer, and Andrew, a teacher at Upper Canada

College, both in Toronto) has an attic with floor to

ceiling shelves but, as Margaret Jane chides playfully:

"They've overflowed onto tables and chairs and even

the floor." And yet he would like to become more

involved with the Club. He has an idea that might make

that possible.

"I thought at first that we might consider satellite

dubs, but decided that was somewhat over-ambitious.

I've decided that satellite meetings might be possible."

They could be arranged in co-operation with local art

galleries, such as exist in Peterborough, Oshawa,

Hamilton, and several other Ontario towns Members

could pile into buses, and if the trip included a luncheon

rather than a dinner, it could be done without requiring

overnight accommodation. It would be similar to the

successful visit the Club arranged for the Group of

Seven exhibition at the AGO, after which people

returned to the Club for lunch and discussion.

What does Margaret Jane thing of Arthur's

painting? "I like it," she says convincingly. "I'm

delighted he has this hobby. We used to do a lot of

biking, and we've biked through much of Europe and

North America, and that's given Art ideas for painting."

Has he ever hung his work at the Club? "No,

never," says Arthur, "but perhaps sometime in the

future."
Fergus Cronin
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Welcome to New Members

Pamela Cluff. (proposer John Wimbs), architiect, interested in drawing, oil painting, water colour and singing

Frank Final (proposer John Wimbs), an architect, interested in drawing, literature, music.

M. Glen Loates (proposer Les Tibbles), a master nature artist, he is interested in painting and drawing at the Club.

Karin Doleske (proposer Zora Buchanan), enjoys sculpture, painting, drawing, writing and wilderness trips.

Kerry Harman (proposer Les Tibbles), a financial advisor who loves theatre, quilting and sculpture.

Peter McKinnon (proposer Jack Downing), producer, designer and lighting, interested in heatre atf4heClub.

John S. Delves (proposer Gary Stark), professor of visual arts, wants to pursue design and painting in particular.
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Members' Doings

The Photography Committee sends a warning, a request and a reminder:

At its first meeting Sandy Stewart spoke about the archive book and the types of photographs,

which best document Club events. It was then decided that the Photography Committee would no

longer be solely responsible for documenting every event; the members will have to be more

selective. There is, however, a camera behind the bar for the use of other committees at their

events. It was agreed that a better camera with a more powerful flash and an adjustable lense

would improve the photographic record; if anyone has one to donate to the Club, it would be

greatly appreciated. The Committee reminds you that the Photography Exhibition will open on 12

January 1988 and that all Club members are invited to submit their work for this juried show.

More details later but if you are anxious, call Elizabeth Siegfried (538-9585).

Book Launching at the Club: York Wilson--His Life and Work by Lela Wilson published by

Carleton University Press (of which John Flood is President and CEO). York Wilson, a lifelong

member and ardent supporter of the Club, is credited with many noteworthy innovations and for

bringing humour and wit to the get-togethers and work-clogging sessions here. York's national

and international reputation is well-known regarding his murals and works of art. Lela Wilson

traces his career with many behind-the-scenes happenings never before told.

The author invites all members and friends to the book-signing on 25 November, 5-8p.m.

Chef Launching at the Club: It is a great pleasure to welcome Derek Benitz to the Club as the

Executive Chef. Derek brings with him a rich heritage of cooking and a fresh approach to

'' cuisine. As an apprentice at the Regal Constellation Hotel, he gained a solid foundation in the

principles of European cooking. Practice in a number of modem kitchens extended Derek's

.•• repertoire and he developed a philosophy of cooking, providing him and us with creative and

healthful food. Like many chefs, Benitz's dream was to run his own restaurant.

After three years operating Montreal's first tapas bar, the Fusian Tapas and Bistro, which

received excellent reviews, the Fusian team decided that the economy of Montreal would not

improve and hit the 401 and to our great good fortune, Derek Benitz pulled up on Elm Street.

"Bon appetit" says Derek and "Bienvenue" say we.

Pat Fairhead sent me/you a letter:

"Chicago, Chicago, that wonderful town! I was there in June for the opening of our three

women show, two young Americans and me at Lydon Fine Art. What a welcome! I went for

lunch at our affiliate, the Cliff Dwellers Club. At a table for six, 'lawyers and architects', I had so

much fun, the same sort of intensity juxtaposed with the ridiculous that emerges at our club.

July to Calgary and then to my art dealer's montain retreat for a few days sketching and hiking.

Next to Prince Rupert, in time to see the blockade, and get a flight to Peterberg to board the

'Island Roamer', a 60' ketch, for eleven days sailing in Alaska. What a fantastic collection of

experiences and sensations as I kayaked in the ice at the base of a glacier, flew in a 50-year-old

'Flying Boat', watched whales and bears, took 20 rolls of slides and did a book full of sketches!

A short time in my studio on an island near Pointe au Baril, Georgian Bay and then to the

O.S.A. 125th anniversary, celebrated by a canoe trip into O.S.A. Lake, Killarney, a lake of deep,

deep blue water, which changes to emerald against those crystal white hills. I was so inspired I've

been working on this theme ever since I got back.

September in Temagami on a canoe trip with Caryn Coleman of Smoothwater Outfitters for a

week. What a trip! Big winds, rain, portage and portage to find a superb campsite, completely

away in the wilderness. The land is solemn and majestic, what a challenge. We painted and

paddled hard and at the end of the day hit the lake for a chilly swim and came out glowing!

I've had a great summer. [You might say! Ed.] Now in my new studio, I have material for the

winter's work and next year's shows. I met wonderful and interesting people. I feel privileged
and so thankful to live in this country and make my living from the work I love. Cheers! Pat"
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Reading the Future

5 December Host Gary Stark presents a
day trip to the Albright-Knox Gallery,
Buffalo N.Y. Entrance fee and gallery tour
U.S. $3.00 (seniors $2.00), lunch $6.00-
$8.00. De luxe Coach (video on board, The
New York Abstract Art 1940-1965) Can.
$15.00 return. Bus departs from the Club at
8.15 a.m. and leaves Buffalo at 3.00p.m.
All members are invited but the bus holds
only 46 persons so confirm with Molly
pronto and no later than 10 November with
cash or cheque. More info? Gary Stark
535-6357.

12 December Still only $55.00 (including
drinks. Wow!), the Boar's Head Dinner • ^,
must not be missed. Only 130 satisfied (
customers possible so BOOK WITH

MOLLY as soon as possible after 17
November.

15 December On Club Night, Linda
Griffiths, renowned for her play Maggie
and Pierre, will preview her new play "The
Duchess "-a.k.a.. Wallis Simpson, which
will open at Theatre Passe Muraille in
January 1998. Linda Griffiths, who has
won four Dora Mavor Moore awards and
both Gemini and Chalmers awards, will read
excerpts from her role as Wallis Simpson
complete with costume. "Be sure to book
early with Molly for what is sure to be the
sell-out Club Night of the season," says
David Skene-Melvin (924-6807)

Reading the Past

Penelope Cookson sang in the recent
production of R. Murray Schafer's The
Princess of the Stars. Performances began
before dawn on Wildcat Lake in the
Haliburton Forest and Wildlife Reserve. In
May, she had performed in Schafer's The
Spirit Garden, Part I: Spring, outdoors at
Carlton University. Princess is the prologue
and The Spirit Garden is the tenth work in
the Patria cycle. In August she attended the
Wolf Project, the epilogue to the cycle. The
Princess of the Stars will be broadcast on
CBC's Two New Hours in 1988.

The September/October issue of Toronto

Tree, the newsletter of the local branch of
the Ontario Genealogical Society, carries an
article on our late member, artist Owen

Staples. It mentions that his "penchant for
reciting the poetical works of Edgar Allen
Poe at the Arts and Letters Club earned him
the nickname Poe Staples, and it stuck."
Owen was the grandfather of members Rod

Staples and Guy Owen Staples, both of
whom are working on a book about their
illustrious grandfather.

Reading the Monty

The Federal Mosaic
I am all for an Air of Mystique

Even Sometimes a Posture oblique
But I'm worried to Heck
Tell me what is Quebec

Should we call it Distinct or Unique?

Monty Larkin



Artistic Endeavours

From where I, your editor, sat

north of Toronto on

Thanksgiving, the most

stunning artistic endeavours,

present company excepted,

were Mother Nature's. The

colours on every by-way and

golf course were phenomenal.

Les Tibbles will be having

an exhibition of recent

paintings at the Rosedale

United Church during

November.

[The next two items were sent

in together to me; I liked the

juxtaposition. Thanks Zora]

In September the "Canadian J,

Wildflower Society" and

"Wildflower" magazine

sponsored the "Temagami Art

Camp 97" in which 22 artists /

from North America were //

involved. They were taken to

paint in the endangered "old-

growth" forest in Temagami to

focus attention on this region. Hazel

Harvey and Les Tibbles represented the

Arts and Letters Club.

Geoffrey Armstrong's exhibition, Patterns

in Time, Georgian Bay, opens at the Roberts

Gallery, 641 Yonge St., at 10.00a.m. 15

November till 4 December.

IMPORTANT

Call for entries for

SMALL PAINTINGS

EXHIBITION & SALE

22-28 November

Paintings, Original prints and Photography.

Up to 4 works, not exceeding 20" framed,

accepted, to be delivered to the Club, Satur-

day, 22 November, between 8 and 9.30

a.m. Further information: Doug Purdon at

759-3126.

Volunteers needed for hanging the show.

Lela Wilson wishes to alert all theatre groups

and like-minded persons to the Heliconian

Club's great sale of spectacular items from

the Maxwell Henderson Estate on Tuesday,

18 November from 1-4 p.m. They will

accept other donations, especially vintage

clothing. All are welcome to give or take.

Tom McNeely is making

headlines with 3 stamps

commissioned by the

Marshall Islands as a tribute

to Princess Diana.

Congratulations, Tom.

[j And thanks to Stephen

Quinlan for new "Eye-

Cons" for the doors of the "Ladies" and

"Gents".

Elizabeth Siegfried has one of her platinum
self-portraits in the exhibition called,

"Here's Looking At Me Kid; Artists Look

At Themselves". A second one is featured

on the invitation for the show, which runs at

the Art Gallery of North York till 2

November.

AS IMPORTANT

An Invitation to all Club Artists:

Painters, Photographers and Poets

To Participate in

The Annual Christmas Show

1 December to 9 January

For many years, Club artists have presented

an exhibition of light-spirited, original

"posters", on a Christmas theme, to help the

Club celebrate the holiday season. The

works have been available for purchase

through a silent auction. There are some

changes, most importantly away from the

poster format; all exhibits must be 10"X10"

and unframed or matted. The exhibition

may include photography and poetry. Work

may be broadly seasonal in theme. Art work

must be available for silent auction with a

minimum bid price of $50.00. (Proceeds to

the Club Art Fund)
Come and start the bidding on

Night, 1 December

Submissions by 28 November, 1.00p.m.

Information: Vernon Mould 487-7249

0

6
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WHAT'S ON IN NOVEMBER

CLUB NIGHTS

(A polite reminder: dinner is $12.00)

3 November Virtuoso Series: Lorna
MacDonald, soprano and Walter
Buczynski, piano, will present works by
Mozart, Schubert and our pianist, Buczynski.

10 November Members of the Club have
prepared a theatrical presentation, In Their

Words: Words and Music from the Great

War.

17 November There will be a presentation
of a documentary The Battle of Vimy Ridge.

24 November Last of the Explorers' Series:
Elizabeth Kilbourn talks about Syria
"cradle of civilization, quintessential middle-
eastern country". Her title is, "Moslems,
Bedouins, Terrorists & Much More!"

MEMBERS' and GUESTS' DINNER
(Another polite reminder: dinner is $24.00)

19 November On this night our guest

speaker will be the military historian, Terry

Copp, Professor of History at Wilfrid
Laurier University.

THE WRITERS' TABLE

7 November Club member Duggan
Melhuish will tell the story of the concept,
production, publishing and marketing of
Wind, Water, Rock and Sky", his new book
celebrating the Canadian island community
of Cognashene, Georgian Bay. "Only in
Canada, you say; Pity".

VISUAL ARTS TABLE

12 November There will be a documentary
about Canadian war artists, presented by
Gary Stark, entitled Canvas of Conflict.

THE LITERARY TABLE

4 November John Twomey will talk on
"The Pilot and the Publisher: Amelia
Earhart and George Putnam, pioneers in
modem celebrity making".

11 November Rob Prince, a graduate
student, entitles his talk "Canadian Press
Coverage of the Great War".

18 November The guest speaker will be
Sandra Gwyn, author of Tapestry of War:
A Private View of Canadians in the Great
War.

25 November The intriguing topic is
"Words Seen: Design and Illustration in
Publishing as experienced by [our own]
Arthur Steven and Tom McNeely".

MUSIC TABLE

6 November The Jazz Student Showcase of
the Faculty of Music with Phil Nimmons
and Power, Webster, Jones, Elisoft,

Hughes, Jennings and Richardson.

13 November Royal Conservatory of Music
Chamber Music: Hallum, Bergman, Shaw,
and Tyminski play Haydn; Wrubleski and
Botticelli play Schubert.

20 November The Harp Trio with Seager
and Rutledge play a fascinating programme
by Salzedo and Mozart.

27 November Royal Conservatory of Music
Chamber Music: The String Quartet of
Browne, Szucs, Schiff and Finch play

Haydn and Bridge.

'c(G
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Sy President's

• i Notes
I am writing this on the

. morning after the first event
of the two-week com-

• memoration of the Battle of

Vimy Ridge. The Theatre
Committee did a show
"devised" by John Rammell

and Peter Hart, "For What--Remembering a
Forgotten War: IN THEIR WORDS." Part 1
featured a CBC radio play, "November 11, 1918--
Jimmy Nichol," written by John Twomey and
directed for the Club presentation by Betty Trott.
There was a cast of eight. Readings and songs,

*dmirably done by 12 members, followed. The
show closed with John Rammell's truly moving
reading of a poem by Wilfred Owen set to
Benjamin Britten's War Requiem, first done at the
new Coventry Cathedral in 1962. Was there a dry
eye in the Great Hall? I'm not sure. As this "age
of extremity," this terrible century, which has seen
more people killed than all of the past centuries
combined, draws to a close, we remember those
four dark years when our young men bravely--a
word never to be taken lightly--gave their lives for
a cause whose validity we continue to question
today, 80 years later. Wilfred Owen, M.C., killed
just before the Armistice, was "imbued with ideas
of pity and of reconciliation, both of which imply
hope." He wrote:

Strange friend,' I said,'Here is no cause to mourn.'
'None,' said the other, 'Save the undone years,
The hopelessness. Whatever hope is yours,
Was my life also: I went hunting wild
After the wildest beauty in the world,
For by my glee might many men have laughed,

^4 nd of my weeping something had been left,
W"hich must die now. I mean the truth untold,

The pity of war, the pity war distilled.'

Ezra Schabas

The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto

presents

Two Seasoned Evenings
and

Many Happy Hours
S : r : , You should already have booked for:

-The Boar's Head Dinner
12 December

Call Molly immediately and let her add a mere $55.00 to
your credit card and then enjoy preprandial drinks, dinner
(braised duck, Shrimp bisque, roast beef, Christmas pud and oh,
so much more) with wine and, over all, tradition.. All tastes
catered for: vegetarian, let Molly know; non-alcoholic, in the
LAMPS room along with the wine; alcoholic, at the bar.

Be-onerofthel3 tlucky ones to eat more than is good for
them and to laugh and sing all that is good for them.

v Ol. 3o NO. 10

cP

~)~i~e~~~

~"~8"
Letters Club of Toronto

SYou should already have been enjoying

Many Happy Hours
Tuesdays from 5.00 to 7.00 p.m.

Enjoy free friendship,hors d'oeuvres and sandwiches. The bar is not
complimentary but the bar tenders are. No reservations necessary.

C

*

-

You should already have contemplated attending the
New Year's Eve

MEGA MADNESS PARTY
Trip the light fantastic throughout the evening to our o

* f ELM STREET TRIO
Ezra Schabas, Ron Sorley, John Wimbs and friends

? Entertainment, Prizes and Surprises

For Auld Lang Syne
In the Scottish tradition of HOGMANAY and to guarantee the
Club health and happiness in its 90th year there will be a FIRST
FOOT at midnight along with masses of balloons and bubbly.

7.30 pm Cocktails, hors d'oeuvres 8.30 pm Gourmet Dinnei
Tickets at $50.00 provide members and guests with wine,
dinner, and midnight bubbly. (Cash bar for cocktails and
liqueurs). Reserve with Molly until 23 December; later, call Betty
Postill 961-5609.

No cancellations accepted after noon on 29 December.

.
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Members' Awards, Poetry and Pictures

Evelyn Yates will receive a Recognition of

Service Award from the City of Toronto at

the annual civic honours list ceremony on 4

December 1997.As well as having served on

the City of Toronto Book Awards

Committee since 1992, Eve is a writer

whose advocacy for global literacy and

human rights in education has meant

involvement with issues and events

pertaining to this International Literacy

Decade 1990-2000. She is also keen on

archival and landmark preservation-of-

heritage issues. But the real reason is her

crush on Augustus Bridle, Gus to her when

editing his letters.

Two Odes to Two Hippopotami

Broad of beam but short on hustle,

Hippos hardly ever bustle.

But if there's one you'd like to rustle,

Beware that hippopotamuscle!

Twelve feet long and six feet wide,

Two tons packed in bulging hide.

Tell me O hippo, I entreat,

Do you suffer from sore feet?

William Vance

Act Immediately! Still Time!

An Invitation to all Club Artists: Painters, Photographers

and Poets

To Participate in

The Annual Christmas Show

1 December to 9 January

For many years, Club artists have presented an exhibition of

light-spirited, original "posters", on a Christmas theme, to

help the Club celebrate the holiday season. The works have

been available for purchase through a silent auction. There

are some changes, most importantly away from the poster

format; all exhibits must be 10"X10" and unframed or

matted. The exhibition may include photography and poetry.

Work may be broadly seasonal in theme. Art work must be

available for silent auction with a minimum bid price of

$50.00. (Proceeds to the Club Art Fund)

Come and start the bidding on

Club Night, 1 December

Art Opening

Silent Auction

Submissions by 28 November, 1.00p.m.

Information: Mould 487-7249

ARTS AND LETTERS CLUB
90th Anniversary

Open Art Competition
Call For Entries

More Than $3,500 in Awards

Jurors: Maxwell Anderson

Megan Rice
John Newman

A rare chance for Ontario artists to exhibit their paint-

ings at the historic Arts and Letters Club to celebrate

its 90th Year. The Club was founded in 1908 by mem-

bers of the Group of Seven and other creative people.

Show Dates: 18 April to 2 May.

Gala Opening: 7.00 p.m., 17 April 1998

Entry Fee: $25 for up to two slides.

Deadline for Slide Jurying: 31 January 1998

Entry Forms available at the Club

Notice to Members:

There are a few copies still available of

REMEMBERING A FORGOTTEN WAR

A story of the Arts and Letters Club's 15 official war

artists and the 53 other remarkable members who

served in World War I.

Limited Edition: $2.00

I ,

_ _
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People of the Club

The plaster and the expletives are both flying in an 1885
house on Major Street, in what is sometimes called the
South Annex. There, Patricia and Andrew J. Stewart
are furiously renovating for the occasion of their 40th
anniversary when their two sons, Jake and Michael, plan a
houseful to honour their parents.

They are well known at the Club as Pat and Sandy,
she as editor of this publication for two years, he as a
disturber, both on and off the executive. Sandy has used
his long experience as a producer in radio and TV to
embellish the Spring Show, among other things, to initiate
a Muskoka retreat for the board and to promote the idea
that if too much emphasis is placed on finances, the Club
might destroy the arts which, he says, "are not money-
oriented."

Life has not been dull for the Stewarts. On their first
anniversary they left for Yellowknife where, as a radio
producer, Sandy had to set up a station for the new
northern service. After a year there, they headed for
Jamaica where Sandy performed as programme director
for Jamaica Broadcasting. Back home, he found time to
join us in 1972, and produce two of his most notable
shows on CBC Radio: a series on successful Canadians
called "The Winners"-such as Pauline Johnson, H.R.
MacMillan, Charlotte Whitton--and a highschool quiz
show called "Reach for the Top". Alex Trebek, who now
conducts the popular TVprogramme "Jeopardy", got his

start on "Reach", which Sandy turned into

a private company involving at one time
about 400 schools.

He wrote three books which have
become standard reference books for CBC
radio and television. Every spring he still

gets "a nice little cheque" from the public
lending rate, based on the use made of his
books in Canadian libraries. "It's like

having a good cow." The Globe andMail

wrote in 1985: "It's important to have a

book like From Coast to Coast to remind

us what radio once was, and what it still

can be." He also served as president of the
Canadian Science writers.

Meanwhile, Pat completed a degree
in English Language and Literature at Victoria College
where she became associate editor of the newspaper-a
useful apprenticeship for the Lampsletter and editing
Sandy's books.

Sandy is conscious of his maverick role and says:
"The independent spirit that I had, I got at CBC Radio
from their three great producers: Essa Ljungh, Andrew
Allen and Frank Willis. And that was, that the producers
responded to the managers, and they would not be
influenced by anything like money or power. So that has
guided my life ever since." He was first to show movies at
the Club, promoted an evening to honour Lou Applebaum
and started Herb Whittaker's stage series introducing
prominent entertainers.

And what do the Stewarts think most remarkable
about their lives? The fact that they have got along for 40
years. "It was not easy." Admits Pat. "We're both prima
donnas." And Sandy says, "We worked, professionally,
later in our lives, and we worked very well together,
raising our kids and everything else."

The advent of women members, he feels, was a tidal
change for the Club. When, as chairman of a meeting, he
introduced past presidents, he always introduced the
pioneer women members as well. And Pat of course
approves. "I'm still waiting," she says, "to see pictures of
women on the walls." Fergus Cronin

Singing at the Club
Why are not you doing so? The Club Choir needs You,
every Tuesday at 6.45. Singers are short this year,
especially male ones. Some are, of course, long and tall.

Our outstanding choir conductor, Roger Hobbs, needs them
all to develop a choir worthy of the Club. So men and

women of the A&L join up now (just appear at the f
rehearsal-Roger will do the rest)

and

Sing, Sing, Sing. U-

Ho, Ho, Ho, Holiday Luncheons!
$19.50 Special

Thursday, 18 December at 12.00 noon

Christmas reading by Jim Morris

Vocalist TBA

Carols with Jack Yocum at the piano

nridav, 19 December at 12.00 noon

Glynis Ranney and Gerald Isaac

with Ruth Morawitz at the piano.
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Members' Notes and Letters

From Peter Hart: From Gordon Fulton:

Just to let you know that I have presented a I'm on the on the Boards again in The Gin Game

copy of my book, A CIVIL SOCIETY-A Brief at at the Village Playhouse, 9 - 31 January. Details at

Personal History of the Canadian Society for Civil thethe Club

Engineering and of its French translation (by -

Francois Trottier), PETITE HISTOIRE de La Societe

canadienne de ge'nie civil to the Club's library.

(That's right civil of you, Peter. Ed.)

From John Lawson :

ARTS & LETTERS MUSIC COMMITTEE

ANNOUNCES

90th ANNIVERSARY MUSIC COMMISSION!

The Music Committee announces that it has commissioned a song cycle for baritonec, piano

and oboe/cello from Srul Irving Glick, the well-known Canadian composer, and Club member

Richard Outram, poet, in honour of the Club's 9 0 th Anniversary. The premiere of this commission

will take place at the Club in the fall of 1998.

Fees and expenses involved in the commission will amount to approximately $5,000 plus

performance fees. Over half this amount has already been donated by members of the Committee.

The Committee would welcome the financial assistance of members of the Club. Because

the Club cannot issue charitable receipts, arrangements have been made with the Canadian Music

Centre to accept donations and to issue tax receipts.

Donations should be addressed or delivered to:

Mary Lou Coulton, Comptroller

Canadian Music Centre

20 St. Joseph Street

Toronto, On M4Y 1J9

Tel: 961 6601

Cheques should be made out to the Canadian Music Centre, with a memo on the bottom "re Srul

Irving Glick Commission, Arts & Letters Club". Donations may be made using Mastercard or Visa.

Receipts are issued by the Music Centre on 31 December of the year in which the donation is made.

There is also sad news:
A Star Lady

The Arts and Letters Club has lost a talented, longstanding member and lovely lady in the death early

this month of Morna Wales Daniel after a lengthy illness. Indeed Morna was an informal ipso facto

"member" of the Club several years before women were constituionally admitted, because of her

special talent, kindness to colleagues and ever-present warm charm. Morna made a stellar

contribution to stage productions at the Club over three decades. Only in recent years has illness kept

her from active participation on the Club stage.

An actress trained in England and a performer on the stage there, Morna came to the A&L

spring show in the sixties through the good offices of the late Bob Christie, who introduced her from

the CBC. From then on, Morna was a prominent member year after year, in comedy and serious

presentations, music and straight dialogue, group or solo. She inspired other members of the cast

with her professionalism and entertained audiences with her original interpretations. She was a star

lady.
All at the Club extend their sympathy to her daughter Morna, a member, and to the family.

Jack Yocum
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Reminders of What's Coming Up, Doc

Scots Wha Ha!

ITfyou can say it, never mind if you know

what it means, and even if you neither say
nor know, you must come on a broad, bricht,

moonlicht nicht to the Burns Supper. On

Thursday, 22 January, 1998 , the pipes

they are a-callin! It's HAGGIS time again.

Come celebrate Rabbie Burns' birthday

with a Grrreat Scottish Dinner: haggis--

wines and Drambuie too, wi' a dram o'

scotch tae wet yer whistle. (My mum-in-law

stopped at the haggis. Ed.) Songs, poetry,

stories, speeches and the skirl o' Bagpipes!
Your host: Malcolm Sinclair aided and

abetted by David McKane, Reg Wallace

and Zora Buchanan. Cost a mere $48.00

for all of the above. (Can this be a Scots'

night?? Ed.) Cash Bar (Yes it can. Ed.),

featuring a large selection of malts (Can one

have a double single malt? Ed.) Dinner is at

7.00 p.m. This event is extremely popular

and is always sold out. As the Great Hall's

seating capacity is 100, reservations are

absolutely essential.

In order to accommodate members first,

reservations will be limited to a member and

one guest until Monday 5 January, 1988.

Thereafter, members may reserve for

additional guests, if there be space.

On Wednesday 14 January at the

Members' and Guests' Dinner, we are

very happy to welcome our own, our very

own, Ruth Morawetz at the piano and

soprano Rosemarie Landry. They will

present an illustrated lecture on one of

Rosemarie's specialties, French composer
Francis Poulenc

And when you have sobered up there's

LAMPSVr 1EEK 1 998

February 23 to 27

Music, Literariness,

ARCHITECTURE, ART, THEATRE.

You will be

ENTERTAINED, EDUCATED, AND

MIGHTILY AMUSED.

In addition Outstanding Meals!

Special Package Prices! Full details and

information for reservations will be

prominently provided in the next issue of

Lampsletter

But before all that, don't forget:

On 15 December Club Night, Linda

Griffiths, renowned for her play Maggie

and Pierre, will preview her new play "The

Duchess "-a.k.a.. Wallis Simpson, which

will open at Theatre Passe Muraille in

January 1998. Reviled as a whore and a Nazi

sympathizer, Wallis Warfield Simpson, the

Woman Who Would Be Queen, had to settle

for being merely the Duchess of Windsor.

Linda Griffiths, who has won four Dora

Mavor Moore awards and both Gemini and

Chalmers awards, has created a meditation

on our century through her eyes, a woman

with power and no place to exercise it. "Be

sure to book early with Molly for what is

sure to be the sell-out Club Night of the

season," says David Skene-Melvin (924-

6807)

0

To All Club Members

Call for Submissions for Photography Exhibition

12 January 1998

All themes and photographic techniques are welcome. There is no

size limitation, but photographs must be framed and ready to hang.

The work can be for sale and the Club keeps 20%. Please bring no

more than three prints to the Lamps Room on Saturday 10 January

between 9.00-11.00 a.m. Members of the Photographic Committee

will make up the jury for the submissions.
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Artistic Endeavours

Congratulations to Zora

Buchanan. Zora won the Best

Townhouse Garden Award in the

1997 Mayor's Blooming Contest

for the most beautiful front

gardens in the City of Toronto.

And to Tom Chatfield who

has again this year had one of his

paintings selected to be on a
Children's Aid Society Christmas

card.

Moya Gilett, our resident art

restorer par excellence, held

another "Scrubbers" session in

her studio. Zora Buchanan,

Gary Stark, Judith Graham

and Kay Murray-Weber cleaned 5 oil paintings from

the Club collection. Not only did we save the Club
several hundred dollars in restoration costs, we had a

jolly good time! Thanks to Moya, we were privileged
to be able to spend a Saturday morning learning and
accomplishing.

Many congratulations to Doug Purdon, newly

elected to the Society of Canadian Artists

John Frei has a solo show of recent watercolours

"Trees and Things" at the Burlington Art Centre,

Fireside Lounge from 30 December 1997 to 27

January. The opening reception is 11 January, 1998,

2-4 p.m. John will be there at 1333 Lakeshore,

Burlington.

Jacqueline Jacobs and Rudolf Stussi are back
from Europe but will return to Switzerland next July

probably for some years. Jacobs has work featured

this November on the cover of a book of poetry,
Personations, published by Exile Press; currently has
work showing in Chur, Switzerland; and will show at
the Gallerie Pfefferberg in Berlin in November 1998.

Next year she will also illustrate a book of short
stories by Stan Rogal, called Restless, published by

Insomniac Press. Stussi is the subject of a coffee-
table book by Paul Duval to be published in October
1998 by Benteli in Bern, Switzerland's best art book
publisher. It will be distributed here too (it's in

English and German). He has exhibitions planned for
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Berlin in October 1998; for
Zurich in December 1998;

and for Innsbruck in March

1999.

S Kay Murray Weber

• reports that one of her large

- ^-t.- original screenprints "Space
Station" has been stolen from

the purchaser in Calgary. The

work is 30" x 35", a night
landscape with stars and

bordered by stars. The

edition number was T/P II.

Sj (Any change in that number

f.i,/vo- should identify it.) She asks

you to report it if you should

see it.

Many thanks to David Skene-Melvin for

instituting a complimentary subscription to

Wildflower; North America's Magazine of Wild

Flora, for its support of painting of wild and native

plants, in the hope that it might inspire the Club's

artists to consider wild flora as a subject; contribute

to the magazine; and, advertise therein as some

members already do.

Outdoor Sketchers enjoyed sunny weather in late

October embers and guests and as usual there was a

good production of paintings and sketches and as
usual good hospitality at the hotel. The last sketching

Saturday for the year also occurred on a lovely sunny
day, with a little nip in the air, all of which made the

cosy farmhouse and warm hospitality of Mary and

Ian McGillivray all the more enjoyable. Thanks to

all the hosts and hostesses who so graciously made

their houses available to the Outdoor Sketchers over

the past year. The schedule for next year is rapidly
filling up, so if any host/hostess would be willing to

have us at their place in 1998, we would be very

grateful if they would please contact Ellen Frei at
369-9564

Arts and Letters Club members who generously

donated their time and talent to decorating stools for
theWomen's Art Association fundraiser called

"Stool's Paradise" were Ann Barry, Zora

Buchanan, Lucy Giles, Loi Hathaway, Doug
Purdon, Sheila Ramsay and Violet Thresher.

tr p
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WHAT'S ON IN DECEMBER

0
CLUB NIGHTS

(A polite reminder: dinner is $12.00)

1 December Opening of the Christmas Show
and Silent Auction. Following Club supper
please join fellow members and guest around the
Great Hall fireplace for reminiscences of winters
past. Come in time to look and bid.

8 December Royal Conservatory of Music
Chamber Music will play Loeffler, Mozart and
Bernstein

12 December A Christmas must: The Boar's

Head Dinner

15 December An evening with Lynn Griffith,
performing in her other persona of the Duchess
of Windsor.

22 December Another Christmas must: song,
supper, and port by the fireside. Carols with
Club choir and Roger Hobbs. Bring a gift worth
$2.00 (and take home a gift worth $2.00)! [You
hope. Maybe more. Ed.] A mere $15.00.

THE LITERARY TABLE

2 December Herbert Whittaker will discuss

Tom Stoppard's new play, The Invention of

Love, which he saw recently in London.

9 December George_Galt, a writer, will discuss
his first novel, Scribes & Scoundrels, a satire on
writing and publishing.

16 December John Rammell, a member of the
Club, will read a narrative poem, which is yet to
be chosen.

There will be no more meetings until

January.

MUSIC TABLE

4 December Chamber Music with Exalte.

Mith, Elliot, Ukulkowska, MacPhail, Sawzcargo
and Chaddock will play pieces by Scarlatti,
Guiliani, Schultze, Naudot and Piazella.

11 December Kiwanis Music Festival winner,
Allison Kwan, solo piano and violin, will play
Mozart, Sarasate and Alexina Louie

No more Music Tables until January

But then York University, Faculty of Music, has
joined our line-up with recitals scheduled for the

Music Tables of 5 March. 23 April and 4 June.
NB. Jennie and Rennie Regehr, piano and
viola, will be appearing on the Club Night of 28
January 1998--not in February

WRITERS' TABLE

5 December Jack McQuaig tells of the lesson
writers can learn from the works of George
Bernard Shaw.

HOLIDAY LUNCHEONS

18 December Readings by Jim Morris;
vocalist, a surprise; Carols with Jack Yocum at
the piano. Cost: $19.50.

19 December Glynis Ranney and Gerald
Isaac present a Christmas programme, Ruth
Morawitz will be her usual self at the piano.

AND don't forget THE MEGABASH on

New Year's Eve.

?

Report of What the Past Held Dear

From the minutes of the Executive Committee of 14 November, 1917: "Any member who feels
that the annual fee does not adequately express his appreciation of the value of the privileges of
the Club is reminded that subscriptions to the Building Fund [or staff gratuity fund. Ed.] have
been and will be welcomed." Gleaned by Raymond Peringer.
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5 6
Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table Writers' Group
Whittaker Chamber Music McQuaig

Club Night 6.45 Choir Visual Arts
Art Opening GHR * GHR Trip to Buffalo

7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Studio Painting Studio Painting

Literary Table Music Table
GHR George Gait Alison Kwan

Club Night 6.45 Choir Boar's Head
Rennie Regehr GHR GHR Dinner GHR

14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Studio Painting

Literary Table Xmas Lunch Xmas Lunch
John Rammell

Club Night 6.45 Choir

Lynn Griffith GHR GHR GHR GHR

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

6.00 Club

Closes Club Closed Club Closed Club Closed
28 29 30 31

MEGA

Club Closed Club Closed Club Closed BASH Club Closed Club Closed Club Closed

*GHR short for Great Hall Rented.

RESERVE WITH MOLLY 597-0223 RESERVE WITH MOLLY, OR ELSE!

The deadline for the January issue is 12 December. Happy Hanukah and Merry
Christmas and Season's Greetings and Cheerful Holidays to all. Once again many thanks
to Betty Postill for her help with stuffing and posting. The Stuffing Group, which
includes also Elmer Phillips and Jim Hubbard, meets usually on the second or third
Friday of the month after lunch; new members are eagerly sought. Required skills are
minimal; no experience needed. Our slogan for the month is, "It's all in the stuffing.'

Ann Robson Ed.

Fax 921 7573

Email arobson@inforamp.net
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